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Preface.

') During the period of this study, changing conditions in California
and the nation have made the topic of low-energy lifestyles even more
In California, the Energy

timely than when this study began (4arch 1976).

r

gesourcet Conservation ana Development.Commission has 'placed increasing`-emphasis on 'conservation as part of their program.

At Ae Iiitional 'level

the frigid winter. of 1976 -1977 and the ensuing natural gis'stertages made

the nation and the State more aware of the limitations of energy supply

.

.

and the need for conservation.

This awareness has been reinforced by

President Carter's energy-policy, which stresses the desirability of life/

style changes for conserving energy.

The present study examines energy conserving ways of Ming, with
emphasis on three innovative 'modes--the rural/aternative lifestyle, new

towns, and energy vonservin§ subdivisions in existing cities.
AN**

While we

look at ways in whiCh tile. experimenters with these lifestyles are actUally

saving energy the view is toward.'

sibliiies for the adoption of energy=
l

1-

conserving measures by the larger popula ion.
The shape of the present report is the result ofLa variety of circum"

4

stances. Initially; my objective-was simply to'survey a variety oif these
.
.

experiments using the literature and limited interviews.

q

However,;. fortuitous

itted the undertaking of detailed field studieslIin two

circumstances))
of the areas o

i

the project

The field- studies were possible only because

of the presenc at the Univ sty of .California,, :Davis, of several know=,

.

sledgeable and enthusiastic persons who were willing to, join me pn research

iF
,

of mutual interest..

It has beennmy pleasure and good fortune-tojave
,

..

worked with Professbrs Vuce Hackett (Department of Sociology), Edward J.

'

,

BlakeLY-(APPlied Behavioral Sciences), and Glenn R. Hawkes ,(Applied
Behavioral Sciences) 'and Ms. Janice Hamrin.
,

The task was aided further

.

by small-amonts,of financial support' i'rem-the University of'California.
Professor Hackett played a major role in developing and carrying
out the survey of alternative lifestyle persons reported in Chapter 2.
His previous research in communal living and knoWledge of alternative
.

He conducted several of the inter-

lifestyles was vital to the -effort.
4

views and supervised those conducted by Edward Vine, our research assistant
ti

for this part of the project.

We are indebted to Mr. Vine for the

-excellent work he did,- which(sometiMes required ma

rs of tramping

,thrOugh the hills of Mendocino County in temperatures above-105 °.,

His

rapport with the reipondents was crucial to obtaining the detailed and
L.;

.

.personal information.

The study of an energy tons

ving subdivision in Davis, California

Chapter 4 has beeri'a joint effortemong Ms2*mrin,,,,and
,

.\

Professors Blakely, Hawkes and-myself.

Ms. Hamrin played a major role

in developing the survey questionnaire and interviewing the.residents of
the subdivision.

I an also indebted to her for reading various draftS of

this.report and contributing valuable comments and suggestions for its
imp.ovement.

We expect to- continue monitoring the progress of this sub-

division for several' .years and to report results periodically.

My collaborators and I are indebted to a large number of individuals
for their exceptional cooperation.' Anon Forrest and Saul Krimsly, United

Stand leaders (Ms. Forrest is also,a Commissioner on the State Housing and

tommunity Development Omission), contributed greatly to the success of
the survey.

They helped design our questionnaire and enthusiastically

shared their extraordinary knoWledge of who's who in Mendocinb County as

1)

well as, opening doors-which would otherwise have been closed.

Our task

in' gathering information about 'the ehergy cOngerving subdivision in

Davis (Village Homes) was aided greatly by the exceptional codperatione

Corbett, designers and developers of the, subdivision,

of Michael and
r

and John Hofacre, degigner.

Don Cameron, Gordon Jones, and Dayne Stiles

of the Irvine Company's--planning staff generously shared their extensive

knowledge of the gargantuan task of building a new city and gave me an
infOrmation 'filled guided tour of Irvihe6.

Dr. William Ahern, Project Manager for the California Energy Resources
Conservation and Development Commission, contributed significantly to the
substance and shape of this project aid to my enjoyment-in carrying it
out.

-I wish to thank him for many stimulating discussions and for hig,

attention to administrative matters, which made my task far-easier.
Finally, the outstanding Secretarial support given me by Linda-Thomas
is'gratefully acknowledged.

Inquiries about forthcOming reports on work

still in=progress should be made tome at the.Division-of EnvironMental
Studies, University of California, Davis, California 9.5616.
S. I. Schwairtz

Davis, California
April, 1977
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Scope of the Study

Chapter 1.

Introduction
44.

Since President Carterrls energy poicy message to Congress, the
subject of lifestyle change to conserve energy has been-widely discussed.
A dominant reaction is that making do with less is not part of the American
dream.

Yet, in,recent years, many Americans have voluntarily chosen to

reject that dream in favor wa simpler lifestyle with lower consumptioriof energy and other resources.*

.The present study addresses the broad topicof energy use and its
.

relationship to lifestyles.

./-.

Of specialPinterest is energy use among indi.

viduals who have chosen innovative or alternative lifestyles which-are
characteriied by.low energy use or.have the potential for relatively low
energy use.

.

We'examine in detail the rural alternative (back-to-the-land)

lifetyle and two others, much closer to the mainstream-new towns, especially ones designed for energy and resource conservation, and energy
conserving commUnities with

existing cities.

Although much has been written abotft alternative lifestyles and their

energy conservation possibilities
nil.

(1975)

research on the subject is virtually

pple, a recent major study by Dorothy Newman and Dawn-Day
As an exk
sponiored by the Ford foundation EnergrPolicy Project,\ obtained

highly detailed information about persoilalrenergy use in tile United States..

,(

While' the aggregate Wormation about nationwide energyuse is valuable,
r

by the authors' admission the study does not relate pergy use to lfTestiles
ik,

,

or consider innovative 1i estyles.

il review of this work by Alfred Neller,,

President of California Tomorrow, is insightful: "What seems to me to-be
* This movement has beenirgferred.to as "voluntary simplicity
.Elgin and Mitchell (1976) and other writers. ',-

8

(VS) by'

missing in thiniscussion of energy and the wayapeople live is an account
x.0".

of the many serious experiments now under way, to develop new lifestyles.

which'donserve-energy and other resources...Some of the people interviewed
in the chapter on 'The Way Some People Live' seem to want to practice
energy conservation, but don't know quite how to go about it"

(Newman and

Day, 1975; p. a05).

The present report represents an initial effort to identify and 'examine

.

some-of these serious experiments.-

It describes several energy conserving

lifestyles, looks at energy use and the factors that explain lower than
average use, identifies problems associated with,the obstacles to the
wider adoption of such lifestyles.

By looking at the experimenters we hdpe

to identify possibilities that,are applicable to
viduals in their present situa

-ns.

rger numbers of

.

,

Energy conserving lifestyles.

Lifestyle is a widely (and loosely)

used term that probably brings different images to mind for each individual.

:occupational or social
Lifestyles are often characterized-by.occupational

e

status,

e.g.,

blue collar, executive, jet-set, by location of residence, e.g., urban,
suburban.irural, or by doMinant recreatidnailactivity. 'What identifies
7'

an individual as partitipating,In a specific lifestyle category may often
be unclegr--i.e., lif
4

,

tyle definitions arelimOrecise.

Howexer, we believe

-cam

(pat different lifestyles are ider6fiable by some combination. of attitudes,
/

mannerisms, and, more importantly, activity and consumption patterns.*

Our concern in. ,this study is with energy onsehing lifestyles or

more vecificallY, with changes in activity,patterns or consumption that
C.12'

* Social scientists have made a start toward examining lifestyle differences
by analyzing the use df time 4act-Wity analysis) of different social groups
in various countries,(see Ferge, 1972; Hammer and Chapin, 1972). Although
activity,analysis is potentially useful, we belleme. it is too limited a means,
(rent a i festyl es.
for identifyIng and capturing the ess. nce of diffe

.1,1

result in less energy use than would otherwise be the case.

This is, a

relative rather than an -absolute standard - -it is possible to-practice an

energy conserving lifestyle xhile, atghe'iame time, participating in
However, of special interest to this study

another (dominant) lifestyie.,

are low-energy or frugal lifestyles--those which are identifiable as consuming much less energy than the average for the'society.
Scope of the Study
In Chapter 2 we examine the back-to-the-land movement (rural - alterna-

tive lifestyle), looking at both individual homesteads and communal living.
The nature of the movement and its lifestyle, the consumption of energy
and other items, the economic effects, and some of the problems encountered
j by this lifestyle are described.

Although the simple life is not so simple,

it is frugal, especially with.regard to the consumption of nonrenewable
fuels.

In Chapter 3 the energy conservation possibilities and lifestyles of

American new towns of the 1960's and 1970's are consilred.

Reston, Virginia

and Irvine, California, both satellite new towns which are typical of the
developer designed community (

thbugh unique in other respects) are

c/4described in detail.

In contrast, we-also look at a very different type

of dr community--Cerro Gordo, Oregon--which was designed by a group of its
original memb rs.

This community emphasizes energy and resource conservar

tion and close interpersonal relationships in 6a small'rural setting.

In Chapter 4 we consider housing and subdivision design in existing
communities capable of reducing energy use for heating, cooling, transportation and other purposes.

Voluntary or rernmentally imposed measures

* Elgin and Mitchell (1976) consider frugal living (voluntary simplicity)
as a dominant lifestyle.
,

t
_to

1

4

of
that affect,the oriekatioq,and design of structures, the insulation
.
buildings, and the microclimate within the subdivision are included.

Regu-

city-,
lations in the City of Davis and an innovative subdivision in that

are described and evaluated.
variety of
In Chapter 5 we identify and evaluate the effects of a
odstaclec'4-0 the wider adoption of lifestyle changes that
Both individuikl and societal factors

reducing energy use.
as well as some social

re capable of
e considered

implications of adopting various changes.

cluding comment in Chapter 6 completes 1the report.
11,

L

45,
5

.11

A con-

5

Chapter 2:
2.1

"Back-to-the-Land": Rural Communes and Womesteads

Introduction

In this chapter we focus on those persons who have chOsen rural life
as an alternative. to the urban lifestyle.

,Both communal and individual

forms of the back-to-the 4and movement are considered as well as those
living arrangements that fall somewhere in-between.

We examine the back-

td,

ground of the movement, its extent in Northern California,, the character-:
4

istics and lifestyle of its participents,"and their energy use.

2.2

Background

The appeal of the back-to-the-land-movement can be traced

at least

in part, to our history of anti-urban attitudes and the-idyiiic portrayal
of rural life; with its virtues -of simplicity, self- reliance, friendliness,
4

and healthfulness. 'Theologian, Harvey Cox attributes part'of the reason

for this anti-urpanism to lOng-standing religious beliefs:
...there has always-been a streak of anti-urbanism in American
Not only have intellectuals often sided against the
culture.
city in the course of American history, but our religious
'tradition'also harbors a kind of anti-urban romanticism. As
a- theologian I am painfully aware of the extent to which
American religious -piety has fed a yearning for the idyllic
and rustic and therefore-contributed to the distrust and fear
(Cox,
of cities which has so marred our national character.
Foreword to tampbell, 1976; p..
Nostalgia for an earlier and simpler age, devoid of many of the stresses
of modern urban life, has been widespread, especially in recent years:

How-

ever, it was notnostalgia alone that caused an increasing number of urban
dwellers, especially young people, to move to rural-areas in the late
1960's. and 1970's.

The disaffection of many young people with American

society in the 1960's undoubtedly provided a major impetus to-the rural

.12-

.

'

.

%

.

I

,T

,

.

r"

P
.

Many young pebple whq lelt thatthey kre, in Paul Goodman'SI

_

migration.

,

term-,,,a!growing up absurd" and Wereqhnablet9 influence their elders
-

.

.

-21;.

.

to solve

the problems of militarism, radsm,'and environmental pollution becaMe

_

:=

convinced that,"the.system'Lwas unworkable and that' change could .ndf come
.
.

from within: 'The alternative was to drop out.

Most dropouts remained in
?

,

,i§

,urban areas in the mid and late 190's.. ft was not,uniil what'Kern, et.
.

-.

.

al., (1976) call the demise of "flower power%-the deterioration of condi-,
tions and

-

119)increase in violence in hippie enclaves, which he 'dates as

1968--that large migrationsto rural areas took place.

Thousands left San

Francisco's Haight- Ashbury district for rural parts of northern Califonia
and elsewhere.,

4.

The literature oecommunes and alternative lifestyles (Kanter, 1972;
Kanter, ed., 1973) as well as interviews, indicates that few individuals
had the resources to buy land immediately but some eventually raised the
money and are homeSteading today.. Many atraveled from commune to commune,

'pexhaps crashing at "open land" communes such as Morningstar or Wheeler's

Ranch in Sonoma County (Wheeler, 1975), each of which housed several
hundred persons at one time.

Hoviever, many back -to- the -land migrants in

recent years were not flower childrenLof the 1960's.

'Some are older

persons--artists, writers;' craftsmen, and professionals who beeame disen-

chanfed with the "rat race"--while other's are young people who are often

well educated and have chosen not to pursue a more conventional urban
lifestyle:""Rtasons for the appeal of the rural lifestyle are varied,
including the belief that there are no satisfying mainstream jabs, that
regular jobs require. undesirable sacrificp, and that the simple lifer
lived in touch' with nature in an

Loogically sound way, :is better than

one of high consumption.

13

.

c.

. The back-.to-the-land movement has/received'ansidei-able favorable

hattonalfmedia,whiarhavestres

publicity by

d the virtues of the

self-reliant, simple, rural,p-fe Mpdia treatment andiurveys

(Elgin,

and

-

Mii"Chell, 1976) indicate that this lifestyletouches a responsive chord
in many harried -urbanites,.-who wish they were frde to make such a change
. 1r

but' feel they cannot. TheMovement-has generated'its own publications,
/

-

which promote the'back-to-:the-land lifestyle and provide""how to do it"
information for back-to-the-land people tnd sympathetic,tity people

Wlic

may be contemplating such a move or could utilize the information intrban
settingg.

The,Mother Earth!,News, with its down-to-earth, nostalgic tone,

offers information about farming, gardening, homebuilding, various crafts
and home production activities, advertites products that can improve the

homesteader's life, and,carries many claqified ads placed by individuals
who are 'seeking others to join their back-to-the-land venture.
Another important alternative lifestyle,publicatioat,' Stewart Brand's
N

CoEvolution Quarterly, an outgrowth Of"the Whole Earth Catalog, Orevides
O

similar information but is much more intellectual and eclectic than'Mother
._

Earth News.

Popular topics include ecology and systems" theory (with fre..,,

,

.

'quently esoterk.contributions'by well known acadeMic theorists), space
:

.

i

-

-4

,

'' colonization; politics and society in-theory and practice, as well as the
more ."-tradItional" appropriate technology and do-it-yourself ideas.

There

is an important difference in philosophy between Brand and the rural selfsufficiency promoted. by the.Mother Earth News which is best expressed-by

Brand's article on "Local .Dependency" (CoEvolution Quarterly, N.

1,975;

P. 5).

SelfIsufficiency is an idea which has dOne more harm than good.
TM close conceptual examination is is flawed at, the root. More
importantly, it works bidly in practice.

14

8

,

'

in total self-Saffi ciency-Anyone who has actually tried to ive
::the
recent wave-ttjat we -(culpa!),
*there must be now several thousands in
helped inspire--knows the mind-ntiMbing ,labor and loneliness and
frustration and real marginlessAazard thatlegoes-with the attempt.
It is a kind- of hysteria.' ( !MOO ine addad)
It is
...self-smtneiency _is not to be had on any terms, ever.
of
the
'fatail
4nieriOn
mania
for...privacy
a charming, woodsy, .extension
.

.

.

k

It would seem that, the inoie fundamentaK statement is one of
ency 'we prefer, but that's
dependency. We can ask what kinds 'of
.
qur only choice.
9 -,

I'm betting tit: abandonment of it 1 usiOni of self - sufficiency
by preference.*
will free us up to.- accept and enjoy local deOetidency,
-,,
Many, books useful to *back-to-the-landkAa and- city people are reviewed

by CoEvolUtion Quarterly and, 't01 a lesser patent, thellother Earth News.

It

are thousands,
is evident from the book? reviews and adveriisementsthat:there
.
of titles that-have been published in recent yre:ars,, althou9h:some precede

the movement of the Mid-1960's

Presumably many 16f:these titles -have reached
.

a suitable audience.

Two of the most important. back-to-the-land books came

not from the 1960't or 1970 s but from predecessors of the present movement
who ,migrated to 'rural areas many 'years ago,.Ral ph Borsodi in 1.926t.and Helen

and Scott Nearing

n- 1933._

°'1.Beth Borsod

Flight from the City (1933)

d the Neartngs

Living

E

the Good Life (154)

re articulate,- sensitive and inforriNtive :works which..
Borsodf\

Make a powerful cafe fqr a relatively-self-sufficient
,

./

and his faTily left New York City in,1

0 to establish a' homestead in rural'

upstate New York within 50 miles Of th

city. 'The Nearings, also New York

,

* We did not-find anybody who espoused the total self - sufficiency. that
Brand' is alluding to, although I do no 'doubt that such persons exist.
Most alternative lifestyle people that we talked to were very much concerned
about personal interactions and achieving a "sense- of community." Pro ably,
moist persons who speak of`self=sufficienty really mean greater self-r l'ante
but within- the context of local dependency.

a

s

residents, left to establish their homestead in Vermont-in 1433.

The

-circumstances of their respective,flights from the city are somewhat
-0

different.

Borsodi, a journalist, did not break his economic ties to the

;

City immediately but continued to work on a part-time basis while commuting
to hiS homestead.' The Neirings'dld not have that choice, having been

blacklisted from their teaching prohssion because of their political
writings.

Thus, their economic break with the city and tip cash economy

7

Borsodi was able to become less

was much more,complete.than was Borsodi's.

and less dependent upon a salaried job and eventually earned his money
from writing books.

Both books describe in detail the day-to-day activities of each of
the households, especially the production of food and construction of

houses.. The authors were greatly concerned with establishing independence

from the cash economy by means of home production; This stiong,desire for
-

independence from the cash economy is inspired by thw.practical belief

that most people would be more secure, and happier to their work and lives
J

if they could establish such independence.

This belief is based on a

4 thorough, aand at times profound, analysis by Borsodi of the economic
,

system and its effect on people's lives, especially salaried workers in
%.,
.

lower and middlerlgvel jobs.

Borsodi's analySis could be road profitably
,

today, especially by those Seeking theor'eticat as well as practical support
-For their batk-to-the-land venture or for the entire:movement.
.,

Both households successfully met.their own food and housing'needs,
and the Borsodi's produced clothing as well.

TheNearings were able to

devel0 an export crop- =maple syrup and maple sugar--which they sometimes

a

10

die

10

ie
sold'but more often traded for food and non -food items Which.they were

unable.to produce, e.g., nuts and fruits which they obtained from California..

There were large differences between the two households in their view
.

tow*, and use.of;- technology.

Borsodi

that the use of approp--

4

i:riate-technology.was essential to efficient home production and the availability of adequate time for pursuing his writings, which-were-a major
source of dash income.

Thus,,,the Borsodi homestead had electricity and a_

Wide variety of appliances.

By contrast, the Nearing iiimestead was'a
.

model of low, energy use.

Its major source of energy for home heating and

cooking wa`s wood; for hqme buildihg, farming (gardening) and wopdcutting,
it was.hand labor.

Concrete for their superb %tone houses was mixed by
.

(

l-ed by an animal -drawn plow.
hand mixer, and their large gardens w rb-pow
Their only concesijon to modern technology was a pickup tru4 'which they
admjtted was'an invaluable piece of machinery.

During the 10 year period

during which they built their main house and several guest liouses and
sheds (a.11 of stone) their trusty Ogiup truck made 5 00 trips to haul

gravel and sand.

Although the Nearings' hoMeitead required a large amount

Qf hand labor, they worked no more than four hours per day, _on average; to
produce,their food and shelter.
i

The remainder of their time was spent in

writinc, %other creative activities, visiting with friends, and some travel.
Despite their modesty in ,claiming that anyone in reasonably good health and

possessing a normal degree of intelligence could do the same, their account
demonstrates that their success at living the good life--satisfying their
material needs, and maintaining leistire for artistic and cultural pursuits--

is attributable to their extraordinary organizational
industriousness and knowledge.

1 74.

abilities, discipline,*

T1

These autNrs deal not only with, the economic well-being and personal

satisfactions ofthefr,lifestylebut-also with A,ts health producing benefits.
Both Borsodi and the,Nearings commented on the excellent state of.theirhealth which they attribute to their lifestyle of hard but creative work
and excellent. nutrition.

It would 'be difficult to argue with the record.

Ralph Borsodi, now in his eigfties, is StilVwriting'eitensively and
Helen and Scott Nearing are actively*

'working on his farm in New Hampshire.

homesteading today on their second homestead, this one in Maine.

.

Scott

%

Nearing is-in his nineties and Helen Nearing.is in her seventies(Wheeler,

1975; MotherEarth News, No. 44, 1977):

2.3

The Back-to -the-LandlMovement in ClffOrni
A.

Extent -of Participation

.As already noted, major difficulties Occur tn precise definition of
persons in this, category, and even

seater. obstacles are0encountered in

.gathering data about'th it activities.. Recent population data and interwt-

.views with United Stand* leaders provided a basisf,fOr the followin§ estimates.
United :Stand leaders estimated that there are,3,000 to 4,000-nod,

code houses in Mendocino county-owned by alterhative lifestyle'persons.
This - -estimate is based'on the memberihip of,1200 in the county and the

leaders' personal.knowledge of the number of non-member.owners.

Because

of the wide variety of living arrangements it, is difficult-to estimate,.
accurately the average number of, persons per household with available data
but 3 per household. seems reasonable.

With thls:assuiptiO. the estimated

,* United Standiadn Organization of altelidative lifestyle persons who
or.ganized in Feblhary 1974 to fight-Mendocino County's attempt.to'force
some homeowners tb vacate aha destroy their houses, which violatedjthe
(Tor details see Kern et.al., 1976 or 'Mother Earth
uniform building bode.
News, No. 39,-1976).
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participation in the back -to- the -land, movement is somewhere between 9,000

and 12,000 out of an official county populAion of 57,600 (1975 estimate by
the State Department of Finance).
4

The estimated alternative lifestyle parti

cipation seems high. if one examines population changes in'Ithe county from

1970 to 1975, which show a total pbpulation gain of 6,300 during this period

and a net migration of 4,700, However, there is cause to believe that
official population estimates are subject to some error since an accurate
census of people living in the hills is extremely difficult, and United
Stand persons commented that many alternative lifestyle people have not been
counted by census takers.

t

O

Population estimates made by the State Department of Finance each year
are based on calculations of birtps and deaths from previously establi_shed.

population figures (the U.S.-Bureau-of thetensus decennial census is
assumed-to be perfectly accurate) an4from migration rates, which are estimated by-several methods:
a.

SOhool enrollment changes, which.a.re used to calculate population

changes for all ages based on the past population structure:of
the county.

Drivers license address changes.
c.

Federal income.tax.returps.

d.

A regression model that uses hirtils, deaths,-school enrollment,

4!.

vehicle 'registration and voter registration as indep.endent
variables.

The Department of Finance also carries out evaluation studies to check
their-estimates against a census.df the county, They have completed censuses
of 30 counties, including Nevada, bdt have pot:done Mendocino.. A senior

13

st$ff member said they check every piece of real estate in the county,
using the services of fOur wheel drive clubs to cover the back country.
He said their Nevada County evaluation study showed that their estimates
exceeded their census count by 2% (Rasmussen).

This is the expected

'direction, of error if people are missed in the actual count but are picked

up by the indirectestimate.

-0- (the methods for estimating migration

indirectly, it appears that only school enrollment changes are capable of

being reasonable predictort of the change in population of alternative
lifestyle persons, and this may also be highly inaccurate for two reasons-some households may not,be sending-thei-r-oti-TUFen td public schools,
and the_arge-structure and proportion of children to adults in the alter-

native lifestyleixpulation may be much different than that of the general
population.

Both of these errors would,..underestimate the alternative

When asked about the diffiCulty of enumerating

lifestyle- population.

t

j

,

people in the backwoods, this official commented that it is difficult-to

I

count people who do not want to be counted.

..,

.
,.-

.

In Nevada County, United. Stand leader Mary Simms estimated that there

are/900 to 1,000 known homes constructed without benefit of permits (The
Union, Grass Valley4levada City, January 28, 1976).

It is reasonable to

assume that Ms. Sinirds is referring to non=code.housing built by alternative

lifestyle people rather than by old time residents,'which is also 'a common.
.
.

1-*
-

,--

e

.

\

Using

\

the same ratio A for Mendocino County, we would estimate -somewhere in the'

'1

phenomenon

and complicates the problem of estimating participation.

-vicinity of '3,000 alternative lifestyle people in Nevada County.
State.Department of Finance Population. Data.

The State DeP'artment of

Finance populaticin data provides another, although even less direct, source
%

of information.

These data show a reversal of migration trends in. the rural

20

'Y

"northern;bauntiesfrom those of the 1960-1970'ddcade. here are nine
counties in this gropp,whbse population increased morg than 10% from 1970

'it

1975..°Lake)coUnty, Nevada County and Trinity County,all showed gains

.

.

)1

larger than 25% during this time period (Table-2-1).

The Department of

1r- Finance figures-for the ten counties with the largest populatioy gains
(Humbolbt County in addition to the iLine Which had percentage gains

greater than 10%) is 67,000.° The net migration estimates for these ten
..counties for the 1970-75 t'i'me period is 56,600:

Of the total population

gain of 67,000,. almost 8O%, or 53,500 was in unincorporated rural areas.
Certaihly, while not X11 persons' who migrated to rural areas are-home)
steading or livin'g in communes, the likelihood exists that substantial

numbers are doing so.

If we subtract the growth -in urban areas from the

total net migration, we obtain 42,500 as the total number migrating to
rural areas, which is an underestimate because the urban growth figure of
14,100 would include natural population growth as well as migrat

Therefore, the net migration to rural areas is likely to be so

what higher

.If Sonoma County is included in this

than 42,500 for the ten counties.

Since

group the tota'net migration is-88,000.

ontains the rapidly

gain

growing cities.of Petaluma and Santa Rosa, much of the

may be seen as

However, Sonoma County also has

a suburbanmigratiOn from San Francisco.
large numbers of back-to-the-land persont:.

.

.

.

While it is hazardous to estiMate the participation in this category
-3-

-

it seems certain that the number is in the tens of thousands in the rural
northern counties.
B.

Who Are the Participants?

4

It is evident that diversity of backgrounds among participants in
alternative lifestyle communities is considerable.

Even in Mendocino

15

Table 2:1.,.Population Changes of.Noi-the

California Counties; 1970-1975a
(
°

PAain

PopLlation
Gain (1970-1975)

1970=1975

Net Migration

Butte

14,000

14.6

13,600

Placer

12,000

16.0

10,800

Shasta

9,700

13.0

Nevada

7,400

28.9

7,500

6,300'

13.0

4,700

Lake

5,700.

30.8

Humboldt

4,300

4.4

400

Sutter

3,90Q

10.4

1,900

Plumas

2,300

19.7

County

Mendocino

-4,

.

7,200

2,000
.

4

Trinity

2,000

.

Subtotal.:

re

Totai:

1,800

56,600

67,600

41,200

Sonoma

26.3

16.8.

35,600
A

92,200

108,800,
o

a State-Department of Finance, pr eliminary estimates, July 1975.,

(Revised
data forthcoming in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.)

-
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Coulityit was pointed out to us by'several people that' backgrounds are
quite different between coastal dwellerg and inland dwellers.

The inland

people living near Ukiah tend to be in their 20's or early 30's, are
largely from middle class origins, in urban areas, and are well-educated--

most have attended,college and many have college degrees.

A number of,

peisons were early participants in the counterculture movement.
dwellers
Most of the people interviewed, but especially the inland

characterized themselves as simple people, striving for a frugal :lifestyle
that is rich in personal relationships and non- material rewards.

They

value self-reliance and individualism highly and see government as,r.qucing
their freedoM.

Some identify their political views as libertarian or) #
,

"anarcho=decentralist," believing that the State should not interfere in
people's lives, especially. where property rights are concerned.

Although

they subscribe to the'same environmental ethic held by environmentalist

.

the regulation of land
groups, they disagree. sharply over means and oppose
environmental quality.
use and other regulatory actions to maintain

Alternative lifestyle people in coastal areas of Mendocino County are
who
much more diverse than the inland people, ranging from-11.C. professors

live there part time, to transient squatters who have few resources.

In

general, there seem to be more older and highly educated people in the coastal

Coastal people were

areas -- artists, craftSmen wrgrs, and professionals.
described as being more spiritual

than the"inland people, that is, as being

mystiicisM, eastern religions
more "into their own head,"--i.e., interested in

e self-sufficient sort of

and personal growth--and less, committed

homestead production characteristic o

inland dw

ler

.

However,, our

self - reliant with
survey did not show.that coastal residents'were less

regard to the production of food and housing.

It is clear that alternative lifestyle persons are quite concerned
'about reducing their material consumption, and feel that their lifestyle
is the result of a conscious choice over higher consumption alternatives..
Their low,casIt income, whi

for most households is well below the official

povertY Tine; is seen as the result oT the choice of a si ple, frugal lifestyle, i.e., their lifestyle does not require a large cash-income.

Conse-

quently,' people who make this choice are able to see themselves as free of

the domination and deMands of a steady wage-paying job.

However, as we shall

discuss later, this feeling of freedom does not mean independence from
the cash economy; alternative lifestyle people cannot meet all of their

material needs without.relying on the cash economy--usually-in the form
of part -time employment.

Despite what is generally perceived as highly positive attitudes

towards living the.simple life, many participants. in that lifestyle did
not choose it initially-because of its positive featUres.

The return to

tfie land was, for; many, the result of dropping out from ant Urban society

-in which they were unable to function with dignity.*

However, even though

"the f light from the city was the result of intolerable 'social and psycho:-

logical'conditions for many of those who migrated, it would be incorrect
to assume that a positive commitment to the virtues -of rural life does not
exist.

It was explained to me that it is extremely important for such a

commitment to rural life to exist in order for people 'to be successful

.

-

because conditions are sometimes difficult--people are isolated and work
is hard.

If one is not strongly committed, then the difficulties of making.

* Paul Goodman (1970) commented that survival and maintenance of personal
integrity is the life's work of today's hippie, which is in contrast to
the more utopian goals of communes of an earlier period.
ea,
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the rural life workable can be very great.

Most of the people interviewed-

said they are strongly committed to their rural lifestyle and have no
.intention of returning to urban life.

Because of their urban backgrounds and sometimes negative reasons for
migrating to rural areas, one would not expect to find adequate preparation
for farming, homebuilding, and other activities necessary for a successful
rural-life.

However, it is

This expectation is confirmed by the survey.

evident that by trial and error, which includes learning from.various
published sources, and from neighbors',- many of the rural migrants have

acquired considerable skills, as evidenced by the extent of home building

ion attivitieV

and other home maintenance and prod

2.4

Energy Use Characteristics

(

0

A survey questionnaire was prepared in consultation with knowledgeable
alternative lifestyle persons (United Stand leaders).

(The questionnaire

is reproduced in the appendix to this chapter.). The questionnaire was used
to structure the interviews but it was not adhered to rigidly; rather,
the format was kept flexible to maintain rapport with the respondents.

Although some of the interviews digressed greatly and took more than 2
_

-

hours to complete, the essential information' As obtaindd in all cases.
.

.

Interviews were conducted with 19 individuals in five areas of alternative
lifestyle concentration in Mendocino County.

These areas were identified

with the aid of United Stand leaders to provide across- section of alter.

native lifestyle types. Of special importance was the coverage of both
;,
,-,).
:inland and coastal areas and communal and individual living arrangements.

In two larger communes subjects were chosen at random but-in the Other
areas the individuals identified as being "representative types" were

7

interviewed.

19

Between.5 and-10 iqdividuals were interviewed in each ,of*

the 5 areas.

Background information was obtained about the environment, lOcation,
Specific questions related to

land characteristics and dwelling size.

energy use include whether utility-provided electricity and gas serivce
what appliances are used in the household, what fuels are used,

is pretent

the amount of fuel used, and the costs (where known).

Energy used in

transportation was calculated from the replies to the travel questions and
types of vehicles owned.

Additional information was obtained about *ming

and gardening activities, otherfood raising activities, knowledgeability
of respondents about alternative energy sources, and additional informatiOn

'

abou t the respondents.'
A.

Methodological problems and accuracy of the data

lel
.511.

We decided to tabulate energy use by household, a dkisioff which'pose94wie:
but.does
no special probiemsifpr persons living in individual homesteads
_
pose problems where communal living arrangements are considered:

Fortun-

ately, the situation was, not as complicated as,mipt have been the case.
/

7

In the three larger communes in which interviews Were conducted, the
members shared communal facilities in 'a main house, where cooking and other.
daytime activities took 'place

but maintained separate private quarters in

nearby small houses,,which were usuallyoccupied by 1 to.3 persons.
considered these living units as hOuseholds.

We

Two smal1er.communes.of 6 and

a

7 persons respectively were treated as households.
To calculate energy use for a household which was part of a commne,

we divided the communal energy use (for-shared activities)'by the total
number of households in the commune and added to this the additional amount

2Q

For example, in one commune there were

used by the individual households.

Communal energy use was divided

11 households,.of which 6 were interviewed.

by 11 and the individual amounts used by each of the six respondentswere
added to the household share of the communal total.

For purposes of descrip-

tion,webelievethattheaveragevalues. thus obtained are accurate.
Accuracy,of the data.

Since most individuals do'not keep written

records of their energy consumption, some uncertainty is, of course, 'to be
expected.

Estimates of propane use are undoubtedly the host accurate because

propane is purchased in fixedamounts sually in 20 gallon lanks) only
few times per year.

Estimates of kerosene and gasoline use in the hoUse-

4tIold should be nearly as accurate, since these are also usually purchased

in clearly measured amounts, although not always the same amount.
several respondents were uncertain abo

their estimates, most were fairly
)

-

confident in them.

We would expect th

Although,

--

data on wood use are the least
-

(or some multiple

.reliable since wood is 'not generally tacked in cord
thereof).
B.

Results and observations

0

Utility- provided energy tis virtually non-existant among alternative

lifestyle individuals.

Only 2 of the 39 respondents in our survey buy

electricity from the local power company (PG&E). -None buys natural gas.

These results are consistent with a survey taken by- United Stand, which

e

showed that fewer than 5% of more than 350.respondents boy electricity from
PG&E (Forrest).

There are4important,economic and noneconomic/reasons for

the lack of utility-provided electricity.

Most people simply cannot afford

the hookup charge,-which would be a minimum of $2,000 if-power lines already
exist nearby.

Where power lines have to be strung-over several miles of

1
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rugged terrain the cost would be much higher.

The noneconomic reasons'

,include the appropriateness of electricity to the simple lifestyle and the

appropriateness of relying on a giant company fotan item as essential as
energy.

.Nearly half the resPogdents said they do not need electric utility

service but this does notbean they do not want electricity.- Nearly'
one-third of the respondents now generate their own electricity (for brief
periods1 by gasoline or-diesel genetators.

,

From conversations and survey

.responses it was clear that many peole lo-uld like to. have a more regular

(and less noisy) source of electricity than the gas generator, especially
those who do extensive work'with power tools.
.

The idea of using,wind or

.

water power, where possible, seemed highly appealing,to many individuals".
.

,

However, bUying electricity from the utility company Was,een by some as
,..

antithetical to the desire fof self-reliance.

Nbreover, many alternative

lifestyle persons see the giant utility company as one of the symbols oil
the "dehumanizing industrial state" and indicate that they do not.want to
support'the utility company.

About one-third replied in terms such as:

"We're against PG&E" or "We don't want to support PG &E."
Household Energy Use.

Data'were obtained for 'the four major non-human

sources of energy, propane, wood, kerosene, and gasoline for household use.
summary results which follow are based.on 38 respondents since 1
The summary
respondent operated a commercial sawmill and it was impossible to.separate

his Household use from use for the sawmill, Propane is the most widely
a

-

used fuel for cooking ak-refriderarlign756% use propane as the-primary
tfuel for-cooking (whereas 31% use wood); 33% have propane-powered refrigerafors.

in addition, 18% have, propane water heaters.

Only 3 of the 39

r

persons interviewed did not use propaneata.11 and in"both houses with
electricity propane was .used for cooking.

28

The range of propane use was

22
7;

quite wide, from a low of 20 gallons per year (for those who us 2! any at
all) to a high 6f 350 gallons-per year.
less and 60% used 100 gallons or less.

29% used 50.gallOns per year on
The average use was 107.7 gallon§

per year, which.has an energy content of approximately:10 million BTU.

Y

At

one of the inland areas,..the average use for 10 respondents was less than
half-that -of the average for the total sample.

There was virtually no

difference etween the communal and non-communal categories-in propane use.
Wood burning stoves are the universal-source of beat in alternative
lifestyle household4.

Many households also use wood for cooking, although
1
e
in the summertime this can be extemely uncomfortable. It is the availabtlity of wood at Itirtually'no'cost that permits the 'very frugal lifestYle

,

to be maintained.

For. most individuals, Jiod for the stove is obtl'hed on

their own property and the only costs rare that of a chainsaw and gasoline.

.Even in rather marginal foothill lands-there is more than adequate oak and
manzanita on a 10 or 20-acre parcel to prOvide the heating need's of a small
house.

With a better quality.woodlot, a sustained yield of one cord per

acre per year'should be readily obtainable (Havens). loth attitudes toward
wood and the extent of its use vary widely.* 74% of:the respondents used 3
cords, per year

16(.

less.

However, 17% used more than 10 cords per year, a

very considerable a4int in the relatively mild northern California climate.
Average use is 3.7 cords .per year.

Use among communal respondents is

somewhat below that of noncommunal,'however the difference is

ljeally signifiCant.

statis-'

Assuming an average energy content of 30 million BTU

.

per cord of, oak*

* Hackett (19

**-Baumei r and

the average household uses'approximately"irl million.BTU;

discusses the variety-4f attitudes toward wood use.

rkS (1967; p.'7-19) sbow-an energy content (heating
value) bf.slightly m e than'30 million BTU per cord-for seasoned oak (12%
moisture). The amoun of heat energy actually supplied is mach lower anddepends ,on efficiency ofthe store and flue losses.

t.

.

F

per year in wood energy.

This is nearly 90% of the total household energy

.useisupplied by all sources.

t

A11 respondents-but one - -a PG&E customer--use kerosene to light their

homes._ The'range of, variation in use is surprisingly large,From 5 gallons

55% of the respondents used

per year to, more than 100 gallons per year.
.
.

20 gallons per

ar7or less, and 74% used 36 gallons: per year or less.

-.0 Communal use is a bit higher thap.non-communal use although the di'FferenCe
is not, statistica ly significant.

The average use is 27.0 gallons per

year, which has an energy content of approximately 3_7 million BTU.
Gasoline is used in the household for operating chainsaws and gas
generators, which power appliances and shop- equipment.
dents reported some household use of gasoline.

All but 2 respon-

53% used 20 gallons per,'

yef..10ess, and 82% used 36 gallons per year or less. tommunal use of
4p

210 gallons:per year was somewhat above the average of 23.3 gallons per
year.
'In Table 2-2 we summarize, the annual householcruse of 4 energy sources

for all respondents and for communal and non-communal-subcategories of
respondents. -We alio show data for what may be characterized as a frugal
sub-group of 10 individuals interviewed at one of the inland communities.

Their use is far below average for each of the .nonrenewable fuels.
The total average annual household energy use of nonrenewable fuels
-is estimated ai 16.4 million BTU for all respondents.

For communal respon-

dents" the average is 16.0 million BTU; for non-communal'respondents it is..
17.1 million BTU.

The average cost pw) ,household for Propane; kerosene and

gasoline is estimated at $85 per year.*

It is assumed that there is no

* Based on $ummer'14'76 pricet,
C
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Table 2 -2.

Average,Annual Household Energy Use of Woodand Nonrenewable.Fuels
by.Alternative. Lifestyle Households

Nonrenewable Fuels

7

.:

.

_Wood

i,

*z.

_____Propr_le
.

,

.

,

,

Kerbsene

Gasoline

Nonrenewable
c
Ener gY Tota 1

i

million

ykal

Cords

All respondents

3.7

BTU

Gal ions

BTU

107.7

111.0

.

(n = 38)

-million

million

milfrio

.

Gallons

BTU

Gallons

BTU

(mill ion BTU)

9.8

27.0

3.67

23.3

2.91

16.4.

9.41

'31.3

4.26

27.0

3.38

17.1

23.9

3.25,

20.7

2 159

16.0

20,7

2,,59

,

,

3.0

Communal (n = 16)

102.8

90.0.
t

,

4.2

Norl-communal

111.3

126.0.

10.2

I..
I

...1/4

0

(n = 22)

..3.2

Very frugal

96.0

51.3

4.69

17.1

2.33

9.f/

(Mid-Mountain)
In -1'10)

a

Conversion constants used in calculating energy use in BTU are;

Propane:

1 gallon = 0.094 x 106 BTU

Wood (oak):

1 cord' r. 30 x 100

Kerosene:

l

Gasoline:

1 gallon = '0.125 x 1#

Source:

b

go

= 0.136-x

BTU;
BTLi

Edition, '1967, pp./7-19
Baumeister and Marks (eds.), Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, 7th

some use only; includes diesel fuel for generator'

c

Sum of propane

kerosene and gasoline use

7-21
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direct expenditure for wood.

However, the,annual cost of the chainsaw
TO

(amortized amount) of $15 to $20 per year should be allocated to wood use.
,Thus, the-average annual cost of household energy is slightly above $100
per, year per household.

Newman and'Day, in their 1973.nationwide survey of energy use, found
that. the average annual consumption of natural gas and electricity by poor

households in their sample was 173 million BTU per household (Table 2-3).-

,

..However, Newman and Day did not indlude the energy use for space heating
by fuels other than natural gas and electricity.

Sinceonly 62% of poor

households heat their homes with natural-gas and electricity it is important
to estimate the energy for space heating provided by other sources.

Using

other data from Newman and Day*, we estimated that for poor households

,

this amount is approximately 40 mIllion BTU per year; thus giving a total
annual household use of about 213 million BTU.

Therefore, total energy use

(including wood) for h5usehol'd purposes by alternative lifestyle 'households

is about 60% the amount'use'd by the average pootk household in, the Newman

and Day nationwide sample.

Thelow energy use among alternatpe lifestyle households is much more
54.

impressive if we look at nonrenewable sources=-i.e., fuels other than wood.
(However, it sho, ld,be'kept in mind that; wood is a renewable resource only
.

if,the exploit tion.pressure or densitie's Of exploiting p4ulations is low.**)
* Data from Tables 5-3 and 5-4, 'pp.

** Forests in many parts of the world have been decimated- by overexploitation
as a result of the dependence on wood 'for' fuel, The ecological and economic
consequences have been very serious and promise to become even worse (Eckholm,
1975). A widespread shift to wood as a heating fuel in this country seems
unlikely and undesirable. We would expect over-cutting of forests (mostly fir-the least desirable fire wood), rapid price increases, not only for,fire wood
but for lumber, increased air pollution; and increased damage from chimneY
fires, a serious hazard, especially.if fir and pine are burned extensively.

-1-

33.
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Table 2-3.

'Comparison of alternaiive lifestyle energy use (survey sample)

with energy use by nationwide sample' by income level (NeWman and,DaY).
NO

Energy Use (in pillion BTU's)

Nationwide samplea
Alternative
Lifestyle
t

Well
Upper
Middle / Off

Poor

Lower
Middle

118

129

-142

174

55

81

108

-124

NM, IM

OM OM

=1

33

33'

47

Direct Energy

I.

A. Household
Natural gas

NM, 1M

Electricity
Wood

b

111
16

Other fuelsc
Hous'ehold_Subtotal

.

40

345

127

.213

243

283

83

34

$¢

153

247

328

436.

150-200

353

549

831

1095

360-410

speo

877 r

1267

1620

B. TransportationGasoline

Total Direct,
gy Use
II.

Ala,

180.
525°

'

Indirect Energy

Total Energy Use

4
a

N wman and Day estimates (p. 90), except for "Household--Other fuels"
(see note c).

b
,

Data on wood use not available-for :nationwide sample

Consists of propane, kerosene and gasoline for alternative lifestyle'
sample and primarily heating oil for nationwide sample. For the Newman
and Day sample, the values listed for "other fuels" were estimated by
this author based on Newman and Day data in Tables 5-3 and 5-4 (pp. 93-94).,
d

Alternative lifestyle value estimated by author.
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The use of nonrenewable fuels, for household activities is less than 10%

Furthermore, there

of that used by non-alternative lifestyle households.

is virtually no demand placed by alternative lifestyle households on
electrical,generatina capacity.

The people we

Automobile Ownership and Transportation Energy Use.
interviewed are highly mobile.

Motor vehicleownership and use is exten-

sive, with'ah,ownership rate,of more than 1.5 working vehicles per household
'ch are used for parts).

(there are many more non-working vehi

"Old

ion--74% are more than 10 years old.

is beautiful" among this vehicle popu

and 17% are past 20 (average age is 14. )

Pickbps and other trucks (flat-

.,

vMgens) tiy a wide margin.

beds and vans) outnumber sedans (mostly Vol
also Counted several motorcycles.

Trips to town ar

We

frequent and longerL

jouineys to visit friends and obtain materials in the San Francisco area an
Central Valley ate occasional--4 to 6'per year is typical.
mileage driven per household was 9,070 per year.

The average

64% drove 10,000 or less

Based on the assumption of 15 miles

but 15% drove-More than 20,000 miles.

per gallon,* an aVe -age of 665 gallons of gasoline per year with an energy
Except for a few individuals and one -

contentLof/83.1 million BTU is used.

large commune there was little indication of thought given to reducing travel,
especially where regular shopping trips are concerned.
trips are coordinated reported a total

A commune at which

ileage of 23,000 for 23 `people (11
.

households)-.

Energy use .ftn

a ion for our sample is comparable

tranSpo

to that of lower middle income trous

(Table 2-3)'and,iS approximately 2

of i in the Newman and Day survey
/2 times that used by poor householdg.

However, .it is still well below that of upper middle and well-off households.

Approximate average for the obsehied age distribution.
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Indirect Energy Use.

Much of the'energy used in our society is not

consumed in the household or in personal transportation but.goes into the

production and distribution drthe goods and services that we consume.

It

is, therefore, appropriate to attribute this form of energy.use to the.

individual and denote ifas."indirect use."

When we consider the energy

input to the production of automobiles, food, housing, appliances, and fuel,

it should not be surprising that most Americans consume much more energy

indirectly than directly (Newman and Day, p. 90vesults reproduced in Table
2-3.of this chapter).

The major sources of indirect energy consumption by alternative life-

.

style households are the automobile, food, and housing; .appliances and
home furnishings are of lesser importance.

We made rough.calculations of,
1

4-16-

the indirect energy use pf alternative lifestyle hOuseholdS for food, the

automobile, an4appliances and`fdtind thkfood and automobile use are the
major contributors and appliance use is negligible.

To estimate the energy input to food, we first estimated that the
average adU)t consumes 3,000 kcal. per day, which translates to 4.34
million BTU per adult pe-r year.

The aVerage household. size in our survey

was 2.77 and the'composition was abat,25% children.

Assilming'chtldren

.

consume 1500 kcal. per day, the average household Consumpt,bn is 16.55
million. BTU per year.

To. make the leap from food energy consumption to

the energy j nput to produce that much food, we examined the national aggregate data-ldf Stetnhart and Steinhart (1974) and guessed where alternative
lifestyle personsestand with regard to' the typical- American household.

The energy input to food varies tremendously, depending

n-the amount

lequipment used to produce and process it, the fertilizer and pesticides
used t(9 grow it, the amount of irrigation, the kind of packaging, and the
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distance it was transported.

Where meat is.concerned, the energy input to

cattle feed is a major energy consumer, with feed-lot cattle at the .top
end of the energy subsidy scale (more than 10 calories of energy input is
required to produce 1 calorie of feed-lot 'beef).

Steinhart and Steinhart

(1974) show that the energy subsidy--the ratio of calories of energy input
per calorie of fo d energy output--has increased from about 2.5 in 1930 to
more than 9.0 in 1%70 .

However, 'this ratio includes energy for home

refrigeration and cooking.

After removing refrigeration and cooking, which

is counte& as direct energy use, the 1970 subsidy ratio is 7.5.

The e is no doubt that the ehergy subsidy ratio for alternative life,
style

ousehold

reasons.

much lower than the .national average, for several

ortion of their own food (one-quarter to one-third,

They g

on aver -age) which requires much lower energy input than, commercially pro-,

duced frood heaUss of less.transportation, less processing andpackaging
When'

less fertilizer and pesticides, and hardly any /mechanized equipment.

they buy food, they try to buy unprocessed foods in bulk (no fancy packaging)
../

from 4earb

producers.

More import

tly, many are vegetarianS and the

average meat consumption--a high energy subsidy food--is very low. .Seca

of these-radically different food consumption patterns we estimate that

heir

in4jrect energyconsumpiidh from food is less than 50% of that for the
typicaf`hmerican househOldi which means an.indirect energy ,subsidy ratio
of 3.75 or lower.

Usinea ratio- of.4.0 I.to be on the conservative side)

we obtain.42.2-million BTU per household per year as the indirect ehergy
use for food.

Most of the automobiles owned. by alternative lifestyle households are

old and many would have been relegated to the junk heap if not salvaged by,
their present owners.

Only 26% of the vehicles in the sample are less than

C
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10 years old and 40% are more than 16 years old.

The,average age is 14.5

these vehicles
Thus, the amount of indirect energy attributable to

years.

useful life was over
(from manufacture) is very small, since most of their
vehicle life
at the time of purchase (at least; if compared to the average
10% of the energy used in
in the general population).- Probably, only about
this vehicle
manufacture and for other overhead items should be charged to
population.

Using the data of Hannon, et al. (1975; pp- 1,1fl this compo-

vehicle per year.
" nent of energy use is approximately 3 million BTU per

fuel production
The indirect operating energy, which is attributable-to
construction is about
and distribution, maintenance and repair, and street

Thullifor an average household with

25.million BTU pep" vehicle per year.

1.5 vehicles, the indirect energy use is about 42 million BTU per year.

Thenumber of appliAnces ppned-is'much smaller than for the average
.

U.S. household and even than, poor-.households nationwide.*

ances and furnishings are generally old nd many could
if not salvaged by alternative lifeityle-people.

The, few appli-

been discarded

Thus, as with automobiles,'

only a small fraction of the energy inlAt to' production of these items

'shouldsbe counted as indirect energy use by-these households.
.

Even if.

.

extended by alternative
we assume that the life of the appliances is not
about 2 million
lifestyle households, the indirect energy use would only be

BTU.per household per year.**
Sec

es are small and use a Urge proportion of recycledI lumber

little 'electric
and other matter and contain' little or no insulation, very

.witing or plugbing, very

simple'heating'systems, and no air conditioning,

we would expect 'the indirect. energy

attributable to housing to be very low.

"* See Section 2.6 for data on appliince ownership by alternative lifestyle
households and Newman and. Day (p. 98)- for nationwide data.
(1975, p. 135).
** Estimated based on data from Herendeen and Sebald
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With housing.considereC the indirect energy use
million BTU per year

is perhaps 100

To be on the safe siae, in accounting for other

uses, we add ahothei 50-100:million BTU; thus giving a reasonable guess

'of indirect.enegy use of 150-200 million BTU per year per household.
f

This is approximately one:half the amount used by poor households nationwide and less than one3quarter of.that used,by upper middle :income house=
holds.

2.5
A.

Economic Considerations
Self-sufficiency

Many back-to=theLland people have taken care of-their. shelter.needs
.

.

and are trying to produce- a .significant proportion of their fdod supply but

very few come close to meeting food-needs on the homestead.

Of those

surveyed, only 10% produce-litre than '60% of their food in the summer and

5% produce that mueb in the winter.

The median: percentage of fbod require=

ments prkiced on the homestOsad was abbut 30% in summer -and 15% fin winter,
which clearly indicates that the typical back-to-the-land household is a

"

long way from being self-sufficient.

A. part of the reason"for the relatively

low level of food production his the generally low quality of land aid the
a

limited water supply.

With respect to other goods and services, there_seems to be little
effort to establish economic self-sufficiency.

Considerable automobile

tt.m.

-maintenance and repair is performed at Mid-MoUntain and other locations and

it is likely that'thiS is oneof the community activities that reduces
reliance on the cash economy

Activities such as bartering and procurement

.of recycled materials.are peomineht.

Nevertheless, there does not appear

to be adequate specialization or cooperation needed to establish a viable
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non-cash economy within

4

community.

This is a point which the Nearings

a

(1954) addressed at some length, noting with sadness that their efforts to
establish a self-sufficient economic community. in'Vermont was a dismal

failure,largely because of the independence of the old-time residents..
With respect to the.provision of educational, medical and legal services,
and the technology that is required for construction and food production, it

appears that self-sufficiency at the level of a small community is an_
unrealizable goal.
B.'

Income: Sources and Amount
Since self-suffiCiency is unrealizable, back-to-the-land persons are

necessarily dependent, on the cash_economy.

Sources, of income include wagt-

paying jobs, various entrepreyeurial activities, and transfer payments
received from government and other benefactors.

ultimately dependent on the-dash economy.

All of these sources are

The people of Mid-Mountain', for

example, are active participants in the,dash.econoWofthe Ukiah-Willits

area.. Men frequently work at construction jobs as carpenters and plumbers,
at farm or ranch jobs,: or of garages/service stations.

WOmenwok in the

-,

grape vineyards tying vines and presumably at Other farm/ranch jobs.

The

pay is approximately $5iper hour for construction work and $3 per hour for
farm/ranch work.

People frequently commute to Ukiah two or three days a

week, but they generally do-notwork any morel than. the:), need to,.

Some stay

in Upah,for extended periods in winter but construction related Cork is
then.
less
.. likelyto be available

Work is likely to be sporadic and seas-

onal, and certainly, does not average as much as 2 or 3 days per week

throughout the year for most persons:

In lact, we learned that several

people are very concerned ,about the lack-ofemOloyment,and enect difficult
times. ahead even though many have established tWamselves,as reliable and

t

.

-tr

skilled. workers ativiildicated that they were in demand for construction and
raneh ty.pe jobs.

Cottage Industry.

4
We did not see inuh evidence of thriving cottage

industry-among the persons surveyed.4-lowever, several projects were in

to.

One individual was hoping to obtain

their formative stages at the time

a small grant from the state to expand his capacity to build looms. -Another
bins, each
person is 'raising worms and has built more than a dozen large
holding 'more than 1004100 warms, in what was formerly the garden. area.

This

person 'is optimistic about the money =making possibilities.of sellingthe
L.

worm'castings as fertilizer and also selling the worms tnemselves.

One of

the communes had plans fors operating an auto parts business- and for selling

houseplants which they grow in thetr

rge greenhouse.

The hopes of two.

years ago have not been Attained although apparently some houseplants are
being sold

(Hackett, 1976).

This commune also sells produce from its

large and successful garden., A more innovative money raising scheme was
tried recOntly:by a commune which .held, a retreat for _a small number of

professional people from Los Angeles.

There are undoubtedly additional

opportunities "along' these 'lines, for _example accepting paying .guests who are

interested i n 1 earni ng more about alternative 1 i festyl es fi rsthand

'these activtties entaig a loss

4ivacy

but

and may be in'confli.ct t volth'the

lifestyle goals of the commune members.
.In comparing his obserVations of one-commune to those obtained two

yeats'arlier, Hackett (1976) notes that there is now a much greater
.

concern with economic issues.'

The desires of the commune memberglt this

time to have itehis such, as an opetating sawmill,' a- tractor and truck, and

Other equipment reflects4heir feelings about how-to function more effectively as a production Unit in contrast to the more philosophical concerns
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compatible
of two years ago, which emphasized how their activities were
with their values.

x

These practt61,concerns undoubtedly indicate.some.

dissatisfaction with their inability to devel9p any thriving enterprises
breakdowns' nd other
.'W* commune and the frustrations caused by'equipment
A

It may also indicate,dissatisfaction with dependence on the

ib`11#
--,!problems.

travel
agricultural wastes of_ -the larger societY, as members of the commune

and fruit which are
to the Sacramento Valley annually to obtain tomatoes
left after the harvest.
Respondents were asked for. their income and idurces of income,. and
,

most repliedwillingly,but we cannot say-with what accuracy.

In most, but

household income.
not all; cases the figures are in ivichial rather than
56% reported incomes of less tha
at all) .

$100 per month (28% reported no income

Approximately 3/4 are below the official povertylihe 'for 1 and

w
2 person households (for urban,reldents):-

Only 2 personS reported incomes

within the'top 5%
above $400 per.month and these were very large, falling
believe that'in one
of all U.S. households, although pere is reas,n to

case/Wannual-income was mistaken for a mo

y income.

social security disaAbout 10% of the .respondents reported reCeiving
e

bilitypaymens and another 10% unemployment insurance payments.

Nearly

'being on welfare (AFDC),.
1/3 were receiving food stamps but none: reported

AFDC
Conversatlons with severAl persons indicated that the receipt of

but
payments is not entirely unOlown among alternative lifestyle households
respondents were
a survey takeil bylUnited Stand found that oblj, .bout 5% of
receiving welfare payments.

Another form of income (in-kind) comes from

.J.

partial
the-use of public medical facilities without payment or with

peyment under the Medi-Calprogram.

Some persons have bedntreated for

serious problems at the UrNersity of California Medical Center in San

,

cost to
Francisce, where they have received high cost care at virtually no
themselves.

It is not known to what extent the transfer payments from

government agencies`and gifts from families and frienas were included

in ,

eet that most were

the reported income figures but it is reasonable to s
not repAed.,
4
C..

Expendituees

We were told that

It is possible to live' very cheaply in the hilTs.

little as $35 per
two people could maintain their simple lifestyle on as
month..

$35 per

if they had more they would usually spend it.

month .might might cover food and other bare essentials but few people are
"-.

spending that little.

Those who are land owners (many are) have monthly

$150-per month and these
payments which typi-cally run from $75 to perhaps
are the greatest financial. burden to many

of

the respondents.

were said to be in the - 'neighborhood df $500 per acre .in

,.and prices

tie: hilly

and low

about
quality inland areas, which represents a rapid increase: in price from
half that level four years before.

Thus, 'the typical 20 acre inland parcel

In coastal areas, land prices are

is selling for approximately $10,000;

much higher, in the neighborhood of perhaps $2000 to $4000 per acre.

Other

afid maintenance
significant and necessary costs include 'automobile purchase

as well as the purchase of gasoline.

At a place like Mid-Mountain, which _is

and sandy dirt
approximately 4 miles from pived road on an extremely rough
-

road, automobile maintenance may be quite expensive.

One person said that

Volkswagen engine will last about a year,"6ecause of the,excessive amount
of dust thatenter's the engine.

He said that when an engine is
,:

might_replIce the entire
the engine.

car

worn, he'

.

with another c(Td car, or else repair or replace.

This_expenditure'would'althost certainly cost several, hun4red

dollars per year.

Most respondents noted that automobile rePair-arxi maintenance

4
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is frequent and is costly. even though most of the maintenance is done by
the owners or 'their friedds.

,

We would expect maintenance and repiir to cost

the average household at least $200-$300 per year.

Moreover'ihe cost of

gasoline for the average amount of driving pdr household amounts to more.
-

than $300 per year.

(It was observed by Kern, et al., that the vwner-builder is continually
making improvements to hii or/her home.

OUr survey and Kern's data also
P

indicates that the average residence time in an, owner-built home is low.
Many persons go on to a second and third' home in a 'fairly short ;period of'
time.

Two of iheleOple interviewed were

they built themselves.
there could.

living,. in

the fifth home which

EverCthough the homes 'may .1347verY inexpensiy.e,*

considerable outlay in any! year for improvements 'or Pr

bailding a new!ttructure.

The expenditures for home building and trilprove-

ment are probably not included in the estimates of expenses which were
obtained by qur survey.

ExOenditure data obtained in the.suryey should be treated as a rough
estimate.

As with income, it was not clear in several cases if the respon7

dent repOrted individual or household expenses.' Where household expenditures
were reported' we diyided by the number in the household to obtain individual
expenses.

If there was doubt, it was assumed that individual expenses were

repOrted.

Reported eXpenditures were very low, as one would expect from the low
income :levels.

Five respondemits- said they spent nothing at all, 62% spent

less-: than .$100 per month,. Z5%. spent less,than $200 per -month and 90% spent

less. than $300 per month.

One commune reported expenseS of $800- per month

-for 23 people (13 adults) , which is less than 0.6 pei month for each of the,
-11

"households'''. in the commune.,

.

* See Section 2.6 for data on housing costs.
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D.

Impact on° the EconoMy

By hiring Out as Part-time workers alternative lifestyle people. provide

a flexible and relatiVeIY lOw paid labor supply which is invaluable to
seasonal industries

In this manner, back-tole-land persons may be filling

food processing.
-

especially construction, ,farming and ranching, and

a role in the economy that has typically been ,filled,

b,

other poor people.

However, because of-their homestead base and considerable 'independence they
do not feel themselves-to be exploited or. oppressed.

Clearly, the widespread

feeling is that they do, not have to work if they do not want to and are in
control; of their lives.

It is quite difficult to `estimate. what- the net impact of the

the-land movement is on the economy.
h

back-6-

Again, one would have to answer the

othet cal question of what would badk-to-the-land persons be doing if

they were in a different setting.

Some would, no doubt, be working at steady;

higher paying jobs and others would be unemployed.

Becau-se the economy is

operating at a high level of unemployment the availability of additional

people in the labof supply in urban areas would very likely cause others
to be unemployed, or at least less fully employed.

By reducing their

participation in the-labor force, in certain job categories, they are increasing the Opportunities fore others.- However,, as a result of their choice,
IP

'

they are- competing in the labor force with certain categories of workers,

especially in construction trades, and therefore may have a detrimental
effect on these groups.

In most areas, the-organization of building trades

is so powerful that journeymen construction workers are not likely to be
in danger of losing part of their livelihood.

The result is'probably to

reduce the number of new entries as journeyman' in the construction trades.
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However, in'Mendocino County the building trades are not unionized and itC*
is quite likely that the increased labor. supply has hurt older residents_
employed in.these job categories.
Although most alternative lifestyle people are living -below the offi-

cially defined poverty level for urban residents, most of those surveyed
are satisfied with their lifestyle and do7not see themselves as diving in
poverty.

They feel that they-are living thegood lifeand are2demonstratiqg

that it can be done with very small cash incomes. .Certainly, the demeaning,

effects of povery .thatare-generally observed in urban areas are not any11-

where in evidence.

-2.e.HoW,Peo le Liv
Housing.

For many alternative lifestyle people, the provision of

housing has-become a more important activity than even the production of
food.

Building a house evidently affirms one's ability to be self-reliant

in a way that growing food does not.

Kern, et al. comment that ".:'.Building

a house is often described as one of the most fulfilling experience's of
r
.one's life. The gratification of learning so many new things, the satis,

faction of creating with one's own hands, and the excitement of 'seeing the

spaces evolve, help to compensate for the long hours of hard work."
(Kern, 'et al., p. 85).

Most houses are small and rustic looking but they are generally well

designed andaeSthetically and functionally pleasing.

The diversity of

design is great, reflecting the personality, architectural ability and
budget of the ownerrbuilder.

Many houses evolve through a series of

additions which reflect the I'try high importance attached to,end the
pride taken in, the provision of shelter.

OakTend architect James Aitken,

t.
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a member of the State Commission of Housing and Community Development. .
.examoi'ned owner-bucilt housing prior to the vote of the Commission on Cl as

K housing.* .'Aitken.commented: "Two days,of'marching through the hills of

Mendocino County to take a look at some of these places convinced me that
they are very fine homes...Some are worksiof art."

(Sacramento Bee, July

24, 1976; p. A-3)

To the urban dweller burdened by-large house payments 0C-rents, the
cost of alternative lifestyle housing

startling.

I visited one house

of about 400 square feet which was built 5 years ago at a cost of under
$100.

It.is still in good condition and should be serviceable,for quite

a few more years.

Of the houses included in our survey

for which cast

information was apilable, haff cost $500 or less: and 75% cost $1000 or
less.

Only 12.5% cost"More than $3500.

Therewere 2 expensive houses

in our'sample, one costing $12,000 and another costing $21,000 but tg s

are quite,unusual for alternative lifestyle housing.
The remariably,low costs are achieved in seve

ways.

are built from used lumber and other partswhiCh are fr
from demolished buildings.

Most houses

y salVaged

Some owners cut trees on their property and

have them milled locally at low cost.. Since the U6iform Building Code.,

requires the u§e of graded lumber (i.e., new lumber that receives a stamk
of approval) as well as indoor toilets and electricity, most alternative
lifestyle houses do not conform to the building code.

Other, lesser

cost savings compared to houses ,which meet the building code are achieved

by the use of an outdoor privy, usually a simple pit but more often of late
a compost privy, rather than a fluih toilet and septic tank, -which costs
* Class K refers to rural housing which does not confbrm to the Uniform.
Building Code, which contains Clatses A through J. The Commission voted
to encourage 'local governments to permit such housing but left the final
decision to local government'.
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several hundred dollar .

However, the major cost .saving comes from the

labor provided by the owner-builder and friends, which in most cases
very considerable.

is

Strict adherence to the Wilding code would require a

minimum expenditure of approximately $5 per'square foot:of'house, according,
to an accounting provided byj4rn, et al.,-whereas most of the non-code

hoses of 0006square-feet or less were buiIt'for less than $2 per square
fodt.*
Our survey .,data shows an average house size of approximately 570

square feet with 41% of the houses below 400 square feet and'another 33%
between 400 and 600 square feet.
900 'square feet.

Only 13% of the houses are larger than

It is interesting that Kern warns the prospective owner-

builder not to build too small a house, which he notes is a characterfstic
problem.

:- From repli.es to Oestions about' how long.it took to construct the

house and how many-people worked on it, we made rough'estimates of the
number of hours of labor that went into the construction of the house.
These estimates are subject\to considerable error since-the number of
persons working on, the house and the amount of time each worked was likely
to be quite_ variable.

It appears that reasonably experienced individuals

can -generally build a house of.approximilely 600 square feet With-about

1000 to 1500 hours of labor.

One-house, which was built by experienced

owner-builders and several friends working intensely over a. one month

period, took approximately 700 hours. -Few houses are built In such a short
time span--many take more- than a-year of less intense egiwt:
* Kern et al., p., 93 shows costs per square foot (for
considerably with the size of the house.

1

houses

increasing

Appliance Ownership.

As already .noted (Sec. 2.4) the ownership of

household appliances is extremely low.

The only appliances in widespread

se are'' the wcrodbur ing stove, the rangetop, which in some cases is -the top

o

a woociburning stove, and the radio.

rangetop for cooking.

Only one respondent indicated no

Access to an oven for cooking was also widespread.

In report4ng, appliance ownership, it is also important to note that access

to appliances is much greater than the number of appliances becaug.e.of
communal ownership.

For example, among the 39 hoilseholds`surveyed there

are 19 ovens but 26 households have access to ovens; there. are 17 refrige49

J-

ators but 24 households with access to refrigerators, and there are 6
households have access to 'them.

wash`ng machines but

Among poor house-

.

holds 'n the. Newman and Day survey, 98% own refrigerators, 95% own stoves,

62%-own washing machines, 24% own clothes dryers and

23% own food freezers
94% own television sets

(Newman _and Day, p. 94

In our sample, 77% own

radios, 38% own tape recorders, 13% own stereccequipment and 10% own -tele-

ision

sets:

Most of these are battery operated.. These ownership figures

are far below those for the general, population, 'even among poor households.

As a result of thislow. rate o$ appliance ownership, it is not surprising'
that the energy use for, household appliances is far below that of the

general population.

We estimate that approximately 15 million BTU per house-

hold per year, from fuels other than wood, is used for apPliances.

This

includes the entire amount of propane plus 20% of gasoline use--the amount
used for powering washing machines (from the gas generator).
sosme'woodis-usfid for cooking and water ,heating.

In addition,

In contrast, Newman and

Day reported average-annual household energy use for,appliances ofd 51
million BTU (p. 60).
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Activities.

-

Respondents were asked what home production activities

they engage in and how.much tipe it devoted to each.

Since activities vary

from-day to day and week to week, we cannot expect an accurate accounting
of time spent, but only an indication of which activities are relatively
ra

frequent and which are not.

We.asked'specifically about crafts, building

things, gardening and raising animals, and maintenance.

One-third of the respondents engaged in crafts activities but the
time spent by most was-less than 2 hoyrs per day,..on average.

About the

same fraction.was involved in building and maintenance although the time
spent was greater than in crafts.

41% said they spent time raising things,

however, it is possible that many respondents interpreted this question as
referring -to animals. but not. gardening/farming, as the response should

have been much higher if gardening'were included (approximately three-.

fourths of the respondents produced more than 10% of their food needs by
gardening).

Also, it is:probable that many respondents, did not include

time spent in building houses and in auto maintenance and repair, both of
which are major activities for many of the males.
Water Supply.

Water supply can be a problem in-sUmmer and careful

watermanagement is essential, especially if a large garden is cultivated.
Most.of the = respondents obtain their, water from springs, which vary greatly

in the amount they supply and their reliability.

A few springs become

dry or nearly so in summertime but most provide adequate water to their
frugal users.

Typical flow rates

re from 100 to 500 gallons per day

but some flow at several thousand pllons per ddy..

Most houSes have

water piped from the spring by gravity feed to the kitchen sink, sometimes through a water heater.
plumbing is kept simple.

Flush toilets and showers are rare so

Gardens take most of the water as household use
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r-
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.

,

,

is very low--mainly for cooking and dishwashing.

Most people store small-

amounts of water (from several hundred gallons to 10,000 gallons) either in

steel,drums,moden tanks, or plastic swimming pools.

At Mid-Mountain,"

where the fire hazard in summer is very high, a number-of plastic swimming
pools are used for storage.° Wells are not widely used 'beauie most home-

steadsdo not have existing wells and it, is very expensive and risky to
drill new ones.

Many existing wells have dried up or produce very low

flows and low quality water in the summer.
Waste Disposal.

Until recently the outdoor pit privy .was-the-,comnon

).
method?human
waste disposal.

Interest has been growing in thecompoit

privy-, due in large measure to the-work of. the Farallones Institute and

United Stand in developing and disseminating infa-tation.*. In our sample,
23 of. the 39 respondents use pit privies, 10 use compost privies, 3 have

indoor toilets and septic tanks, and 3 use other methods.

Many of, those

using pit privies indicated an intention to construCt a 4ompost privy,
which:requires two:Chambers, which are alternately filled'and allowed, to
,compost.
a

The method of waste: disposal has important psychological (i.e. lifestyle) and political impliqations.

For those persons concerned with living

in harmony with nature (and. there are many) the .recycling of composted
human waste is extremely appealing - -much more so than filling and sealing.

a pit or flushing a toilet, which not only wastes precious water and sometimes causes contamination of water, but also removes the "wastes" from
Excreta is then not thought of as waste to be disposed of, butt as'a

view.

resource wit which to enrich the soil.

My impression is that attitudes

for example, United Stand, "Privy Booklet (and Greywater Systems),"
P.O. Box 191, Potter Valley, CA 95469.
,
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toward what one, does with one's excreta has:considerable symbolic importance
to back-to-the-land persons.

The political implications ofwasie disposal methods can be significant,

since the absence of flUsh'tOilks is pekips the most visible and often
cited-violation of the-Ilnifo'rm Building Code. 'Effortscto._oust Mid-Mopntain

.residents from their homes in 1974 because, of building code violationswe
met by the organization of alternative lifestyle people throughout t
county (United Stand) and successful court :suits Whichblocked the county's

,

Early.rin 1976 the COuntypasged'an ordinance to permit .compast

privies onan experimental basis but required that the house have a flush
.

,

toilet as w01.

Only a handful ofperMits had been issued

aa

s of July 1976

and most alternative irfestyle housing-continues to violate thg building

;

,

code.

'.Health Issues and Other Problems:

As noted, the most politicized

health issue has been the hazard of outdoor privies...These appear to have
been overstated= by; opponents of the alternative lifettyleandunderstated.bi

proponents.

Dr. Craig McMillan, the DireCtOr-of Public:Health for Mendocino

CountY, believes that privies in rural areas do not pose a special public
health hazard.' He. commented that if people'know what they are doing there
should not be any problem but if they do It or are sloppy in their. personal

sanitation there could be problem
.One of the most 'knowledgeable persons surveyed indicated a concern
°

about hepatitis and trench mouth because many persons are not aware.of the _
2

hazards of improper practices.- Hepatitis,was mentioned by about one-fourth
of-the: r spondentsbut more as a concern than a current problem.

Aeneral impression, is that health is good.

The

Although it was not mentioned
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j
frequently, several persons indicated that back problems caused by liftfng
.

A

very he y objects are Commonilind sometimes serious.
*The

rimary problem mentioned by alternative lifestyle persons is

0

..

.
money,-or, more accurately,, the lack fhereof.
.

For,

.

.

es

many it is difficult

'

generate adequateincome-and to reduce eXpenses to match their often

,

CI

meager income.- Employment is very sporadic and jolg-sre pot:eakil

obtained.-

Several voiced unhappiness at their dependence on the outside world as
iar short of self - sufficiency, especialjpwith-respeet

,

to food production and.more -generally their inability to generate income by-

producing marketable goods or services:
Another problem mentioned prominently lt the lack:of skills.necessari
to live the alternative lifestyle tuccettfully.. One:respolident said,_ "You
need lots of research to live:this lifestyle." ,OthersMentioned isolatin
and boredom,,government (laws and buildfng codes),,and communication with
others as important problems.

Diff(culties.:of living in a.group and too

much time spent in problem solving were extremely importarit to commune-

members-7a finding that it not surpriting in view

thei-esearch of Kanter

'----_,1

( 972) and others of.pe sometimes immobilizing effects of democratic
decisionmaking.
2.7

Appendix: Survey Questionnaire
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Date
No:

ENERGY SURVEY

Type of Residence and Physical Environment
1.

Name of settlement

24

Location of residente-

3.

Physical environment:
9

a.;.location-(distance froin
b.

Ecosystem

c.. Quality of land for farmihg
How much is usable: as pasture

for crops

.

Altitude
Terrain
.g.

Vegetation
-_

q. ft. -

Approximate Siie. of dwell frig.

(or

ft. by.

1

5.
^6.

7.

Number of rooms (not count4pg bathrooms)
When was. the building of the house begun? (i.e. age of house)

Land:
a.

Own

b.

Who owns it?

c.

Where are owners?

d.

Number of acres

House:"
.

'Own

.

Who owns it?

Where are owners?

.ft.')
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9.

10.

NUmber of people living in the house
Age of people-living in the house

11.t Year round resident;

No

Yes

(Or note if useCFas second home or other periodic use.

'12.

you live most of the time?

,If not,: where

.

13.

-Same House?

HOw long have'you lived .in this areal/

Nearby

I

14,

How Jong do you expect to live here?

15.

Where will you go?

16.

Brief biography

When?

.., Energy Use, Awareness and .Att=itude
,

17.

Do,you .have electricity supplied by an uttlity 'company?

.18.

Do you produce your 'own eletrij'ty?
a..

b.

Yes

Yes

No.

Source,

If'gas-or.diesel giener4ge, what size

i.e. power output?
.

.

,

19.

You have natural gas_ supplied by :the: util ity coMpank?

No

Yes

.

20.. Do you use:
Yes!

a: propane

- No

Purpose
..-

kerosene
-Sc. pasol ine
- )
4.

1

-
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21.

Home is heated by:
a.

Central furnance, using:

b.

Room heater, using:
Ind i

.

(indicate primary anGsecondary sources):

cafb

Gas

Fuel oil

Gas

*Electricity

how. many

c.

Fireplace

d.

WoodbUrning stove

e.

Other

22

Alternatives. o heating. home considered?

23.

Fuel(s) used, for cooking:.

,

A.

a.

White gas.

b.

Propane

c.

El ectri city

(Indicate if diffdrent for 'winte'r and-sumMer):

Woodburning stove
_

e.-

24.

Fireplace

Water is heated by:..a.

Stove
Wood.

Propane

Fireplace
ectric 'water heater

A.
e.
=25.

Gas water heater.'
Wooeburning.:Water..heater.

Alternatives to heating

;.

water

considered?

'
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We would like to get an idea of how much .fuel (energy) you use in your

26.

,.^

househbld for thingi like heating, cooking andoperating otherrhousehafd
applicances (including' chain saw, water pump);
Fuel

Amount

a. Electricityb. Natural gas!

.c. Propane
4. Wood

r-

-, 07e-of stove
- BTU rdting of stove'

r

;

e. Kerosne
,

Gasoline
27. .Appliances in dwelling (indidate source of power)i,

i

.

-a.
b.

hone
..Ran9e top

c.

d.

Refri erator

e.

'f.

T.V.

g.

Clothes Washer

h.

Clothes dryer
.4

Vacuum cleaner
j.

DishwaSher

k.

Stereo '(record player)

1.

TapeLrecorder

m.

Power tools

n.

Water-heater

o.

'Chain saw

p.

Lamps

q.

Other

di.
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Is a water pump used

28.

'`*

No

Source of power

.

Purpose:

drinking"

irrigation

washing (incl.'bathing)
cooking
4

other

29.

-Main household activities that use non-human energy:
.

.

;

,

cooking

listenlrg to radioistereo
reading
.

bathing
other

III. Energy Awareness, Attitudes
30.

If no electricity hookup:
.

Do you plan to -"hook up to electric utility service?
Why /Why- not?,

Would you like to generate your own "elect"ricity (other'..than by gas

gmnerator)?

Yes

No

101.Y?

(i) What kinds of-Methods would you consider?-

51

c.

Information sources:

d.

Have you, experimented with the production of electricity?

(Environ-Attitudes)
31;

SourCe of water:
Spring

a:

Quantity or flow rate:
Outdoor ('garden)

Indoor

3Z.

11.

Well

c.

Other

Do you store water?

Yes

\

Amount-

No

How (incl. pastic jugs)?
33.

Health problems _in area

34.

Do you, cut live-or dead wood?

Where?

.

.Why?
35.

How do you dispose of gray, water?

a.' Temporary
.

Permanent

If temporary, alternative to present system considere :

36. -How do lou.dispose of other human wastes?
0

a.

Temporary

,

.

/

.

Permanent

b.-- IftemporarY,'alternative to- present system considered:

52
31.

Views toward "recycling systems" (e.g. compost privy, outdoor toilet).

IV. Transportation
38.

Please .list the make and model year of automobiles owned by people living
in the dwelling (include trucks and motorcycles):
Auto #

Make

Model Year

Type of car/truck
sedan, pickup)

1
7

,2
3

4
5

39.

Where-do- you usually shop for food:..
How often ?.

40.

a.- How-often did you go into town (for all purposes, including'work) in
the last two - three weeks?
Name of Town

.

# of times/month

How does this compare with the rest of the year

-.Mileage

i.e. typical or

atypical?)

4

.

Where, do you-shop for clothing, hardware, other household items?
Town:'

How often:

..
-

V.

42.

Who does auto repair?

43.

Location of auto repair:

44.

Amount and frequency of,auto repair:

Major

Minor.

Food Production
45.

a.

Do you produce any of your own food?

b.

Hunting and, gathering?

c.

Home agriculture (subsistence)?

d.

Commercial?

No

Yes

'What?

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Purchase
Sell

Barter

Percentage of your own

46.

or your community's) food needs'produced:

Winter

Summer

.

,

Kinds%of food produced:
Vegetables
Fruits
r

a

4

; milk, qts./wk.

Dairy,products (eggs, #/day
.

4

cheese

4

.Meat, fowl
48.

.*41.

.

lb /y

a.

Stze. of garden (give dimension):

b.

Garden:

-

Completely communal
Partially-commuoal

Individual garden plots

sq. ft.)
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c.

Number of people who regularly'obtain food from the garden:

d.

Do you eat together?

Yes

No

.

How often (Regularly or periodically)?
49.

Do you grow crops such as wheat, oats,-barley?
Type of crop :

50.

Yes
(acreage)

-Amount:

Number of food producing animals owned:
Quantity

Type

51. Do you have any other farm animas?

52.- How. much feed do _you buy in a year?
'53.

Kind(s)-of fertilizer _used:
a.

54.

Amptint:

If manure, where do you get it?

MethodS of pest control used
a.
'b.

In garden

Around home

55.

EquipMent used in gardening or in tending animals:

56.

What other equipment would you like to have:

57.

a.

For-garden

b

For non-agricultural purposes

Method of irrigation used in garden:

55.

58.

Time lived in a "rural" area:

59.

Where &id you live before moving to a rural area?

60.

Did you grow, .food before moving to a rural' area?

How Long?

Amount
61

How did you learn to farm/garden:
a.
b.

,Books

Common sense (intuition)
4

-

62.

Yes

c.

School (Indicate high school, college, other)

d.

"Experimental work"

e.

Friends /neighbors.

Present sources of information about farming:

63.. Best 'sources of information for growing food:.

64.

a

Amount of food preservation:
Amount-of-food dried:

Home Activit)es
65.

Did you build your present home?

-V s

No

If not, mho built it?
66.

67.

If: yes, lengthof time to build home:
a.

Number of nours/day worked during that period:

b.

Number of people that helped with the building:

Cost of hdMe:

months
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68.

Skirces of home building materials

.e. where did -you get the materials):

Mood (structural)
Wood. (siding)

Other
69.

Building techniques used:
Foundatitn/support:

70.

Concrete pile

Wood post

Implements/machine used in construction:
4111.

Sawmill

Chain Saws

Other power

A

drills, etc:

71..

Estimate gisoline used in gas generator during building

72.

Estimate gasoline used in chain saw during building

33.

Work type activitiek'dbne at home:
Hours per day

Type
Crafts

Building things
Raising things

Other
74.

Time spent working at home, in fieldi, maintenancethousehold:

75.

Cash income producing work over last year:
Where ?.

What type Of work?
df

-76.

Recent trading or bartering experience. (indicate nature and frequency of
trade):

64

57

VII. Personal
77.

a.

Married:, Yes

b.

Do-you plan ta be married?, Yes

c.

Why?

No

No
.

78.1a.

Children:

No

Yes

b.- ,Do #ou plON have children?

Yes

Why?

c.

79

Do you have -a.wilf?"-Yes

80.

'Whatwillhappen to the land when you pass away?
,

81.

Expenses/month
Income/month

83.

Governmental assistance:
a.

Disability:

b.

Food, stamps

c.

Unemployment

d.

Welfare

I.

Grants.

Other

84.: Da you see yourself as using little energy, modest amounts, o quite a bi
coMpared to the average Californian?

85:a.What are the different types of living arrangements-()r lifestyles) that
exist in this area?
lifestyles,are in?)
b.How do you fit

(What are the boundaries of the area where' these
Ae

,
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4

What are

the-efere t types of living arrangements (or lifestyles

o

based on energy

d.

86.

that exist in this area?

Howe do you fit ih?

Do you have any special philosophy about your relationship to the natural:
environment?

87.

What do you see

the major difficu

es in living this lifestyle?
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Chapter 3.

New Towns and Energy Efficiency

(/),
3.7

Introduction-

c,

Although nevi towns offer the possibility of reducing energy consump-

tion significantly, most haVe not been designed with energy efficiency-in
mind.

This chapter presents an overview of the new towns movement

at the rationale for new towns,-examines some of their failures and ,
successes, and reports on the progress of one newitown, Cerro Gordo,, which
is designed to reduce energy and resource consumption.

Characteristics of Nei Towns
The New Communities Council has identified the elements necessary for
a development project to .be classified as a new town fovmunity): Planning

for the .new town must reflect consideration of social, economic, physical,

and governmental aspects of the new community development program in accordance with the following broad objectives:
Governincew

Pro-vision should bemade for residents to' become involved

in the organization and operation of the new community, both on:neighborhood
and community levels.

The community should be planned to encourage interaction of

Social.

different social

economic, age and racial groups to the maximum extent

feasible.
,

Economic.

A pr, Tary objective should be the.provIsion of a,wide range

of employment opportunities so that new community residents can_work in thecommunity.

Housing should. be priced so as to accommodate households with

'a wide range of incomes.
Physical.

The p

sical environment should be designedto huMan stale,

and arranged to proMotd a personal sense of identity with-in the community,
4

It should reflect a commitment to aesthetics and preservation of the natural
environment.: (Griffin, 1974, page 3).

A new town is a fully planned develoment'that-isimplemented over
a .predetermined tiMe. period and includes a balance of social services and
activities -- industrial, commercial, reerditional

of a fully developed city.

educationalcharacteristic

,

HOrtever, its objectives in the areas of citizen

participvtion in governanee, in interaction of memb rs Of the'communitY,

iome

and the provision of hotts-ing 'for a wide rangeOf A

and,social grain

3.-

are loftier than.-Olose generally held by most cities..

prnnedcities a-e not 'nevi.

Campbell (1976,. p. 19) ti.aces ,the. history

of planned cities to the 4th century B.C. to Miletus, Greece, and.through
the Middle Ages when many new towns were created in. England, Switmrland,
and Germany.

Comprehensively plinned communities can,also be traced to

the earliest days of village-development in New England.. Two colonial
capitals, Annapolis and. WillianIsburg were developed according to the planning
principles pOpular.in. Europe at that time.

New towns sprang up In great

numbers_ as the country expanded westward but these were generally planned
by' land speculators and railroad companies and are not Outstanding exiinpl es
of .planTied communities (Griffin, -p. 4).

The modern new town .movement was strongly inflyencedrby Ebenezer Howard,.,
whose ,"Garde

ities moyement" began in 1902, with the

4ting

of Garden
.
,

Cities of

°morrow%

Howard defindkthe;Garden City as a "town designed ,folii:

healthy, living and industry; of a size tilat makes possible a full measure

of social life but not larger; surrounded by a rural belt;.the whole of the
land being in public ownership or held in trust for the community:"
in Campbell, p. 19)

(Quoted

Howard's work was the basis for two early British

,

f
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garden cities, Letchworth, begun in 1903,.]aboute 35, miles north of London,

4

and Welwyn; begun in 1919, about 25 miles north of .Londori.

Thise towns

'consisted principally of row houses surrOunded by large gpen spaCes and

some cpmmercial and industrial laneuses (Campbell, p: 19).

Several., towns

embodying the Garden City idea were built in the United States ,,. the first

' being Radburn, New Jersey in 1929,°followed by three government sponsored
f

'greenbelt towns

during: the depressionGrednhills, Ohio; Greendale,

Wisconsin; and Greenbelt, Maryland:
following World War II.

Park Forest, Illinois was b441t

All of these towns are largely residential in

41'
character as a ,result of their inability to attract sufficient
industrY

to approach economic self-sufficiency.
The devel OpmentL opReston, Virginia. in 1962 marks. the beginning of
)

.
.

the contemoCrary new' town movement.

Reston', which is locaVied about 20 miles

.

c6

,

of Washington, -D .C., -now occupies over 7,000 acres and has a population
4
.

of about 30,000 peop/e.

.

.

Other new towns in the Washihgton, D.C. area are
a.

f.'.
.

Columbia, Marylanli;%Sti-Aharles, Maryland; and Fort Lincoln, which is-irk

Washington, D.C. itself.

The number of new towns in the United: Spites in
-

.

which deielopriient has ,progressed substantially is at least'29.
r

-

Eight of

-

these are in southern
CaliforniaWestlake, Valencia, Irvine, Mission Viejo,
0
Laguna Niguel, Rancho California, Rancho Bernardo, and Rancho San ,Diego.
,

These eight new towns alone repTent a. planned population of nearly One

Ainilliori,peopie or tbdewhere between:5,and 10% of the Ovulation of Southern.

California residing betweeri Santa Barbara and
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Mexican border (Campbell.,

J.,01

p. 2t).

.

ew towns acre classified by the.New/communities COuncil in f
ca

gores:-

Sateilitelocated on-the edges o'f metropolitan areas and, somewhat

.,

p

dependent uponian existing economic base;

,Free standingdesigned as largely self-sUstaining towns and lOcated
in rural areas;
.New Tawn.In-To

-located within an existitecity;

residential community developed by a corporation

"Company" New Town-

as an adjunctto a

trial operation in.ian undeveloped area where conven-

tional communities are absent;

Growth-Cent6ruse of an existing community 'as "the nucleus for a new
community.

(Griffin, p, 4)

Almost all new towns now being built are in the satellite category.

Cowbell nbtes that while most of these-are
pr

attempting,

to balance their

ile with "commercial, industrial, and residential activities, -leis

W-

,

unrealtic to think ,that any new- down: can exist entirely as an entity unto
itself

-Ifover:the

on

rum2-that-is, after demelopMent is comPletehalf

the population can; enjoy livitipand working in the-same town, I would

consider it successful."
th

Campb11 also comments -`that is is incorrect to

that rurally located new towns will be self-sufficient because he
s that theirmist serve the regions they are 1

anything less will be strongly to their.dii4dvantage.

hat

ated

He iiews'iherreduced

quality of life in most metropolitan areas as causing a reversal of present
urbanization trerfas but

elieves that this.reveisal, isinot

to occur

in a rapid ashionetithouta firm national growth policy, presur bly one
that stimulates rural development. 42
It appears that free standing (rural) new towns hold the promisevfif

reducing energy consumption if They are successful in creating a viable
economic base and integrating small scale agripiltural production_ with the

,

life of the.tOwn: ,This is esseptially the dedentralizition ideal held
by SChUmacher and otherslalthough they d6'hot advocate new towns at the

only method of'apptoa-hing the objective

Rationale fWne towns.

(: Schumacher.,

1973).

Accordiiigto Campbell (P, 25), fbr many

residents the new town represents an escape from the rat race of the urban
area, which consists of living in" the suburbs, working in.the central city,

and spending endless hours commuting.

For some, the net town represents

a sense of adventure or pioneering activity toward a new way of life;fbr
others, new town livingscan represent freedom from the automobile.

The :new

town isalso seen as an alternative to the rigidity of small town living
without-the anonymity and stress that
(Campbell, p. 25).

characteristic of thd central city

An important point Madg by Campbell is that new fibrins

offer a dtfferent lifestyle

through -,the

oppOrtunity to affect decision mating

and.participate in the process of community life andgrowth,.a benefit that
is sought by many individuals.

Margaret Mead speak

more forcefully to

this point'.

New Towns are necessary tLa soci ety ti!at:Was lost its wayloft
its way in building segregated,subdr6f,in-driving *freeways through
the centers of old- neighborhoods; in tearing down the heart of cities
and leaving only_a,gaping vim= otobigh rise office buildings where
ieople once lived. New ToWns are necessaiy as we take our first
groping'steps towards righting the havoc that has been wrought by
letting our railroads-fall to pieces; our,trolley,cars fall into disuse;
our theatres, libraries, -and shops that once invited people into the
city give way to scattered suburban centers or to abandoned buildings
with their unused windows barred with iron gates. New Towns are a
kind of light,that beckons us ahead, that shows that it can, be done;
they are a reassuring first step.'- (Campbell, p. 267)
_,

The strong message that' emerges is that existing urban areas have :`failed
-.

.

.

to provide not only for-the material needs of many persons but -even.,more
.

''

.

im.ortantly,
for their psychological needs.
c

.

The possi&ilities of over-

coming the wide sense: of isolation and providinla comunity.of interacting

71.

and caring persons, rather than just a physical entity, is among the.most
important hopes held d for new towns. Many speak of ''a sense. of community"

(very-, loosely) to indicate a special, quality of interpersonal relationships

'

which-presumably stem &pin a commitment: to the goals and activities of a _

group.* In its most advanced form found. in utopian communities (intentional
ycommunes), especially of the -19th century 'in the United States,. commitment-

meCtianisms were so strong as to submerg&indiviclual fdent1V almost entirely

(kanter, 1972). Compared to these communities, the large new_ towns of

today have only the mildest sort of pressures for community identity and
-convnitiBent, and one can "five there without any more-CommunitY spirit or

commitment than is typical of suburban Communities.:

Ih their superb:book, Comunitat,.P rcival and Paul.GOodman analyzed

the relationship betvieen the way people l e and the physical setting, in
k.

which they live.

-

Existing cities and modes of activity were examined and

a, variety of utopian plans for reducing the dehumanization of cities put

forth. Among the many things- the_ Goodrnani stressed is that cities have
.been,designed for efficient production and.not for providing services for_
-

meeting the -needs of human beings who live in them especially the psycho-

logicd1 needs. Their analysis stems from questioning what form and function

mean in terms of human well being and leads to sharp criticism of the.kind
of planning that is-concerned only with industrial development.

believed that overplanning,.excess centralization a

They

coptrol , and excessive

scale are deadly to the satisfaction of human needs. The basic thrust -of

their recommendations is in the direction of decentralization and integration;
with a preference for .work: places; to-be more effectively integrated with
.

.

living places so that childtren will grow up With fir-st_hand knoWl edge of

_

the work that

s do..

To the extent that new towns are.of more human

scale, alrow more active face-to-face participa:* of thefr rdsidents;
and integrate work.,.play, and other activities of life more effectively .
.

.
'they can approach the toodmans'

vies of a desirable

city.

t is

However

qiestiona6le villether any :large satellite new towns come clote to app

is ideal.

_3.2

American New Towns of the 60's and 70's'
Campbell (1976) describes seven Ainerican new towns, including` an

excellent' in-depth study of Reston, which he has observed.as a resident
for some years.

Although he is strongly positive about the new towns he
.

has: seen,
benefits.
.

.'

.

he is careful to 1:150-out the potential defects as well as the
His case studies, Griffin's study of Irvine akd my visit to

Irvine form- the basis for the following comments.

Most new towns have a similarshierarchical structure, which generally
consists of three levelt.

The_clutter,- or neighborhood, level contains the

smallest grouping of houses (perhaps 30-50), the village level generally

consists of several clusters and, has a total populatione several thousand
persons,. (although at Irvine the village populatfon may be 25,000), and the
entire town or cit.'s', which comprises the villages and, perhaps, a town
center.

.

Most of- the new towns-are planned for eventual _populations of at

least 50,000 Perons and several. are' planned for well-oVer 100,000 persons

(Irvine at 400,000

is.

the Targest).

The key to the social structure and 'internal governance of-the new
:'towns is the homeowners associations (HA) (also called community associa-

tions (CA)), which may ettst atseveral levels.

In Reston, for example, there.

e

are HA's at the neighbor

od; village, and town level whereas at Irvine there

Is only a neighborhood' level 'HA.

There are no pl

s at Ir Vine for add-in§

another leVel of HA 'since it is felt that-direct interaction between,

HA's and the Irfine CitY Council,* is more effective than another (timeconsuming) layer of citizen organization (Cameron, 1976).

five

Since all

merOtEs V the Irvine City Council previckusly were active in HA's them-'
selves; it was noted that they are resPonsive to citizens' weeds_ and
,supportive
.

citizqn participation in decisionmaking.

It was emphasized ,

that the COuncil is highly independent and often' at odds with Irvine

company wishesespecially with regard to the proviSibn of a specified
...

a.Moiit.. ofMOderate cost- hbUsing.**.-(Cameron

The extensive

partIcipatioh,

the community. is a hallmark .of

T976).

in the decision`making and_social life of
he new towns and creates an essential diffe-

rence in lifestyle between them and more traditional suburban communities.
In a sense, the new towns are social experiments and some of their developers
,

have consciously sought the benefits of greater participation among citizen.
in decision making and the establishment of viable communities.

In.terms of physical environment--both natural and man-made--new towns
are typically evaluated highly.

Reston has three lakes, miles of walkways

and bicycle paths, and very,high architectural quality (Campbell).
.

mobile is typically separated from pedestrians and bicycles.

The auto-

Another impor-

tant feature of-ihe new towns is the extensive recreational facilitiesthat
,

Agi's

* Most of-the develdpment on the giant Irvine Ranch property is in the jurisHowever, parts of the,-ca40 property lie
diction of the City of FrVine.
When
within 5 other cities as .well 0 unincorporated parts of Of'ange County.
one considers the presence of otherlregulatOry and .planning bodies, e.g.., the
-Coastal 'Zone. ConsOwation'CoMmisSioni regional air and grater quality: control
institutional complexity
boards, local, agency formation commission (LAFCO),
t,
of
tbe°,planning
process
may
become
evident._
t

7* The Irvine Company is not haply abdut being forced (AMOtthe threat of
further subdivision and rezpning approvals) to build ifiedit 10% of theirs
units in .the "moderate cost" category.
-

74

-are'providedswimMing pools, -golf-courses, tennis- courts,Takes'-and others
abound.

At 'Irvine;' neighborhood parks and community swimming'pobls.are ,
.

numerous,

\ phase of the Village Of.Wocidbridge,
For eXamplei. in the first
,

which will contain 1763 housing

.

units, there are 15-11parks

pools in addition. to a lake with a large
v
recreational fcj litiei- I Mot7 p.

,

and

swimming

.4.iiniliing lagoon, boating, and other

the :Parks in, thiVil 1 age

will each

have

special features "..:equipped to _complement the special interests of the
residents-living -nearby-1!.

(Irvine Cominny Sales Brochure) .

The availability of nearby recreation is extremely important in reducing
energy consumption since-recreational .driving is one-of the major uses of
the. auto obil e.

Several of- the residents of Reston interviewed _by ,Campbell

commented that most of their recreational activites took place only a few
minutes from their homes, thuft eliminating the need for the extensive driving

required in most afban areas. -The provision-of commercial facilities
is almost as important in reduci

tri s by residents, and it appears that

most of the new towns haliortensive commercial facilities, some incl*ling
very large regional type .shopping centers, although most shopping centers
are of t
Oile of

smaller neighborhood variety or locdted in d town center.
he major design features at Irvine is the activity corridor

which contains Community level facilities -- schools, community parks, village

shopping centers (including.qffioe sP4ce)--In'close proximity to, and
-aesthetically compatible- with residential areas,
'7\the shopping centers were placed lo

In the earlier villages

the periphery of the village but nowS.

*" The Irvine Company. has :identified 9 categories of buyers, for which it
provides different housing and recreational facilities: The. Company is
.
extraordinarily- successful at sell ing What it ,bui

r

H

thejf are within the village, for better access.. Nevertheless, the scaler
of the typical Irvine village .is= so large thit:Most peo le will driv
_.: as there is no local public transit available.
Several, although not).411, of the new towns studied by Campbell .haver

been quite successful,in providing economic and racial integration of their
communities.

j

Neighborhoods are typically 'designed to inClude apartments,
,..

Atinhouses and,cietached sin le family-residenceswhict; vary

across a broad -.

pricelranqe, thus not sepdr ing-persOns on the basis of income.

In addi-

tion, subsidization of housing sometimes exists, withnut,identification
of those who are subsidized.

At Irvine the integration of moderate income people into the community
_

.

has become .a major political issue, largely as a result-of the pgrceived `-'

lack of effort by the Irvine Company to insure such integration.

The Irvine

City Council has taken the initiative to force. the Irvine Company, by with-

)t

holding future subdivision or rezoning approvals, .to provide at least 10%-,
of their housing units in what may be called a moderate cost category, which
in mid-1976 was betweeni31,500 and $33 000 for row housing of much lower.

quality than.the typical Irvine Ranch product. These units are small (a0proxi_
mately-1,100 square feet) and sr5artan looking with virtually 'no private
outdoor'space, although they ihare the same neighborhood amenities, as' -more

'expensive units nearby4*

The percentage of black residents it described as high for such".-new
towns as Reston, Columbia, and Park;Forest South, where pdrcentages vary
,t

from 10% to somewhereabove 20% (Campbell). -Most black residents are

*: Despite its .lower :level. of amenity Irvine Company.planners contend that
the price. will -increase dramatically when these. units are resold by the
originil buYers. The Irvine Company feels thg the Ita,,in result is to .provide. some people with windfalls 'rather than providerng modEcizate income : persons with
good quality housing.` Thistiis- certainly a legitimate an&important issue in
the area of subsidized or rjegulated housing.

described as being,middle class, fully participating member-S.of their cornin'un7-

ities, who generally express a MO degree ofsatisfaction,with the new
tot4n environment.

Industry.

Commerce a

activities

The extent `to which commercial and industrial

e attracted to new ,towns differs considerbly,

ifferent stages in the life cycle 'Of the various 'towns. .Jhe tainount

crucial factor in the success of

-;..of industry and commerce is, of course

the--new towns and.bears high13/ on energy consumption, especially in work

trips, As -of late 1973, Reston-had Over 127 business firms representing
almost'5,500 jobs.

Included are 2,500 jobs provided by he headquarters
js

of the U.S. Geological- Turvey.

Columbia has been even mo e successful,

having attracted the General Electric company .t locate a $250 million
appliance assembly and warehouse facility

e town.

The General Electric

-facility will: ultimately provide 10,000 jobs tyhich will amount to nearly
20%-of the Columbia employment total.

Columbia is expected to have about
-

D.

800 firms which.will. eventuall)eprovide 60,000 jobs; however, the present

fiber if not r$ported.
Iry%ne,

a Prese

industria
_0

with a projected population of 400,000 by the-year 2000, has

1976) OPulationlof rnorethan 40,000.

It 'features an

.

(Irvine Inclustr_ial Coniplex)'`hich is reputed to 'b

fastest growing in the..nation.

This-6641ex, occupying a°,' 41,90p

the

acre site.,

already-has, more-than.1,000 tenants:_ithci employed over-55,000 persons
November 1976.

Mtst of these-workers -.commute frcun other parts of the Orange.

County and Los Angeles metropolitan areas.

It would be extremely:interesting

* About onehalf Of the land area and' employment-in the Irvine Industrial

.tPark is outside the City cif Irvine.

-
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to leaern what' the commuting patterns are for the `people who work PI the

Irvine complex and in -other parts of `the t

nly very partial data

are _available now. These showiithat 4bou.t -8 of

Persons employed tn.'
n

thatitrt of the .IILNhich lies -mithin- the City of Irvine are residents
.

A'survey of computing distance of *kers" In the City of Irvine

of

,

showed an average trip distance of17.5 miles and ;las ified 41.7% of the

,trips

short (less, than 15 minuted, -34,3% isNmeditim (15-30 minutes) and

7.9% as long (above 30 minutes): 'Another 9.5% of those surveyed

were.

Irvine residents and were not included in the previOus figures and; 6.6%
failedto respond (ENVISTA, 1976). The project manager for the study said

that he expected considerablglonger commuting distances _and times (Nelson,
,

1977).

Lifestyle Implications
ons

It is difficult to determine the extent of differences in lifestyle
between the new towns and more traaitional suburban communities. Much.

more extensive and thorough social science research would be required than

the impressionistic resear_cl; conducted V CaMpbell in h s sties

It is

clear that there are several areas of probable difference, in-Cluding ones.
which relate to energy consumption. Already noted is...the higher level of '-

participatioif in community affalis and interaction dinonVindividuals.

It

appears,: thit; at leastto'soMe extent, the isolation found in typical suburban coimiunities has been reduced and that-'some' ',sense of community" is

being achievedippr many of the residents:
.

.

To..some persons .this has negative 1 i testy] e impl ications.

One Reston

resident
interviewed by Campbell felt that there were excessive layers of,
a
governmeni within the-town and that the cluster association imposed tremen-

dously on their lives. This woman noted, howeyer":that .her
.

.

-did

enjoy the commuter bus, the swimiigpoolt and the footpaths.

Nevertheless,

p. 41).

she felt that her family was ."disintegrating in. Reston" (Campbell
.

,

.

ClearlY the

level of.connunity involvement that is exiiected may lead to

social pressures that are viewed as an imposition by some .persons;

Involve-

ment in community affairs will infringe on,t,he time people typically spend

in other activities. Ind some will not'be willing to gime. up those other,
activities: for the increased _level of partiCipa ion.
.

attitudes.
about ,appropriate,
-

-.

It is lificely that the
_create significant.

in the. new -town 14i1

.

Social pressuises, for participation and-make those who are not will ing,to

participate uncomfortable and feel that they are outside?
One man noted that new towns have not dealt with--tiineeds of housewives.

He thinks. that new towns are planned from a male chauvinist point

of view and is quoted as saying "I

great for the man who drives to the

city every day and is involved in the hustle of urban life...Then comes' home
on the weekend to get. away from it 'all" ,(Campbell, p. 40)., Teenagers, too,
do-not,see the new town as Utopia, and several commented-that there is not

ek nough to do and that the town is boring and artificial.

It is apparent from Campbell's tnterviews and analysiS'that there' is a
higher degree of activity within the community which would reduce thetuSe
oY the automobile-.

Extensive recreational facilities are nearby;. footpaths./

bicycle pathi.within the community are used extensively; and major shopping
_

facilities are also wt

easy,,-reach.

.

Reston has also been successful

developing a commuter bus,system, which -runs to downtoran.Washington

The fort five -mi-note.trip:is made by about 2- 009-.Reston.residents per day

out of

ji work popufation of perhaps Is '50045,000.

in addition, th
the town

-When one

ponsiders,.

substantial nuMber'of Reston residents hold jobs within

it is likely that. energy consumed in work trips is significantly

s

..

lower th n it would be in a comparable su6urban community.

In the,.southern

California new tovms,-_however, the prospects for establishing successful

bus syStems are much-lowerbecause there is not a single major destination

in'the4. Waskington D.C. area.

there is

the 55;000

In Irvine, a large percentage of

p4hons who work in the Irvine Industrial toMplex comae from
It is

other areas by car-'as bus transportation is mighly inadequate.

in time, many persons who work at the Irvine Industrial Complex

likely. that

wilt move closer

tbeir. jobs, although' not necessarily to the IrVine

The'development of the employment-base- at Irvine preceded

Rarkcti,*

the

to

-housing -Kre

much-of

te.
so that most.ealy employees were forced to -commute.

where. more of the workers

There.-WaY:.be.a rcatchifig ,Upli''PrOCeSS in operation

Unfortunately, Very' high

move closer* to them new empl oyment locati

is approaching $80,000) 011

housing; prices at Irvine (the median pri*C

buying homes there.

prevent most mfddle inconie employees from

a

ion at Irvine by various

for reducing gasoline consum

The yotentia
.

public tr

sit. al ternattves seeps -to be considerable. but is -riot' likely

he: realized

in' the. foreseeablp,

future'. - PUVI

transeor'itafibia 41anrii ng.

Orabge County Transtb District and-

-r sonsibi.lity of-

fdr,

_

.

are al lowed to- operate, in the District's- terrtory.

no. new private sy

The present level of public- transportation sservinY Irvine is lo; and th

is .no

.Tocal service within the town ,.(Jones, l97 ).
,

,
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The lifestyle in the typical: satellite"or sliBurban new .town can- hardly

be.characterized as frugal.

On the contrary, what exists and is?

moted is an affluent mainstream lifestyle ,in a:"nicer place fo

ive.

3

* According to Nelson (1977)-there
Ir7 ne but in 'other parts of Oran

vidence of such a trend,, not only at

Count.

..

.
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.,

.

--

1

However; energy,Use for personal transportation can kte reduced .by the

-

ar.

\shorter work and recreation trips (ortrip frequency), which is encouraged,
by new. towns.

3.3

New Towns Planned for Energy and Resource Efficiency

f4e;,11,..

The new towns ,discussed So'"far, wlich.,represehlt by far the great.

;

majority of those under development, were not designed with
resource consumptin in mind.
th

ehgy

and

Some were well designed to be compatible with

r- and certainly to provide an appealing physical
physical environment

setting for their residents. However, this js-..far short of designing a
town with the specific goals of red=ing the consumption of energy and
other resources.
Cerro Gordo:

Y Efficient, New Town .

An E

-A quitediffer nt type of new town in scale, concept and m thod of
.

-

._

'planningis Cerro Gordo, Oregon. _Cerro tOrda started with a','.'search fo.r.
;

community ", before a _physical plan_was deyeloped., Several years have been

-together" of. -its parttcipants; during whiCh time

spent in the

theY have.been,working _but in

rperSAjal-relationghips and methods of
in:- essence they

decisiorimaking,as. welli as developing a .anninUnify plan".
'

,

are erecting a communtty of pepple, not buildings (Cassidy, 1974).* The
development, of Cerro Gord'o resembles that of a utopian commUnity .more
than
..-

tde the
i;ds

new
W towns

)

te

which .were.
section, whi
i
descri ed 111 the previous
_

rilanned-by the-developers as large real estate ventures... "Cerro Gordo:
:.,-,---- ''''''
-"."... I"
"--

:--

follows ,Margaret-Nead ' s- iiljunction. for( persons -to' get tbgether
.
,

.

:-

--4'

and sect,

.

'before the 'to rt. i s built.
--

*-A detaffed-redord of the genesis of this-new- c unity may be fbund,
in various)Dublicattons of The Town Forum, especs ally those of Aqust 197
-

arid_ Fall 1975..

.

,

The next step must be the early involvement of the future
residents, and n&t,only in the plannjng and-in the- hearinbs :
on poliby; the futbresresidents- must .he -allowed to choose
each other before the new town or the new town in town,'or
the tatelliietown is built. There. is .no need to treat new

-towns as if ;they Were voyages from one 'port to another with
passengers who have-never met: Old kin and neighborhood and
friendship, ties could be maintained, and the human fabric'.
Of the new or rehabilitated 'Conrnunities could already be

partly woven before foundation stone is laid or a single
)
.
unit goes up.
\
(Meadin Campbell, p.-269)

Stich a .course is- harder to follow but the people of Cerro Gor-do have
s-

period of. more than five years.

done so over

Planning a new community in this n4nner,is complicated greatly by the

probleni of size 7-tt seems to require a small .core group of 'barticipants.,

In the Cerro Gordo situation the project was initiated by a few people and,
A

`publicize widely to obtain the participation of others. The core-group of
.

N

Individuals who wereinte)
rested it Cerro Gordo decided whether they would-make a serious commitment
committ

persons was ,expanded to about 100.

.after-meeting persons th the core group and sensing their reaction.

When

such a course is followed, problems of the adniissiOno new members to_ the
community become much greater than they are when t
.

new town is planned by

a- developer, who is ;first sell ing buildings, and) secondarily, a lifestyle
concept. The original group in a new town such as Cerro Gordo i: likely to

be much more cohesive than groups of residents in the more typical new town.
s

The problem of maintaining its identity, cohesiveness, and connnitmentsto

certain ideals while admitting. new members,. As one of the major problems
that UtojAan
.cornmuni ties. haue- faced through their histoi-y, esUbjet that
,
-

.

.

.

,

-.

has -received excellekt, .treatment by Kanter (1972).
pes- pi te-ttrei r -pilnoi",:dttention: to the 'interpersonal aspects of community,
:

..

Cerro 'Gordo. members' have .been. nvolve

82

.

in physical p

of`' the'contnunity,

75

since 1972.

A-detailed land use map and plan for the village- and the. entie4

community has been drawn up using- conceptt of environmental design,, such as
C

.

land capability analysis developed by Ian MFHarg;* -The plan embodies prin-.

ciples of resource; energy, and land cohservation and strives for a minimal

.0

Most of the 1200 acre site will .be retained in
its natural state or in agricultural use, whichhould be possible*if- most

impact -on the environment.
4,

of the projected population of 2000 is willing to live at slightly higher'densities- than is typical for suburban subdivisions.
--Present, Statui of Cerro Gordo

r4

As of 'November', 1976 approximately 100 individuals*andefamilies-.7the

1:
-"future residents .of Cerro dordo---were members of the community association._
...

.

These are thepersonsv o are actively involVed in the planning and decisionL
making-for.the construction of the comMunity.. About 75 Tive-Th the Cottage
- , Grove area, near tie Cerri5 Gordo ranch, -and ,arel engaging in a wide.ivarieiy

of community activities. The 10 families wheowi/1 be the first_ home Autfclers
and residents of the tow'rrSite recently formed the Ger.ro. Gordo Cooperative;

Inc. as- the permanent residents' association. The Cooperatiye purchased the
;
entire" ranch from the -ortigin6-1 partnership of 75 families and is in the
process, ,of registering a -stock-ifoffering so-that it can raise cap1 for the
fu,ture:de.velopment of the town.

,.

__Construction of the first 6uildings on the towbSite. was expected to
begin darly in 1977. Land use and building permits as well as approval' f
r

mater and /gevierage. systenis hive beef) obtained.
4. -A we'll. was drilled and t sted,
/

construction accesi4eveloped, lake drainage installed, and two resident a1
have 4 semi attached
clusters staked out for construction.. One cluster
'honks. with common laundry and shop; The second will consist of 4 attached

townhouses with a cluster kitchen and a lounge in an adjacent community
* See The Town Forum,- August '1974 and Fall

197.5

meeting hall.- Both

i-ncor

panels and dual sewer lines, one ;folr gra

esign features such 'as sol ar
.

.

Itis interesting to note

that the November 1976" report )ndicates that several changes.

-the-design

fktures of-the first cluster-'were made from the-previous plans-of 1975(Town Forum

1976).-"HauSing- in the earlier plan was .described as, containin

,.a multi-nuclear family unit ''(which has the flexibility -to handle ;from

ale rich person to two 6ouples and their kids); a boarding 'house that con.? sists of six bedroonisistudio suites sharing a common kitchen and th
197t; p. 32)

bathrooMs and two more or less standard family unifs." (Stev
ern

The design features were to include:. 2O" basalt roc walls to separate the

units; two and one-half story buildings for heat conservation',
.0P

impact on the terrain, and-a
good view of the lake andniountatns; a- C-1-ivus
.
Mulctrum_ composting toilet in one upft:

-

ailditiar to conventional sYstemS

in all units) o' help secure;stAte a-ndco.'un.ty approvals_ for "the Clivus toilet;eiling), double glizing and water saver loilets;
'heavy insulatio

4', floor deck; flexible eating spaces, with a

a greenhouse on t

"*.,.., of installing 'a private..

,

:

-

.

ley kitchen,- using-the boarding hOuse kitchen,
g

or the larr kitcOn in. the -nearby. 'community hall (S-tevehs)
..-_.

,-4-

,-at solar heating the apartments are of interest as they
,..
refloc s e, oortflict,wiyth lifestyle choices made by the resi'dents in their

The atte

housing-desi-4.;,rhi-tidlly, it was plaftned to provide solar .heating for the
,a
'housing unitlii but a hitch tieveloPed'when it-was found that the residents
....
Wan
, sleeping lofts. in
apartments. The' difficul-ty of adding sl-etaping
lofts and integrating the ,solar collector design were considerable. One
..

,,

.

of
the design "alternatives suggeSted by thi 'architect was the use of a,0
.......
-slanted' roof. However, calculations for reflector efficiency indieated that

_

444

77
4

-the alternative would -be too expensive and it was dedided, instead, to place
the solar collector on the community, hall (Mowat,-1976; p. 34).
Sr

ge

Y

It is not clear to what extent-the original ideas will be incorporated
in the first cluster but it does, appear that the diiergity found in the
-original pl an--a multi - nuclear .family unit, a boardi*- houSe; and two staphrd
.

farilily Unitshas given way to a more conventional semi-attached unit design.
Nevertheless, the housing still containi desirable energy .and 'resource con.

serving features. /,
Economy of Cerro Gordo.

,

The economic .development. plan for Cerro

Gordo aims' at attracting a variety of ~compatible light manufacturing

ercial ventures which will provide employment for a large propOrtion lof

co

Cerro Gordo residents.

This is the Ideal of a self-suffitient new' town.

.

re being drawn for are industrial cluster--a modularuilding, which

Plan

'vriTI initially contain between 4000 and 6000 square feet. -Additional modules

can be added as needed and leased to businesses whidh loiate in Cerro Gordo.:
-

There are several committed tenants at present - -a .manufacturer of-scale
models, The.ToWn Forum.- (research and
.

Vil

PubliShinOia Community market. which

.

4.

nd advertising firm, and

engage in mail order retailing, an artwork

community offices.

Cerro Gordo.has' sent-a laitt umber of brochurei to
,

businesses' througble the. country with the objective of convincing

Iocat#

:them to

the nev;
.

plans -for purchasing nearby farmland to Proauce sufticien't food for

)he community and to .integrate farming and homesteading lifeityleS
.community are being prirsued.

ide

The community associatzion' is also advertising

for prosPective-homestaders and farmers to locate

here-, as,there are

apparently not enough farmers among the (sorigitnal, community association m
ship.

A forestry pr;5grain

the

has been

in' i4fatred

with seleciivethinntg and

A
4

-

.
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t

reforestation underway to s pply an adequate wood supply for community
heating 'needs.
4

and impending land use permit4, will 'allow the zmistruation
.

met in Cerro Gordo.

The community has adopted guidelines for

a wide variety of cluster :types and are seeking 'a hoMesteading cluster, 'a
T

log _cabin cluster, a cluster with a large communal geodesic dome, and a

The community associa-

cluster for retirees near the future town. center.

,

ti on, is inviting potential participants and will allow them' to propose-a
The, late

cluster that is in accordance with the community plan.

progress

report notes that in addition to homesite planning, the community-association members will be-discussing and adopting-village center plans, archi.

tectural guidelines; and utility 'and paving plans for the first 60' to 120

homes and plans for the first phase of a tro114,016, which they .hope to
begin: building within the next year or two.

It should be noted that their

intention' is not .to use automobillipp the-town at all.
It is -evident that building a new -community of this sort is extremely
(4:1-ifficUlt, as the ;reports from Cerro. Gordo attest.

unusually active

Cerro Gordo has been

publicizing its venture %nd has ,done an excellent job.

In addition to th,e 2i.i stribution of The Town Forum they have held-meetings
1

in.several major cities in California.

_

Although 'there are more thap 4,000

subscribers to the Town Forum, the number of persons injtially -interested.
in at least taking an active role in the planning--of the cdmmunity.has been-

about 100 many-of whom now live inthe Cottage Grove area.
investors in the ranch property.

75 were original

However, of those 75-100 CA membees, only
411

-JO- families or'busineises are included among the initial investors in the
.

Gecro Gordo'Cooperative.

And, it appears that only

CA members have

committed to reside in,Gerro Gordo initially, as the community association

IP
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is advertising for outsiderS-to purchase 3 of they 8 original housing units.

The CA is also finding:Et necessary

to

haveitise for future residents to

bsorb Vie approximately 40 building perriiits that have been issued'or are

now pe ding.

members o

Thus, the question arises aslto 'Why most of the 75

/to

100

the community association are not yet ready to locate in the new

town.

Ventures such as CerroGordo face formidable obstacles in obtaining
commitment from Potential members.

As already noted, they resemble utopian

communities more than they do traditional developer-planned new towns.

The-literature on utopian communities indicates that a strong shared ideology
is -essential for success and that religious communities have been the most
successful-.

It is not yet evident whetheillcommunities such as Cerro. Gordo

can develop a sufficiently strong secular; ideology based on the'desire for
an ecologically sound and conservation oriented--(frugal) lifestyle
-

with -strong- interpersonal - relationships ,:to be successful.

coupled

From experiments
4

AP

such as Cerro Gotdo we should be..able to learn a good deal about the construction

of

new communities which ar) basedfbn the desires for such a lifestyle.

gik

Cha ter-4. Housins and Subdivision Desi n in Existion

Communities

0

-

Since most of the U.S. population will, for many' years to come,

continue to live i

owns,: the innovati

mosently existing c mmunities rather than in new
design of housing and entire subdiVisions holds

the promise for important energy conservation benefits._ Fortunately,
the opportunity for a case study is available in the City of Davis,
which recently passed an ordinance establishing energill onservation
performance standards for residential construction (Ordinance No. 784).
Also, within the City of Davis is an innovative` subdivision which goes

well beyond the requirement's of the ordinance and may serve as a model

4
for subdivision. design for energy and resource conservation.
.

4.1

The Davis Energy Conservation Ordinance
The City of Davis, 1Kated 15 miles west £f SacraMento, has grown

rapidly from about 8000spersons in 1960 to 9ver 30,000 today.

This growth

has closely paralleled that of the University of California campusi6 which
now nuibers more than 17,000 students.

The influence of the university

communftytwas felt ;trongll in the adoapon of'what is commonly known as
the, EnePiy Conseriation Ordinance, (Ordinance No. 784, October, 1975).

As a result oWthe lang-standing research activities of two Davis faculty
members and the more recent involvement of several former g'raduate
,students, who actively promoted such an ordinance; a contr

was

awarded for the development ok an energy conservation ordinance.

This

study .resul:ted'in the publication of "A Strategy for Energy Conseivation,"

(Hammond, et. al., 1974) in which a proposal for.regulating building and
subdivision design was presented to the city council early in 1975.100ter
,

-considerable debate and discussion, andtin response IS the objections

of developers, the original prdposal was modified and an Ordinance for
zEstablishing Energy Conservation Perfirnifnce- Standards for Residential
.

`Construction within the City of Dwili(Ordinance No. 784) was adapted.
key s ction is reproduced below, aktiing with Table 2, which is

SiThe

-referr

-to in the Ordinance.
Section 3.. Minimum Performance Standards Adopted'

The:City'of Davis hereby adopts minimum standards for the
thermal performance of buildingSto be constructed within- the
City of Davis. In order to achieve maximum thermal performance,
the perfotimance standards have been carefully adjusted to- the
-and opportunitiet:of the Davis climate.. These
special prob
standards shal apply' to all resj.dential structures designated
Group H and Gr up I in the Unifdrm Building Code.
A. Winter Performance- Standard. For a winter performance
standard the Total .Days Heat Loss'.per square foot of _flocc;..4ea
during the winter design day shall be as fol lows: For si gl efamily detached structures.designatedU.B.C. Group I, see Table
2; for multiple'dwell-ings, U.B.C. Group. H, the Total Days Heat
Loss shall not.exceed one hundred 'twenty (120) BTU's per square
foot of floor area. Commonwall Group I structures shall meet
Group H standards. The resolution establishing methods of complianCe with the performance standards will allOw for numerically
increasing the permissible' standard do the basis of surface. areas.
in common in. order to equitably deal with :the Variability which

.

-

occurs in thiS class of dwelling units.
.

B.

.

Sumner Performance- Standard.

For a surlier pex. farmance

standard; the Total: Dts Heat Gain per square foot- of---loor area
during the 'Summer Design : Day: shall be asiofollowS: Thr singlefaMily,. detached 'struc-tures, U.B.C, Groutf I, see ,Table 2; for
Multtzledwellings U.B.C. Group H, the'Total Days Heat Gain shall
not teed forty .(40) .BTU's 'per' sOilare :foot of floor area. Commonwall Group I structures shall-Meet -Group,H standardS...- The resoution establ ishing methods of compliance with the performance
.. standards- -will allow for name ical ly- increasing the permissible.
standard on the basis of Surf ce areas in common in order to
.

equitably deal with ,thy vat it ity which- occurs in this class of
dwell ing units.

1k,

Table 2'

DETACHED GROUP .I DWELLING UNIT THERMAL STANDARDS"
s

Summer Heat Gain
(BTUs/sg. ft./day)

-Winter Heat Loss'

(BTUs/so: ft:/day)
500
1000
1500
2000
2500

mop

'118
103
98

-1g.
2os.

.

-95

-192
182
176

.

,

-93
91

I

NOTE:

Dii.ect interpolation shall be used for floor areas not shown.

* Infiltration and internal heat production are not considered under
the "requirements of these standards. These-are4Very important!considerations in the real-performance of a building and must be estimated
when sizing heating and cooling, evices whether conventional or solar.
However, for the present purpose they are too variable to be standardized._

To" meet perforMance standards would.require a series of complex

calculations by an engineer or other persons knowledgeable about the
thermal behavior of buildings.

To ease this burden on developers, a
4r

resolu'On was passed concurrent with Ordinance No.' 784 which adopted
prot

ures for compliance with the ordinance.

The res lution established

requirements for insulation of the structure (wall, cei ing, and floors,
if not concrete slab)

wall colOr, glats area (for-double pane as well

as single pine glazing)., shading of grass areas; and ventilation for
summer nighttime cooli 94.,

The resolution is reproduced in its entirety

in Section 4.4. An analysis of the rationale for these requirements and
the importance of building OrientatiOn:andjotner means Of improving
natural (solar) heating in winter and allowing adequate cooling in summer
rs

,

without mechanical air conditioning is presented by Hammond et. al. (1974).

.

t

.

4.2 'Subdivision Design for E

gy .Conservation

Four itemS,of neighborhood planning (subdivision design) for energy

conservation are .discussed by Ifaimlond,, et. al.- in their- irkfyrinative docu.

.

.

.

.

menu: .airculation and street design,.land-use (apart-from that needed

for circulation), street.and house

Veit for efficient

and landscaping' fit climatee: conir'ot:
-

Circulation.

_

_

4t.

use of the su

--)

Methods.are redomthended fbr. enhancing the appeal

of the most energy efficient modes of travel

ithiI the city)--walking

Included are intra-block and cul-de-sac_ erments to

andVbicycling.

shorten the paths of walkers, 'special bicycle paths which are separated'
from roads and streets; and lietter microclimate control, to reduce the
effects of heat and wind on pedestrians and cyclists. To achieve the

latter objective narrower-street widths are recommended since ,the
narrower street has leis heat absorbing asphalt and 'also permits more I
effective use of landscaping to shade the strett and houses.
wide unshaded streets can result

been found that over

It 'has

-in maximum

temperatures that re 10°F higher than on narrower shaded streets
_

llan-mond, et. al. ;1974).

The authors recommend that tOe least- traveled

residenti,4-streets should be no wider "than r2g feet and ideally would
be 20 :feet, with parking bays for_diagonai (frOnt-in) parking.

"The

pres'ent minimumstreet,width. is 25 feet and, most new subdivisions exceed
the minimum:

Efficient
, Land. Use

Formore efficient land' use within the sub-

divistoD-.Hansiznd et: al:- recommend a redesign of the typical residential
4/

subdivision to eliminate or reddce spaces that are

der-used, e.g.,

froflt yards, side yards. Their analysis_ of one sub vision showedthat,

,.on average, 19% of the total space was
.

91.

taken up by the fronts yard and

.

-

.

side Yard.--By. Comparison, the houses thens lves occupied...

only-15% of_the:total lot areajaverage value)::.A
Tequil'ements co

hange in the".setback.

llow a much opOe efficient placement of the

rub

ture'and perhaps' encourage the cl9Stering of hOuses.(in grodps of 4).

The present regulation in Davis also-requires that Vence higher than-.4 feet be set back 20 feet from the ,edge of the sidewalk: .:Elimirliting

this reciirement would encourage front yard gardensj"which most home-

owners are reluctant to consider because of5oncerh for neighborhood
reaction, and the use of large-glasS areas on, the street sId(of
buildings whose south sides faceZthe street.

Ii the fence must be

set back .20 feet it is likely to 'be too close to the buildingl:and will

red

e the solar heating capOrility'in the winter.

The authors are

9.

realistic in recognizing that many persons will not sacr.ife privacy
for the benefits of solar heating,
Efficient Use of the Sun.

The- authors stress' the- importance of lot

layout and shape for achieving proper north-south orientation of the
building:

Also of importance is the, size and placement of nearby lii ldings

so they do not block arb of the.available sunlight.
to plan in three dimensions

It is now impon nt

not two.

Landscaping for Climate Improvement.

The benefits of well- placed

large trees for keeping a building cool in the summer needs little comment.
Hammond, et. al., note that a 20 °F temperature differential can easily
exist between a shaded building and one that is.not (and prestin4ably note

air-conddtioned).

Vegetation -cOrer, not only trees, can have a dramktid

effect on urban temperatures.

This is a result of the urban heat island

effect tlyrup% et. al., 1972) whereby the structures and streets absorb

and store large amounts of solar, radiation during the day.

If there is

little vegetaiton.most of the incident solar radiation is absorbed,by
concrete.-.Also, the absence of vegetation reduces the amount of water

vapor that is transpired by plints into the atmOSpherei and results in
a drier .climate.

However, heavy shading by trees:has the undesirable

.effect of limiting the rate of cooling a night by screening -the cold
night sky..'"Andther important effect in arid regiOns is they largeWater :reciirireillent:Cif the trees.
;

4.3 M Energy Conserving Subdivision: Village Homes:

.Village Homes, an innovative subdivision now being built in Davis

r

embdNs energy and resource conserving fea.-6ureF Ithidh *go beyond tfi1,

requirements of the Davis Ordinance.

its designers, Michael and

Of special interest is-the_plan

y Corbett, to build a small village which

includes a farm, a village, center featuring a food coop, craft shops ands
several other appropriate commercial establishments,-and recreation

facilities?.

In effect, he 'CorbettS are- tyying to plan a .community which

enibodies featurei of new.

s and strives for greater, community,tufff
,

ciensc,y, .leading to less

peridenceon the ,ecohorrty of the.city and the

region. twever, the interpersonal aspacts of community are at least as

impbriant to the Corbett.as the energy conservation aspects of the pro
.

ject. Mr. Corbett sees' th

as a social experiment not unlike that of

other utopian comnunities (C8rbett, 7976)." To facilitate interacttn
.

.

and share decisionmaking,' a homeowners association -has been established.

The homeow,4rs association will have decision making power over develop-

ment of the commercial and agricultural-enterprisesof the Village as '
well as over the

usf common areas ,and the develotment of recreational
:,,

86

1,he'plan for village Homes contai
..

many.

o;Ithe character.

.

4'&

,

istits and Objectives- of .new towns,, yet is solidly anchorte to the

reaUties. of housing iievelopment in an existing city.' `However, it.don--.
t

.

taint several features not normally ,found in new towns---an agriculfural

sector .(still in the planning- itage)--and a finanCials st

.by ffie homeowners

For' -the se lOasons it holds much promis) and

in the community enterprjses.

its implementatiorhould be fcAlowed closely.

O

The agrialtural enterprise envisioned fot the Village is not ;the
.cprovisitn of a community' garden but the operatiLn of a small- farm/orchard

paid helpers.

by a salaried manager 'an

ResidentS Of the subdivision.'

_laill'not be expected to war 'on the farm but those Who dPW411.be paid

for their labor.

Villa.-

cop

It i N

tore.

.

i'

ted that the produce will. be sold -throiyh a
'

-Suc

a pi-Oposal clearly sets this plan apart from any
...

,

that I have see

,

Presently,, it is expected that 18

r' a'subdivisicin.

(one-third the area of the subctiviS'ion
4,.
acres will.be devoted to apiculture
mostly in orchard 'with.some. vegetables.

Since most of the residents of

Village Homes will not-be- working the far'm to groW theirs own food, the

produce of their farm will <have
..
.

.

be reasonably competitive in quality and

price with4commerdially grown items for the residents- to buy a substantial:
,

i

,

4

share of the output-- the desirdd pa).

,

However, the homeowners will have

Si.
economic and psychological investment in-the success of the farmisince
e

an

,

it will be owned and-directed by the tiomeowners.association.

Thus;-ope-

rating i farm as a: 'cottage industry," in which the residentS ofthe Village('
have a significant inyestipt may lead, to the same-result that :mould.

occur

in-a' community of` small individual 'homesteadsthe products of the "community" being'cOnsumed by its members.

94

The essenti)fference .is that.

87

the Village Hopes' agricultural enterprise participates moreiheavilj in
.11

__the market ,economy on the_ production side as well as the distribution

i.e., labor is purcha'sed rather-than contri-buted:by`cormiunjt9
Nevertheless, such a project could, on" a very small sTle,

members.

decentralize producti-on and reduce the energy expended in the distribu-

tion of food, as well as reduCe waste caused by spoilage and damage.. It 7

is also certain to reduce the energy inputs of fuel by the use of a .larger.1:.)

proportion of labor (which ma
use of les'S = chemical

.

he products more costly)
-

.

fertilizer and pestici-des thin

-commercial production.

the,

anal

.

,

e used-in most

Thisenter/trise merits careful evaluation-as-an
.

example of the potsibiliti-es for ecentralizing food production in

suburban

,areas.-:.

AlthOugh such an

al ternative Is imited by the availability of
land," much of the- uhari development that takes place

suitable

in 'California is on good quality agricultural soil._ 'InteArating`agri-..
culture with residential subdivisions could ,result its less:efficient landuse than if the -developm.ent were, ,cOntiguous and could cause hari to: nearby
..

,

.

residents from dust, noise-, and pesticides.
l

-

of land usje. at the urkan fringe-, W

When compared to the

reality

.

agriculturalA
a plan to" integrate `agricultural'

use oof Land thanAid residential uses may-not result in-4-less efficient
ef
already exists. Vacant landwitkin urban areas is -typically /-very high-,-between 3=

50%+-anci,is even higher- ih fringe areas, wheesmost new',

deyelopient takesxplace.. In Sacramento County, for example, 48t of the

land within the defined' urban area is clds.siffed as vacant; although
.

.

.

may be in agricultural use) (Johnston, et. ,al. l.°
-

it

if a poftion of the,nbrmal residential-lot (perhaps one-

Moreover

quarter) in each subdivision is dedicated to agriculiural use, the result
,

.

,

could yield re

dential densities that are .nearly as high as those In

typical subdivisions: Village Homes will have a density of .aboUi
per acre, which is approximately 25% belo
the city.

that of new sUbdivisions in

The "loss" of a portion of eaci residential 'lot: as private

space can beameliorated by more creativ

design of the.subdivision.' ,

ForAxample, ifprivate rear yErcis are desired; they can be_of approximately
th%saile size'aS in present subdivisias by .eliminating wasted space in,
4

front and. side Yirds.
TheAmechanism for iiiiplementing such ..a plan can be a

.

1 -finned unit'

.development (PUD), under which a portion of the land is approved for agrian the more-.conventional greenbelt or paik use.
'
(PD)'ioning,
at which
Village 'Homes was approved_ under planned development

culturil use rather

tittle permission was granted by the Planning .Commission and City Council

for the agricultUral _enterprise.

As used in-Davis.- planned unit develop -'

e Village Holies homeowners association the 'same legal

ment, zoning give

right 'to carry on faWill 'operations (minti animals) that a landoWne;
bepending, on the..way

have on 'agriculturally zoned land (Owen, 1977).

the PUD ordinance is written; other jbrisdictionS may not afford the same
legal status to agricultui-al enterprises in a PUD.

Village Uomes.Characteristics

8

/*

:
.

-

The first, unit of-the Village Homes subdivision is now subs antiafly:
..

complete.

/

o
v

J

-,

4.

''.

This unit contains 38 single-family, residences, including

r.

several commotiwal 1 units' 10 apartments, several lots' on which mini- orchards
.

,

-faire been planted,: and greenbelt areas with biCycle path

.

The subdivision

89

incorporates many of.the major features for neighborhood design that
.

.

.

.Hammond et. al

the houses to f

commended.

Long culLde-sacs which -run east-west'permit

e north or sqath, and useJelarge glass areas on the south

side for winter heating.

Nighttime ventilation in summer is enhanced by
_

the north-south orientation since there are usually night sea breezes from
the southwest, which typically cool Davis,to an average minimum of 56°
in July.' The narrow streets (25 feet> are being planted with deciduous
trees to provide ample shade in summer but permit maximum sunlight to
enter the house in winter.

The houses vary considerably in size and design, partly because they

.

1

.

are being built by several contractors in additibn to Corbett.

20 houses

and all 10 apartment units were built by Corbett, 9 were built by a
"traditional" developer, and the remainder were built by individual contractors, including several for theirtown use.

The houses are g4grally

smaller in size than is typical for a subdivision of detached hous ing,
,but are comparable to semi-attached housing (2 units with common wall) with
which.they also compete.

About one-third of the houses are-between 1000

and 1300 square,feet and,were priced between.$31,000:and $40,000' ('including
lot) at the.'timeof their aplginal sale.

Another third are between 1300

and 1500 square feet and were mastly'in the $40;000 to $50,000 price range

whereas the largest houses are between 1500 and 2000 sqiaare feet and cost
.,between $50,000 and $75,000.

Lot sizes are typically betWeen3000-and 4000

square feet although some are ailarge 'as 6000 square feet.

InUnt 2 of
-:

the subdivision both the average lot size and house size is expected to be
e

.

somewhat higher.

Prices in Unit 2 will be at least $5000 higher,

lowett cost house atr$36;000.

.-

with ;t,

Such an increase is consistent with that Of

the lower" end of the housing stock in Davis during 1976 to, early 1977.

97
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MoSi of the COrbett-built houses are white stucco with red tile
roofs in the Mediterranean style.

Some have very narrow windows on the

east and west sides to reduce undesirable summer heating.in early mbrnin
and late.afternoon.

Roof overha,pgs on the south side-prevent-direct

sunlight from entering,; the large glass areas inAe summer, when the
sun is high in the sky-.

All but 3 houses are built on concretes slab. t
4

which provides desirable thermal mass (heat absorption and radia-

grade

Vinyl tile,

'tion properties) if.the slab is not covered by carpet.

ceramic tile, linoleum, and wood parquet do not impair.the desirable heat
conduction properties of concrete.
All of the-Corbett-built hOuses exceed the Davis energy ordinance's

.

insulation requirement, primarily by using 4 inches of blpwn insulation

on top of the required R-l9.fiberglas's Batt insulation in the ceilings.
However, some go further -one house has R-19'in,the walls, R-30 on the
slant 'roof portion and R-38 on the,flat roof portion.

Many of tffehOuses

.,

-

1

have some double glazing, and all have weatherstrippihg.

Nine of the houses (8 built by Cbrbett and--1--by-an owner=contractor)
44

maybe considered as having solar space heating--all by passive means.M4-"t.
Seven houses and all 10 apartments have solar water heating.

The 9 houses

.

with sblar space, heating vary from ones which'incorporate some solar

heating features--large south facing windows,

improved insulation and some

heat storage--to full solar houses, which have sufficient collector and
/

storage capacity to provide heat during a cloudy period of several days.*
* Because of .occasional cloudy periods lasting more than 3 daysfin Davi s,
it is impractical (or impossible) to meet all of the heating requirements
hus,-we'will-consider as "full solar" those houses
by solar energy:
with doubie glazed windows, moveable insulated window covers ('generally
panels rather than drapes), and substantial collector and 'storage capacity-7
to provide about-190% of -heating needs.
.

'There Ore 3 houses.in the latter category"-onerecentlyjinished and still
unsold, one recently occupied, and one still unfinished:- Two of these
.

,

.

.

houses use steel%columns containing several thousand gallons of water to
provide the necessary energy storage( The 6 partial solar houses also
contain large glass areas '(Crouble glazed) on the south side of the

building.

Two have clerestory or rooftop windows to permilt`slinlight to

enter the middle or north sides of the building but-do

no'-Ciaa,At

insulated

shutters (as yet), to close these glass areas (at night in the winter and

during the day in summer):

Three houses use water barrels and a fourth

uses waterbeds to.provide heat storage capacity but the amount of water
storage is relatively small ,compared to that in the full s:-..ar houses.
.

.

All the solar houses obtain additional thermal mass-from the concrete slab
'covered by ceramic or vinyl tile, wood parquet, or linoleum.

Wood burning stoves (Franklin type) have been installed in 11 houses
with the intention (in most cases) of using them as the primary backup
source during periods when solar energy is* insufficient.

-building code requirements,,

however;-i

Because of°
,

all houses-have conventional-gas-----

furnaces and hot water heaters in addition to the solar systems.

41though

most of Vie owners.inttially felt that such baCkup systems were unnecessary.
(when they were interviewed before the winter) all of them found it
necessary to use-their gas furnaces during a prolonged period of cloudy
:weather in Januaryt1977.

Characteristics of the Residents

,

s,

.

,

.

410

The residents of Village Homes' single family -houses are predomtnantly

young,'well-educated and affluent (Table-4.1).

There are 58 adults--29
.

men, 29 women--with in average age of 31.0 years for males and 28.5 years

99

92

Table4-1.

Demographic CharacteristiCs of Village Homes Residents.

Residents of Single 'Family Houses:

1.

Number of adul:ts:

2.

Number o'f children:

3.

Average age:

58 (29 males, 29 females)
7

Females :

4.

31.0

Males:

.28.5

Homeowner Marital status:a
Married:

35.0%

Singl e, widowed,- diyorced:

66.0%

Education:

(28% female, 37% male)

7%

College graduate:

Graduate degreeb:
.

,

Currently in College:
6.

Average household income:

25%

$18,000.

.

.C."-

Apartment residents
17 (7- male,.1.0 femal e)

1.

Number of adults: -.

2.

Number

of

c-hildren:.

2.

3.

Average a

e :,/ Mal es:

27.

Females:

verage household

a

b

24

co me:
inc

$10,000.

Percentages comp.uted 'according to number of households,

r,

."

17% with graduate'degrees included in 57% who a-re--college graduate's

--for-females.--There are seven children.

65% of the adult residents are

college graduates with 17% holding graduate

4rees.

15% are employed.

in academic positions, including faculty, and 25% are *students at UCD.

The average annual household income is $18,000.

The apartment dwellers

consist of 10 women, 7 men, and 2 children, with an average age (of adults)

approximately 4 years less than for residents of the single family housing.
.Average income per household. is $10,000.

57% of the residents say they.

use a bicycle regularly for transportation, 11% carpool regularly and
0
another 11% use public transportation regularly.

Appliance Ownership
An examination of Table 4.2 shows the difference between appliances
installed in.new Corbett houses and those installed by the traditional
developer.

)

A strikingly low percentage of Corbett houses contain what

are usually_considered.to be essential appliances in new middle to upper
income housing.

Approximately 1/2 to 2/3 of these homeowners are willing

to do without garbage disposers, dishwashers, clothes dryers, and air
.,

conditioners. ,'It is especially notable that 2/3 of these houSeholds

Chose not to install air conditioners.
half installed a woodburning stove.

On the other hand, more than

These results undoubtedly reflect
11

.two interacting factors.

One is-that Mr. Corbett has actively tried to

influence the appliance choices of persons buying-houses from him.
Especially with regard to air conditioning, he,feels strongly that the

houses are built with sufficient insulation and north-south ventilation
so. that they do not really _need air conditioning (,Corbett, 1976): There

is no doubt that he hat been influentia) in reducing the purchase of air'
conditioning uniti.

The second tmportant factor, which is indicated by
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Table 4-2.

Appliance Ownersh4p._

% of houses in which appliances are installed
,

Appliances
Frostfree refrigerators-

Traditional Houses
100%

75%:
8

80

Garbage disposers

40

100

Dishwashers.

58

19.0'

Clothes dryers

50-

100

Air conditioners

33

Franklin-type stoves

58

Self-cleaning ovens
...

Corbett"HoUses

.

/

-100
-.

""s
A

NaN

f

6

.4

t.

95

r,
'117.
,

.

..

.

b

interviews with the-h.Ome owners and is reflected

t.

3' their appliance con-

.voittn
e
-(1\1\ energy
cOnser'
o eA--r--

sumpeton, is that many of them are stronmy col-

Clearly,-there is a self selectioh-proces 4*t violin
-.-,

vatton.

A

'4,

a

It is unlikely

certain type of buyer has been attracted to Corbett hoses.

'that as many households in a typical

cross.sectien of

*the 13°Pulation

would

be willing to forego dishwashers, clothes dryer' and garbage ditrosers
,

.

Energy Use

We obtained an initial estimate of 00useholCr enerky use by a phone
amount
of their utility
syrvej, in which homeowners were asked fot.. the
bills for the months of December 1976 and jahuarY 1.97) and also the
these rezults must
be cosiextent, of wood use in fireplaces or stOves.
A

dered as preliminary and indicative,sihce the
.

and only a 2-mqnth period was examined-

---'

_-,

t

`. The average monthly bill for 14

au11316 it small' (19 houses)

,

C"bett

Was

ho

Ws

$22.57 whereas

for the 5 traditiOnal hbuses the average bill Was $40.2o._, size of the'
...

houses accounts for some of theJifferent_ since Corbett houses average?
1290 square feet whereag the other.houset

average 1620'zquare feet..

.

.I
1Cilited per -square
Nevertheless, even when the utility cost 15--0----N
foot
1

'

se

----N

1.tioel

(

km4.4.

of floor'areafthe difference between the tr:ad"

4hcl Cor"`-buiit
.

houses is staiistically signifi ant.*

A

r

,

,

t

A detailed analysis oft he u flity hills t

tdebreak dtpin

coSts,iAo those due to electrical aPPlUnc"c°15ina'and j'a.5er heating,
and space heating,
'be (attempted:

not. yet been ma de.

Ho weverb

Po

Because of the much lower ownership

in Corbett houses,.electricifc costs' Will

be.

e5

timat

e.l'etricall

-eS wil

appliances
OP

col2A59Pably'lcwer than

* Significant at p = .05 using the Welch,A,..10
t-test to account -for unequal variances' oilhe
pp. 31-314).-

aPPox'i

rnation to the

° sbgroups,(S eVlyasei10',*
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4.

average qs0.

had
"

°use, which
1114

an ,a,.

wero
age a5jthly

$5.76 N(th
(the

10w-

is a showcase for-eneraY-conservation,
-..

electricity

bin- Over a

four;

tdtal was $4.71).
If we assume
omfore
a
I'
figure for energy conscious households is between
use

monthly

.'',4GI

typical

eIectr. lip .tY
$8, and $-10 per

fi gure

11th,

which is still substantial)

1)&0v:the

)

Ar,
i

average /11,1
h Y
,

4

L'1

bill in winter for the Corbett houses is approxi-

tc, $14 per month

matelY im.tile .w

for Soth

structures in Davis* (Kopper, 1974), then the

dr,

average for sip',

water heating it. between $4 and $6 Per Month.**

coOld d
fi

ll.,

Thus, the renlai

We estimate that the gas cost

.,

' g cost of

between $6 and $10 Per month. can be attributed

I

It should be noted that in solar heated houses, the
space heating,
.
4
rt.
Ility bill is about $4 less :t an for all Corbett houses.
average tripnO lg
to

In these hoose59 therefore, the average gas-cost for space heating is

likely to

el

be

forrt h e lowest

OS e
On

.

to, or even below, the $6 per month figure.

i'usersiit appears

Therefore,

that electricity.co nsumption is

.

IL

fess than spd

fl

*

0

space heating 1

_average for Davis homes and that gat cokiumption for
...

.

for tItighly 80% less than the.Bavis average.- Data
-

\),

,ett_built houses indicates a space heating coit-iif aPProxi:).
(
1 4>
Thus
even the. higher energy
it appeart
,
matelY $14. 0 w
11,r month.
the

11

",-striar -

,

that

use

Corbett
ett

PS

e

Ire

achieving at 1.easits4,(501eduction in the consiump-

tionof gas fob's (ace heating compared. t 0 tle average- Dads house.
3."
l
that these are v,relinilarWidteItatiie
YIt
be
essed
.

,..

r

.

,

smoi data sam-0

25.0.1_1_......,lates. _vase

* The aver,

e 010

1

1973 consutptio

month time P$riod-,

eleFtricitY coLt

)th.lres and

d

and for °n1

December and January based.=
December 1976 rates is $24.85.

.** Estimat6 10,141)On limited.utilitY bill analysis and Newman and D.;Y'data
sow's Water heating using 3.2 times the mount of
or,
es
for. these
Nktng (pp. 53, 61)

natural
s

.1

/.

/

-.
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A larger sample will be analyzed ovtr4a period of at least one year-with
breakdowns

of utility bills into electricity and gas components.

It is too early to determine all the specific factors that contribute
to reduced energy use.

One is the size

Several appear to be important.

of the house, which is.generally smaller for Corbett houses than those of

the traditionaf,ontractor.

However, as noted, even when adjuSted for the

floor area of the house, Corbett households use considerably less .energy
than the others.

A second factor is the activity pattern of the residents,

especially the amount of timesent in energy consuming home activities.
In at least 15 of the 19. households for which the energy use data were
(

obtained nobody is regularly at home during the day.

'ith children compared to the more

very small percentage of familie
typical suburban neighborhood--

Also, there is a

erage.household size is only 2.14

Corbett houses surveyed and 2.40 for the traditional houses.

'.101"

.

rthcompared

Households

T

With chilldren. use considerably more?pnergy than those without.

A third

factor of potential significance , is the use of'woOd.- It has already been
,

.

.

noted that approximately 50% of the Corbett -built houses have woodburning

stoves (not'fireplaces).

While the Franklin-type stove is relatively low

in heating efficiency--roughly half that of some of the better Scandinavian
;

designs-- it can con,46i,ably augment the amount of heatprovided for a

i

house.

i

The chbice of a smaller house, activity patterns, and the use of
.

.,

wood-as an/alternative-fuel source, can be considered lifestyle or behavioral
choices-which reduce energy consumption.

Othe

behavioral actions that

are evrdent at Village Homes are the willingness to substitute hand labor

for appliances, and_accept lower h9use temperatures during.the winter and
higher temperatures. ihrsummer.

98

Most --the persons in Corbett-built houses were keeping daytime
temperatures beloW. 65° 'even before the edict issued by President Carter
in OanuarY-

Some were setting their thermostats as low as 60° in the

c14.Ytime and 55° at night.

Last summer:someVillage Homes residents

were willing to accept temperatures in the low and mid 80's, rather than
the

widely desirdd 72-750.

The censer2vation benefits of such changes--

n comfort level are very substantial.*

In comparing the energy cost

and energY use of the Corbett-built houses with those of the more traditiphal developer, it is clear that weare not only comparing differences
in housing technology but also differences in lifestyle of the inhabitants.

W

The more traditional houses were marketed through a realtor whom

not trying to Pi°m°te the concept of an energy-conserving community

and did not inform the Potential,buyers about the true nature of the
-community-

Buyers of Corbett houses were generally strongly supportive of

energy conservation goal's Afore they bought their houses.

Moreover, as

the project beoame more successful, Mr. Corbett pushed solar energy
features hardel,..

The result is! that Corbett house buyers holdistronger

`attitudes tow4)..d
e conservation than the typical c o
o energY and resource

sec tion of individuals of comparable income and education levels.

Parinn the

n°4tes would be

Com-

and energy use of solar heated to non-solar Corbett -built

\

possible way of "controlling" for the behavioral dif-

f:Nnces, in orcer to determine the benefits dr to.solar technology,
How

the sample size. in these sub- categories is too small at present

to permit such

larger

calculation.

.Ourionger termanalysis of.a substantially

sample Should permit such estimates]

--,7-',....___-------.

Newman and Day show a 51% reduction in- heating energy-for San Francisco
for
70 thermostat setback (Ta4Atained 24 hours) (p. 49).

/ \

N
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Our, initial impression is that the commitment\of many of the Village

Homes residehts to energy conservation is extremely strong in the housesector but is less strong when transportation behavior is considered.

Although bicycles are used for a large percentage of work trips, Village
Homes residents own about as many cars per household and do at least as
much dri%/Inc as other households with similar demographic ch racteristics.
c-Since average work trips ace very shori, the remaining automo 'le use,

'largely for recreat'on, may aetually be greater than is average for the

rest of the populati n, Although Villige Homes residents do..-not appear
to be Much different than others with regard to amount of travel, the
percentage of compact and subcompact cars owned is well above that for the
general population.

ti

Lifestyle Implications of Energy Conserving Subdivisions

Some.of the features incorporated in, or planned for, Village Homes
are likely to require changes in attitudes tor lifestyles of the inhabitants.
Initial indications are that thd residents of Village Homes, perhaps beCause
they are atypical of residents of new subdivisions, have generally adopted
the necessary lifestyle changes with enthusiesm

However, the important

question for estimating the probable widerc acceptance of similar housing/
subdivision innovations is "what lifestyle changes would be required of most
people who would constitute the potential market.for such housing, i.e.
too upper, income suburbanites?" We will raise several of the most

important lifestyle issues by means of questions and comment-briefly on,the
basis of-the incomplete information available at this time.
a

5

_
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'House and Subdivision AesthetiCs
-------.

Are houses With less glass area,

.specially

With few or no windows on

the east and west sides, aesthetically appealing?

will the visual continuity

between indoors and outdoors that-is typical of California suburban houses
still exist?

Will some rooms be too dark because of reduced glass area

and because of the need to close shutters and/or drapes during th e day in

Will the use of the back Yard be diminished both.bec'ause

the summertime?

of its small size and its reduced visual accessibility?
bil ity?
to accept floors without carpets

Are people willing

to improve the termal ilroperties

of the building or will they wish ort::: up some of.tne energy saving'
,......

benefits for a partially carpeted home?

Are the steel drums or steel

columns which are used to store Water inside a building aestht-tically objec-

tionable or can they be integrated in a pleasing .fashion with the building?
7,

Does'the small lot size and narrow streets and consequent close Placement
'of houses create an UnaPPealin g effect for the overall subdthsion?
.

Comments.

Most of the houses are built on an east-west axis so that

windows face primarily north and south.

Most houses have little or no

window area on the east and west sides.

Where there are east or west

facing. windows, many are extremely narrow,. amounting to little,more than
slits.

these narrow windows,

Several of the houses use

Which enhances the visual appeal of

energy that enters-the house.

edbugillad::gin

and reduces the amount of

One offer, a dedi cted conservationist, felt

that it was pretty restrictive to not have east or west facing- windows,
since often the best views are in those directions.

Thus far, the amount

of glass used onthe north s id'es of buildings seems to be fairl Y high and
the casual observer may not be struck by marked differences between the

4
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`

, _

,

.

.

.

6

amount'of glaSs used in Village Home hdUstS 41 the 'more traditional

..-

-

.

.,

Based cin. veryilimitetlumber.of odservations, rooms do not,

subdivisqons.

curtains or drapes
seem especially dark 'during the'daYtime with -shasig,
:
;,.

-

We have Dot had the opportunity.tp,.observe,tAeinteriors of .36

open.

I

-

.

houses during 'tie summertime when they should be fullY,ciosed during the

We would expect.that a

day for minimum heat gain through the windot;s.
-

,,

-4 house that is fully shutte*red or draped would

be too' dark for mast personi
t

and that tNer)e will be some opening of drapes/shutters for light.

.

:

The visual and, physical continuity between inside and outside of the
house, generally made possible by large* glass areas facing the backyard,

will almost certainly ape diminished by the Village Homed design. 'Private

yards are virtually nonexistant.: Solid fences higher than 4 feet are
batk

The common greenbelt area

strongly discouraged at the rear of the house.
,

-

which runs behind all ihouses does permit some = visual continuity between.
inside and outside where windows or- glass *,rail

face

the rear of the house.

We have no jdrea yet whether the psychological value of backyard spaces

will be reduced because they are not private.

It is entirely possible that

compensating benefits will be gained by interactions that take place in the:,
common greenbelt areas, an objective,. of_ the overall design, for the community
that underlies the Village Homes concept.

Clearly, part of that design

requires -a reduction in the use of privatir" spaces by individuals anle.the
t

private back yard--the focal point of the California style of outdoor living-t.

may become a t

of the past in Village Homes.' However, it shouldbe

noted that hoeowners are encobraged to create private spaces by'fencing
.4

,

.

the front of their houses. ,litany front yardA: fences have already been con,
.

/

structed, at a height of'six feet, to .enhance privacy from the street and

a_
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jto Provide garden s pace.
.
typical .suburban- ac

However

such(spaCes area quite small compared to
.

-

extent\11, Village Homes design
i
To a certain

may be encouraging a reversal betw9gn the front, and bia of thehouse,.
NJ

compared to what it typical in suburban subdivisions.

The use of carpeting is widespread despite its reduction of the thermal
storage capacity of the concrete slab:I Mott houses have carpet coyei-ing

-

.
".

50% or more/of:the floor area.

If water is used for-energy storage it ,May.

be -sim le enough_tb-oVercome this loss of storage capacity'in the concrete_

slab by the addition of water mass, since, water is a much better storage
not. essential that floors be entirely undarpeted.

mediqM.'

Other options exist-for softening the effect oftile or wood floors
One household is using

without reducing their energy storage value.

:

Also, in rooms

mater=filled pillOws'to'act as an energy-storage device.

f
that do not receive solar energy directlY,_the use of carpet may have
little Or no effect on the heat storage propefties of the'building.,,
,

T. he impression of the subdiviSimi obtained from walking throughthe

first unit. is quite different than that of the typical suburban develop,

ment. /The scale is clearly smaller because of the narrow streets and mall
lots,4hich resUlts.3n-17140 closer house- placement.

However, there is

considerable'diversitY Of .house design and in the placement. of houses,
which-contraits with.the 'Sameness that characterizes many suburban subdi*

.visions.

The presence of greenbelts and general absence of fenced yards'

adjacent to the greenbelts contributes to an openness that would not exist

-

.

.

otherwise.:_. If fencing of-backyards adjacent to the gi-eenbelt becomes

spread

however,l.the result would be'quite undesirifile

"alley" rather than an open common area..

110
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Personal impressions of theVisual c racter.of the subdivision, of
.

individuals--not

course, vary and are influenced by many/ actor
.

riesidentsreact negativelk to the closeness.

Of,

the hbusei-and .the narrow

-cramPed.,Otlierss:,see-a certain charm

-streets, feeling the subdivision

!

ifr the smaller scale and _the-

Some European,

hciuse.designs:.
.

villages with much narrower streets and much-c16SeriVacement of houses
are widely regarded as beautiful or charming,where'as the9siburban subdi-

vision- in this country with closer than pormcil. placement-Af houses may be
seen as cramped. or.tacky.

Density is not the4nly determinant of visual

appeal:, If one associates large Tots and .wide spicino.dr houses with
.

.

wealth and status, then reasons for feeling plat closely,-..,spaced houses

are unappealing are quite. evident.. If one believes -'that .1Jsiliall-isobeautiful"

--self-sufficiency in energy production or conservaVioq of land..is desirable--different aesthetic standards may result.

The cloSe. placement 'of;-hoUses

is not then seen as an.indication of loW quality .but as a reflectibn of -.
the pdrsuit of a desirable goal.- One observer noted that the high
of solar technology may ,have--great symbolic

in remi'nding 'people

,

of the goals of enertyleelf-sufficiency and conservation that the subdivision
i.
,.4
is pursuing and cause residents to feel-positive about other;:aspeas (e.g.
1,=.indiaesthetic) of the subdivision, which might, not be the case, wIptn'tome
"4

,

als were not so visiblt.

viduals if the-means forJ attaining these

Size of house_ and lot and physivcali c aracteristics'of the subdivision.
...-

are adjustments required to the srialler living spices and lots? - Is
the lot too small to provide adequate

space for chilVen?'' If front
.

.

yards are used for., gardeni, is
,

plZ

.,

acceptable to neighbors? Do the sma

this,

.

.

lots .,.-ncourage communication.
.

neighbors and contribute to the sense
AY

t.
111
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of..connunity? "Is the le'vel of privacy Adequate, or are-neighbo s too close?

Is-it Temptfng to build a fence ar use other means to provide p ivate
spaces?

-Is there a 'noise prOblem becauseofthe proximity of b ildings?

Comments.

Although we ask what adjustments Are required for small
-

.

--

living spaces; we should hasten toolote -that for many, probably most,
Village Homes residents too such ad4stment-is.necessary. 'Most f of the

smaller homes are occupied by only one or two indiv{duals-and` t is not
likely that they would -have occupied larger living spaces if they had

chosen to live elsewhere.

Our detailed analytis of the survey responses

GI

will indicate whether any individuals hAle moved to smaller quarters because
of a commitment to energy conservation or,to.tfie type of commOnity that
I

Village Homerepresents.

-

Space for gardens is limited but placement of gardens in front yards
?;

alleviates the problem somewh

'It is also possible to use common areas

for gardens if the group of households with decisionmaking power over a
section of the commons area agrees to do so.

As already noted, there will

not be large back*yards for children to play. in but there are several minisome.play activities.
,parks and greenbelt areas Which may be adequate for some
It will probably be several years before there is an adequate number of
young children tcSItetermine how the subdivisiofi-works for tRem in terms of
=

play space and opportunities for interaction with other children.
Most of the Corbett houses have 6. foot fencing in front, which ensure)

adegiate privacyrfrom the'street.

Several homeowners haveerected 6 foot

fences to-the rear despite the wishes of Mr. Corbett and the design review

committee th4 such rea'r yard fencing not be built.

This fencing is clearly

a reflection of the need of.some homeowners for greater_pHvacy.

It should

0

be notedwthat hoUses whose large, south windows face the street tan'be'made
more. private by the front yard fencing, which is acceptable and encouraged:
Haotrever,' houses On the opposite sid,e'of the

street, where the

large south-

facifig-gfass walls open on the greenbelt, arq-likely tohave much greater: ..problems,,if those hoMeowners do not,erect fencing on the greenbelt side,

1.

,

i.e.-, to the rear of their house.

treater attention to the design-04'.

,

interior spaces will be needed- to Ameliorate some of the problems of pri-'-'
,,
.

vacy in houses whose la-rge windows face the greenbelt. ,The coming,summer
,

is expectd to.test whether adequate privacy and acceptable noise levels
can be maintained, since it will be necessary-to open.the houses `at night
to provide adequate cooling-for the following day.
Several important benefits of_the Tthysical design of the subdivisiOn-( r
effkerged froM the intery

ws with homeowners.

Many of the respOndents.said

that the physical layout--the closeness of the iiouses--was the primary
"'IL

-

.

factor in encouraging closer interaction and a sense of community among
-- tr

The use of front yard fey-Icing to ensure so\e visual

neighbors,

.A',
from the street does riot isolate homeowners from each other.
--

.

_

_

extremely important benefit is the,feeling_of safety among reidents.
persons'agreed that. these secure feelings dame from'ihe close

A

Another
Many

roximity
of
I

several 41101e whom they know well and can count on in an emergency.
Disadvantages that were noted in

e subdivision
layout included some,

what hazardous street design, inadequate playspace for children', and limited,
parking.

Some persons felt that the streets, because of the curving design,

would not be a good. place for children to play because drivers would not

have adequate time to see them and stop their vehttles, ifnecessary.

How-

ever, the use of cul-de-sacs should reduce vehicle speed and the amount
of traffic.

It was also felt that greenbelts,

113

-at

least as they appear in

.
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unit 1, would'not be desirable:play areas for children above 5 or 6*years
as football,.

of.age? because ()flack of-adequate room for garnet suc

soccer, and others that require considerable space, and that games On-the
greenbelts would 'likely wind up with children tromping into backyards
and damaging the gafdens. Although' the first unit is primarily ari adult
Community, present indications ere that a larger number of families with
.

children will be occupying homes'in unit 2.
.

.

Parking aleo is a 'problem, ate present.

.

Because the streetslare

.

.
,

-

narrow, parallel parking is not allowed,'there being seVeral'parktng
bays instead. ')-loWever:these:baYs'do.not Provide adequate'parkinb'space,

A party of any size 14Wgenerally result in cars .being parked illegally,
-

.

along the narrow streets; as there is no other plade within the sutidivisionfor them.
1

Hearhg and Cooling

-4.

.

-,Th

asic questipn ieuto-what extent

people willing to'sacrifice

,comfort and convenience to conserve energy by reducing-their use of heating.

-.

.
,

--- and 'cooling devices?"

Will they perform the task,s required to open.or.thUt

.
....(

their houses for optimum coolirig and heating (e.g., closing shutters,
.

drapes,
.

.

.

i
-

windows)?

Will they use,a woodburningtstove.,or fireplace to provide heat

:

in winter?
L.,

.

Thus far, the level of commitment and enthusiasm among "Village Homes
....<
.

.
.

residents appearsIto be quite high.

They are willing to perform the neces:

sary tasks to reduce energy used in heating and. cooling of their houses

such asfclosing/opening shutters, drapes, and windows when required.
Sealed shutters,lich are made of plywood sheets with4insulation between,
are quite heavy and` the task of putting them,in place or removing them can
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be burdensome.

If these are operated by counterweights it may take
a

.

Whether these

considerable effort to push-the weight in one direction.

discourage use remains to be seen but, at present, most of the residents.
.
0

see such tasks as-part of a game rather than a burden.

Thus,far, it

also appears that a substantial number of homeowners are willing to use
woodburning-stoves in their homes to augment the solar heating that they
receive.

Wood use among those who own Franklin stoves'or other similar

woodburning stoves was generally about 1/3 toI/2 cord for the winter.
This is a much smaller amount-than is used by people who rely on wood
stoves.as their-primary.source of heAjand is comparable to that used by
many -homeowners in their fireplaces.,

Appliances
Are people. willing to wash dishes by hand, dry clothes on drying racks
or hang them on lines, 'and recycle vegetable wastes rather,than using a

garbage disposer?

Will'people be inclined to eat out (and .expend

energy'intravel) if they have no, dishwasher?

Will they entertain lesp

as a result?

The appliance choices already disCus-sed apparentlx-indicate some
peopib are willing to forego the labor saving benefits of dishwashers,,
clothes_dryers and garbage disposers.

Thdrecycling"of.vegetable wastes

'rather than grinding them is facilitated by once a week pickup and the use
of highly visible composting barrels on the property.

The home pickup and,

the visibility of the bins not only facilitates, but also motivates; some
homeowners to save their vegetable wastes.

Individuals who would not other-

.

,

wise consider composting their wastes:are happy to do so because it is
made easy and is a-high status-behavior in the 'community.
.

.

Some-ave indi-

cated; however, that, "if it were a hassle to do so. they wouldn't do ii.
Q.

11

108

We do not know to what extent Village Homes residents who have

4

chosen*to forego dishwashers or tlothesdryers are happy with their choices.
afford to have
,It seems safe to assume, however, that most people who can
these appliances would choose them, especially in households where all the
adults work full time and value the time savings of such appliances.

The

which is
prospects for and implications of increased_amounts of home labor,
'crucially important tothe adoption of more frugal lifestyles, is discussed
in chapter 5.

4.4 Appendix: Text of the1Davis Energy CAervation Ordinance
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Sec tiol42114Sinitions.

factors vete found to all but eliminate need for sun eertime
air conditioning in residential buildings if the following conditions ere

The t011owing words andIhrasta shall hare the muiiingt
respectively aaceibed to them by um section:

het:

.

(a) .Thevizidows. are protected from direct solar
adequetely

Insulated;

resultant angles of direct inoi.
Oath
t witsun''
occur en December 21 of each year at
latitude 38' 32' North, These angles cell be approximated by using
latitude 40' North data. (cee Table 1.4

light shall be t

(c) Adequate thermal storage capacity is provided
Mitbin the structure; and
(d) Crosilentilation for emmer nigh ttism cooling

(2) 1143 eats intensity through glaring shall be,

is provided.

for
cenlcbuelastpepdra
(2) During January, the sqldest winter ninth, the average

.45.37.1.1 Or the average Doris receives
teefersture
sun for fifty-six percent (56%) of the time possible during the five

(4) For the sake oidetemining the externalir tom
coefficient, the wind speed shell' be,asemed to be 15.0 M.p.h. IA

accordance with ostimg peocedureef-'

(4) The lolls, floors and ceiling. ere adequately

used in this ordinance, show
be
°e
Hewed, for mats of
shalt
refer to a day "upon which it
cli4gre
heat data calculations, that ell of the of
structural

3, "311net Designied

insulated;

(b) Adequate
antlgicing gut exposed to the
ut

logical coattail exile:

The sun's path and resultant angles of direct
sunlight shall PP those Oda OCCOr or August 21 of each year it

insulititiOsheldle!rtgethsetiel storage capacity le provided

latitude 38' 32' North, These angles can be approximated by usi4
latitude 404orth. (sea Table 1.)

wit

1. Due to the above 'Stated factors, it has been fiend thee:

(2) The 8011 intensity through glazing shall be
calculated for Auguet 21 of each Year it latitude 38' 32' North; ale
latitude 40' North date: (See Table 1,)
can be appointed by

(1) Considerably better Minimum performance levele can be

required in Davis 'than provided for by the State code without unduly

-restricting designs and raising costs, or requiring net technologies..
(2) The.preient State code allows the construction of

of housing
(3) Considerable reduction in the real cost'
by lowering
buildings
with
good
thermal
perforunce
WI be achieved in
utility bill,. In addition, the initial costs of improving the

structure's thermal performance is usually offset by the resultant savings

do to the sullen cepecitio heating end/or cooling equipment required
for a thermally efficient structure.

thi'

(3) vibe 24 -hour average outside temperature is 451,

winter youths. The frequency and duration of winter sunshine is such
that the need to heat residential buildings is substantially reduced if
the following conditions aye net: '

buildings that will be unfit for human habitation in the event of the
interruption in gas or electrical service during one of the frequently
occurring hot or, cold weather events. Therefore, the present State code,
by its failure to adequately address the'heit lose and beat gain
considerations of glazing.and glazing orientation, does not adequately
deal with the kris climatic, conditions.

---s""eober 21 of each Yeer at latitude 38' 32' North,

ted by using latitude 40' North' data. (See Tsb1.0.)

24 -boor' outside
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shell be assoedi for Nooses of structural beat loss ealcuistioce,
that all of the following climatological conditions exist ;
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99
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93
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'93
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91.
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9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00

111

41

)1
73.
68

V Mid'

12 nV

(4)

For the sake of det

Bo building permit shall be issued by the Building
this ordinance unless such
Official for any new structure subject to
structure is found to be in compliance with the winter and summer
B.

hiss the exterior air film

coeffiCient, the wind speed shall be 15 M.p.h. in accordance with

*SOU procedures.

performance standards hereby established.

C.' "Floor Area

411

refer to the total'habitable area of.a

t

'Section 6., Partial Exemption.

dwelling unit (expressed in square feet) which iserithin'the exterior
face of the insulated shell of the structure and which is haired or cooled.,

'Structures designated U.D.C. Group I to be built on lots

a tentative subdiviwhich are unimproved with structures and for which
sion map has been approved prior to September 1, 1974, shall be exempt
Section 3., Minimum Performance Standards Adopted.

requirements adopted by resolution pursuant to
from glaring shading
o the extent that the exemption from
Section 4 of this ordinance.
Ilezing'shading requirements c uses a structure to exceed the performan
3 of this ordinance, such incremental
standards established by Sect

The City of Davis hereby adopts minimum standards for the
thermal performance of buildings to be constructed within the City of
performance; the performance
Davis. In order to achieve maximum thermal
'standards have beenterefully'adjusted to the, special: problems and
upportUnitin of th(
climate. These. standards shall apply to all

excess shall be permitted.

Darla

Partial Exemption,

Section 1.

residential structufes designited Croup H, and Croup I in the Uniform

,

.

Structures 4esignated U.B.C. Croup I to be built on lots wide
ertucturel and for which a tentative_ subdivision ma
are unimproved with
1, 1916, but after September' 1, 1974
has been approved prior to January
of street having an axis between
and which lots front uponn fortion
1167.51) and 247,5' and 14.5' true
292.5' and 067.5' tree (N67. 5,'W and
(S62.511 and 567.51), shill be exempt from glazing shading requirement
To the
adopted by resolution pursuant .to Section 4 of this ordinance.
glazing
shading
requirementi
causes
a
extent that the exemption from

Building Dade.
A. Winter Performance Standard. for a Winter performance
standard the"TiiiIlays heat Loss per square foot of floor area during
the winter design day shall be as follows: For single-family, detached
structures designated U.B.C. Croup 1, see Table 2; 'for multiple

dwellings,'_0.4. Croup I, the Total Days Heat Lon shall not exceed
Comm/all
one hundred twenty (120) BTU's per square foot of floor area.
The
resolUtion
Croup
H
standards,
Croup 1 structures shall meet

3
structure to exceed the performance standards established by Section
incremei011,excees shall be permitted.
of this ordinance, such

establishing methods of compliance with the performance standards will
the permissible standard on the basis
allow for numerically increasing
order
to equitably deal with the variability
of surface areas in common in

I.

.

,

Variances...

Section 8.

which occurs in this class of dwelling units,

.

I.
.

.

B.

Summer Performance Standard.

A.

For a summer performance

Purpose.

The purple of a variance- is to alloW varistior

from the Strict application of e%

structures, U.B.C. Group 1, tee Table 2; for multiple dwellings
forty (40)
U.B.C. Cioup H, the Total Days Neat Cain shall not exceed
BTU's per square foot of floor area. Comaonall Croup I structures
methods of
shall meet Group H standards. The resolution establishing
numerically
standards
will
allow
for
Compliance with the performance
areas in
increasing the permissible standard on the basis of surface
Which occurs in,
order
to
equitably
deal
with
the
variability
mamma in

thisclus of dwelling units.

requirements of this ordinance and,,

.10

standard, the,TRef pays Heat Gain per squire foot of floor area during"
the Summer Design Day shall be as follows: For single-family, detached

implementing resolutions where.,

4mreason

of the exceptional narrowness

ofinpecific piece of property, or other
shallowness or unusual shape
condition of such piece of property, or of
extraordinary situation or

immediately adjoining the
the use or the development of proper
rcement
of the requirements of
properey in question, the literal 0ill
difficulties,or would cause mak
this ordinance would involve prat t
haidship unnecessary to carry out lie'spirlt and purpose of this
'

In most cases, the variance.

,ordinance.

able area of unshaded glazing

shall only relate to the alio*

permissible,

under the resolutions

implementing this ordinance,
,;

Section 4.
to be Ests

s e

y eso Ut

B.

OD.

performance of a proposed.
Standard methods for calculating the
determine compliance with the standards of this ordinance
structure to
shall be adopted by resolution of the City Council,

\
'

§eetion
A.

5.

.

liance with Performance Standards

Methods of

Si

f
ltion,

Application

for a variance shall be made b:

Board of Building Appeals or the Community
the property oiaTeTOTthe
shall be
Development Director on a form prescribed by the City, and
to
accompanied by a fee as prescribed by resolution adopted pursuant
refundable.
To
part of which shall be
City Code Section 29-12.1, no
.the variance is initiated by the Board of
fee shall be charged if
Building Appeals or the Community Development Director.

Adminidtration and Enforcement,

The provision of this ordinance and the resolution estab-

lishing the methods of compliance shall be Administered by the

Bulls*

Official of the City of Davis,

5

-6-

/Z2
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A

L,, baps and Drawings,

4

Pais and dralrIngs required to

ting buildings,,and
G.

pplication for a

other data required, shall be submitted with.the

Upoltthe filing of an sppes

of,public hearing to be' published in a newspaper of general circulstio

The Board onuilding Appealrmay

variance only. when all of the following conditions are found:

$rant

Notice of Variance Searing,

the Building -Official shall provide written.noifte of the filing of th
appeal to all persons intere#ted in the, matter and shall cause notice

variance,
Grounds for Granting.

resullTitil

Review of the Decision,' Ile decision of the Board of
Building Appeal' to grantor deny the application shall be subject to

.

(1)
That any variance ranted shall. be subject to such
as
will
assure
that the adjustment thereby authorized shall
conditions
' not constitute a. grant of special privilege inconsistent with the
limitations upon other elmilarly situated properties which wire,developed
.

appeal in accordance with'Ihe'resolution establishing the Board of
Ouildin& Appeals.

under the limitations of this' ordinance.

(I)

/

That because of special circumstances applicable

to the subject proptrty, the strict application of this ordinance 'is
found to deprive subject property of'priiileges enjoyed by other similer
properties which Were developed under the limitations of this ordinance.

(3)

That the authorizing of such variance will not be

Of substantial detriment to adjacent property, and will not msterially,

lapair

the urOoses of thioiordihance or the public interest.

property

(4) .That the condition or situation of4he subject
the property forxhich 'the variance is

or the intended use of

'sought is mot eo general or recurrent in nature at to make reasonable
or practicable the formulatiomof.aseteral regulation for such.'

condition or situations..
(5) That'there are not available reasonable, alternative:
construction methods Which Will bring the proposed structure into

compliinCe with the performance standards of this ordinance.
.

E.

'Grounds for Granting - -Example'.

Thrfollowing.types of

physical or topographical factors flu example, of

conditions

which may

jiitify the grant of a variance from the glazing shading requirements
to be .establishcd by resolution ie provided by Section 4 of this
Prdinaicer;.

(1)

Overriding off-site view considerations which

determined to. add appreciable incremental value to the subject p

are,
h.

(2).. Minimum iize lots with 'fixed alsUadverse orientation
ok

problems.

:(3)

Adverse lot orientation` dictated by street or ditty

improvements or 'bear physical limitations whermouch'liiite
in existeocurior.to the adoption of this ordinance.

ars::

4

-8-

7.1

lhi

structure.whiCh,exceeds. the then

existing State of California residential energvconservation standards

accurate legal descrip

tions and.scale drawings of the property and e

D,

State Standardsk. No,vaciancelehall'he granted .under

section Which will

demonstrate that the e conditions eetlorth iu.tOis ordinance a ply to
the,subject property, together,with precise a

F.

.

Section

Appeals,

TAB12 TZ

.

.,

4

.

.

Any persori, aggrieved by a deteriiination 'of the .Building
Official in the application of this ordinance may appeal such detersivetioa to the City.of Avis, Baird of Building Appeals. Such appeal shill-

DETAQIED CROUP I WELLING UNIT
THEM% STANDARDS'

be in writing and shall be filed with the Building Official within
fifteen (15) days of the determination appealed. Alraaipeale shall be
accompenied by payment of a fee in,the amount set forth in the City's

i

(linter lint Lois

bal

Floor.Aree

v

Counnity Development fee schedule.

500

363

'

Upon the filing of an appeal, the Building Official shall
provide written notice of the filing of the appeal to all persons
interested in the Matter and shall cause notice of public hearing to be

1000

published in a newspaper of genets! circulation.

2000

192

2500

182

3000

176

In consideration of an appeal, the Board of Building Appeals

shall have authority to determine the suitability of alternate materials

118
103

208

.

.

98

,

.

.

95
.

93

91

not,shOwn.

I

The decision of the bard of Building Appeals. shall be subject
to appal' in accordance with the resolution establishing the Board o
.
BuildinO4ppeels.
.

:

239 '

NM Direct interpolation shall be used for floor ,areas

,

and methods of construction and to provide for' reasonable interpretation
of the provisions of this ordinance and implementing resolutions,
provided, however, that no alternate material nor method of construction
shall be approved which ,results in a reduction in the performance
standards established by thin:ordinance for both summer and winter
conditions.

,
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II81,10CRAM OF PAST 'RESEARCH 011 THE
THERMAL ASPECTS OF BUIWIN DESIGN IN ME DAVIS CLIMATE

Repealed.
Section 11, Conflicting Ordinances

which conflict with
All ordinance' or portions of ordinanne
the
extent
of such conflict,
the provisions of this ordinance are to
.

1. Calmer

Section 12. Effective Data.

,

Radiant Exchange Yltb
2, 'Cramer, 11 D. and Loren V. Neubauer, "Mural
Vol.
14
Ho,
2 #PriAquilt 1965),
The Sky Dos ", Solar berms

become effective on and after the

This ordinanct.shall
ninetieth (90th) rimy followiorits adoptiont
,fASSED

A14ADOMD by the,City Council of the City of Vats
1975 by 'the follooing von:
October

Effects of Floor,
3. Crieerppli91K and Loren V. Hubner, "Thermal
(January, 1961)) ,six pages.

on this ink day of

ATM : Councilmen llsek,

onstruction", AURAE Journal.
'C,

HoldstociStevens,Asui, Ifeyor holm,

Caine Through
Cramer, I, 0. and .I., V. Neubauer "Solar Radiant
Expourek,
American
SocietY
of Heating,
Directional Cleat
Engineers,
1958;
oreseuttd
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
(June 22-29,1959); ASHRAN Transactions,

: Due,

NOES

Neubauer,
D., R. 3. Deering, Virginia could Noy and L, V.

'Temperature Control for Houses", Journal of Home Economics,
.
Vol, pi, Ho. 3 (March, 1958).

hereby repealed.

at Lake Placid, New York

ALIEN: Hone.

Vol, 65 (1959), p. 499.

1. V. Neubauer, "Sumer Neat Control for Snell
3. Crovr, I. D and
Transactions of American Society of *initial
Hoots

Engineers, Vol. 2, 16; 1 ((959), pp. 102, 103 6 105,
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SEPTEMBER 1, 19/4

THE CIIT COUNCIL OF TIE

CM' OF IIiYIS DOES HERBST

ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

Section 6 of Ordinance No. 784 is hereby
mended to provide as follows:
SECTION I.

Section 6, Partial Eximetion.

and'Heivin !Away, "Temperature
17. Neubauer, L. W., R. D. Cramer,
,

VOGT

STANDARDS FOR RESIDENTIAL

e crrr or DAVIS) RELATING
CONSTRUCTION WITHIN
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS ION

"Effect of Shape of Building on
15. kubauer, L. W. and I. D. Cramer,
Transactions
of the American
Interior Air Temperature",

Airicultural Engineers, Vol, 11, No, 4 (1968),
Society
\
pp. 53 538 539 .
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Service, Ike Ciliate

V.B.C. Croup I to be built. on
Structures designated
for which a
lot, which are unimproved with structures andprior to Septevber,l,T
swims
been
approved
tentative subdivision
resolution
1914, shall be exempt from requirements adopted by
To the extent that the
of
this
ordinince,
pursuant to Section
exceed the
exemption from requirements causes a structure to
established by Section 3 of this ordinance,
performance standards
such incremental excess shall be Fe:witted.
SECTION 2.

this ordinance shall become effective

concurrently with Ordinance No. 184.

the City Council of the City of
, 1973, by the followday of November

FUSED MD ADOPTED by

Davis on this Sth
, ing vote:

.

Tsui, Maior Poulos.
Ain s Cow lien Slack, Noldstock, Stevens,

I

13Q

a'

b.

4

,

t
A

i

izsouRiqN

..,

,

LESOUJTION ADOPTING.

.

.

.

East
Southeast

.

PROCELVIES Mk comr,;, ,, VIM teat-

CONSERVATION PERFORMANCE STANDARDS .FOR

A IDENTIAI;

...,

.

...,

r

South
Southwest
Vest
Northwest

,

ccanycnos WITHIN THE Cl!! WOOS ..
,

!

061.3'

142.3',

112.5'
157,5'
202,5'
241.5'
292.5'

151.5'
202.3'
,

292.5'
337,5'

.

.

VHEPSAS, the City of Davis hi., by ordinance, established

certain energy *munition performance standards for new residential
/construceion within the City of Davis; and

D, Exterior Surface Ares. The area for each dwelling unit of
walls, ceilings, suspended floors, glazing, doors, etc. enclosing

conditioned spaces and exposed to ambient climatic conditions.

WHEREAS, the' ordinance which establisties energy coniervatice

*forum standards provides that standard methods for determining
.compliance of proposed buildings shall be itstablished by resolution;
NOV, IIIERIFORI, BE IT RESOLVED by tin City Council Of the City

of Davis as

,

E.

Heavy Exterior Building Elements,

The walls, suspended

floors and/or ceilings whicicontain a feet storage capacity of 30 BTU's/
Day for each square foot of surface area are considered to be heavy
(see definition I). Only those materials located on the interior side
of insulation materials may be counted, (An eight (8) inch thick light.
.weight concrete block wall with exterior insulation slightly exceeds
these millirem:Its.)

Section 1, Application,
Compliance' with the cur

performance

,establbhid by, the City of Dins shall anye
be
the provisions of this resolition and

ttreined by reference
to
Itindirds
thereto,

SectionAllefinitions.

,.

1

For purposes of this resolution and the energy conservation
performance sunder* ordinance of the City, the following words and
phrases shall have the meanings respectively ascribld to them, by this

section:

materials and surface covering materials one with muusell lightness

wakes greater than 6 and one of materials with Well lightness values
greater than 9. These collections shall be available for inspection by
the public.

All vertical, horizontal:, end tilted trans*

C.

,

A. I Values, (1/11 It) Iliermal,luistsoce (I) is the
measure of the reMince of a material or building.
ent to the

cent or trenspiiiiit-ixterior building elements shall be considered
glaring with a thermal renitence and daylight transmittance se
specified by the manufacturer or as calculated by ASHME method' or

psis* of heft.

The units of measurement are: (Hours (Degree
Fahrenheit) (Square feet)/BTU. The resistance value (I of 'mu

other reliable referencee.or procedures,

insulitions shall not include any value for tellective fa lug, (VS:
For, reflective foil insulation, 'use MAI procedures only: Calculate;

lest,
Coefficient, The ratio of the solarjgain
H. Shed'
through she
-g
ewes/ o that of an unshaded iingle-put of
double strengds window see under the tau let 'condition*,

both the winter and srer composite resistance value and use whichever
:: /
i
'

''..ie len.)
.

.

F. Color: Surfaces with a Mull lightness value of 6.0
to 10,0 are to-Erconsidered light in color. Surfaces with a Haien
lightness value of 9.0 to 10,0 are to be considered vat light in color.
Unpainted wood surface' are to bi considered liiht in color. the
Building Inspector shall prepare two (2) representnive collections of

,

B.
to Thermal "distance (Rd
the sum 'of each of
the resistance vs nu of the parts of an assembly of materials which
together fora an external skin element of the structure. for ample,
e'coimonly used "all is one which has an interior sir film, onerbalf
(1/2) inch thick plaster board, three end one-hilf '(3-2/2) inches hitt
of which
insulation, stucco, and Finally, en exterior air
have I values which ere.added.topther to 'derive the It alt si for the

.

I, . Hour's Solar Heat Cain. The mount of linty transmitted
through an area of gluing oriented bit particulir direction in one

(1) km, The,following forint is vied for ululation;
RUC 'ISO (51121

t

Solar Neit gain through the glazing for one

wall .clement.

.

.

C..1

.

.

Orientation, The caps's direntions an. &ignited as

.follOws,siut &Attached tables

lord'
lortheu

'137
'922,

wed:.

"

hour (//111's/hour)
SC

Shading Coigineitt

ti22451

067.54

to

,

Solar lest Cain Factor for the hour from
attached Isble 1 (ITV's/square foot of glazing)

SNC/

handbook of Fundamentals 19/2, American Society

o! Nesting, leirigersainsnd Air

riling December 21 for winter and August 21 for

Conditioning Balloon,
N. .I., 1972.

OUNIef.

Area in square feet of gluing' exposed to the sun
(square feet).

A

c (ASHRAE), N. 10,

Architectural Graphic Standards, Cherie! C. lusty
and Kira 1. Sleeper, J Oiley & Sons, Inc.,

N.Y., N. T., Sixtndition, 1970.
,

J. Solar Kest Cain rector', The number of 3111's of solar
rgy tounittetahrough one (1) own foot of clear 1/11-inch glass

De Jo with Climate, Victor Olgyiy, Princeton
University Press, Princeton, New Jersey,

in one (1) hour. This is determined by us* the attached Table 1 which
applies to 40' North latitude and the eight (8), copes, orientations
(set definition C).

L Neat Stan I Ca ecit

1563.

Concepts in Thermal Comfort,' David Ego, Tulare

The nut located blithe the
t floes through a temperature cycle

University, School of Architecture,
New Orleans, Leuisisup

insulated ehel o the structure
each day in,soner and minter, absorbing beat during overheated periods
and storing it for release during oderhexted periods. Not storage

Thermal Design of

Tyler Stuart Roger',
John Mary 11 Sons, Inc:, N. t.1,11. T., 1964.

capacity chill be estimated by the following modem
(140

NS

pun Atgle C.alculstor Lilibey-Owens-ford Copany,
Toledo, Ohio, 1973,
/.

(lir

Mere:
,n

.

is

Neat Storage Capacity (3TU'siDuy)

NS

Sidldth .11

of ralitornia, Deputont or housing-

and Community Development, Division of.

Ms The weight of the materials (lbs,) inside the
insulated shell of the building to a depth
,yielding a rubtance of 14, except is the
case of lab floors where only the slab itself
is cred ted.
.
eclfi Neat of those materials (311/4/(1b.)

SI

Temperature fl

AT

11 be the maximum

allowable for a
t purposes, except
that light we t axe
struction will be
allowed;th ,flux 10' 1 -(In order to detentins
.

the but or cold Liable for storage, lee
Mt 11, Section 5.

'This totaltred.be

be subtracted. from the diet

Mat losi 'Or gets to pied the item ed,Total',Dayti kat:1ml or Total
Day's' Hot Ctin,, Mar
ted' inareseior
to which the
Equivalent Temperature DifferentietNethod. (E, D.) is applied. to
calculate soar bast gain shall Ant be ind
JO the loner, \beat

Cades and Standards, Sacramento, California,
1975,

Section 31 'Standard_Nethods of luildiux Performance
'
Calculation.

A. ',There are hereby adopted two (2) alternative standard
methods of dettlidning calliancrwith the City of Davis energy
conservation performance standards. The two (2) alternative standard'
methods chill be referred to as Path I and Path II approaches.
S. StructUres utilizing either Path I or Path II shall comply
.
'with. the follawinat

(1) Infiltration. All ewinliz doors and windows opening
to the exterior or to unconditioned areas s as gsrape shell be fully
weatherotrippediipaketed,Or attendee treated to limit infiltration,
All minufacturett windows' and sliding glass doOn shell meet the air
infiltration standards of the 1972 American Ilitioul Standards Institute
(A134.21 A134,3 and A134.4), when tested in spordance with ASIN E 233.73

iwith a promo differenthl of 137 lbo.lft. and shall be certified
dud labeled.

storage capacity credit.

,

.

1"

L. Floor Ares. Totallebitable area of a dwelling unit
(expressed in squire et
eh is within the exterior face of the
insulated shell of the Ttruc e Ind *id is heated or cooled.

.

(2)

Loose Fill Insulstion. Men blown or pturid type

loose fill insulation is wen in attic spaces, the slope of the roof
shall be sot less than 24/2ifeet in 12 feet
dun shall be at least
30 inches of 'deer headroom- at the roof ridge. ("Clear ,headroom" 'is

$.

A

ted Imf

The fellatio: are use

defined as the Mitigation' the top of the bottom chord of the tole

acceptable references

1

134

4,.

/.

1. Itoof0eilinieL.Ceillitt4ttice, All rot/ceilings and

Or Wine joists to the underside of thatoof sheathing.). When ens.,
vents are inetilled,,,,adequstebafflips of the int opening 'shell be
provided to deflect the Wombs air shove the surface of the andel
and shall be installed at the soffit on a 45degrie angle, Baffles
shall be is plies at the ties of framing inspection. when lone fill
insulation is proposed,' the value. of the material required to meet
dine regulations 'shall be shoon.on the building plans or calculation

shot.

celling/otticellust use inaulation Achieving, o *kiwi resistance of

I-19 for the insulation itself. Croup N occupancies having roof
surfaces unshaded on August 21, at 1:00 a, 6,, 12:00 non, or 4:001p. I.,
,

shall be no darker than Ho. 6 on the Ifunetll color chart. Unshaded
roof areas on Croup I occupancies shill be no .darker then No, 4 on
hone unshaded area sod color darker
the *moll color charts
than lo. 6 or No, 4 respectively must increasi'the total insulation to

yield 125 for the insulation itself.

(3) ripe Insulation.' Ail steel and stew condensate
return piping and all contfoonif circulating domestic or heating hot
water piping, which is, located in attics, pages, crawl cone, under-stroM or Witeted spaces other than between floors or in interior yells
shall be insulated to provide!a meximuitoe loss of 50 Illftlihr per

liner foot for piping up to and including 2inch and. 100 In/hr, per ,

liner fk.for larger sins, Piping installed at
or ore ovine 'with thin standards.

depth of 30 inched

Section 4, Path I (Preecriotive)lmthod).

,Buildings meeting ell of the following criteria will fulfill
the'required energy conservation upon of this code with no overall

porton:ice eglantine required.
Calculations using the opplinble methods' outlined in Path
may be employed to demonstrate =Oleos of alternatives to any
particular section of Path I. Memel trade-offs between sectionkOf

beeptionet
(1) All roof/ceilings and/or ceilinglettice sections
'shell achieve a coquette resistance value (Pt) of 16.61 if the Ioniatic is not penetrated by freeing or furring and It of 20.0 if the
insulation is penetrated by the freebie or furring. (California

Administrative Code, Titla,25

.'

(2) The 'roof/ceiling and/or celling/ittic sections of the
dwellint unit eel whole may be insulated to values 'rioter and/or less
'then. required ie (1) above If the reoultingilmot loss tousle or is less
than that which would occur if, the valuer rewind in (1) soon vets
mot, or if the thermal runts:Re values of the ceiling ire's satisfy

the following equation:

A.

xrceptions t
(1) All exterior walls shall echiena coecnite.
resins:xi value Or) of 10.52 if the' insulation is not penetrated
fremiog, end It of 12.50 if the insulation is penetrated by the f
or Inning. (Col forms Adeinisttitin Code, Title 25., Chapter

Subchapter 1, Article 5, Section 1094(a).)
,

(2) Heavy walls with exterior insulation not penetrated'
by furring or foxing shall have on Pt of 1136, and It of 8.75 if the

lined walls shall

loriue their ipplieible It nquinments by twenty percent (202).

(Area A/Total Areo)(1/et achieved)

4...+(Arte II/Total Arn)(1/It achlived)
(3) iraroup N occupancies,' roofIceilinp or telling/
attics locatid beneath dot colored roofs shall achieve composite
resistance vslitei (Pt) 302 greater than the clues in (.1) sad (2) above,
e., It 21.61 and It 26.00 respectively, In Croup I occupancies,
roof/ceilings or ceiling/sttice located beneath tools that sr...darter
than InuellCcibr No 4 shell achieve ,cooposite resistant value" (At)
greater

It

than' the nisei in (1) and (2) shove, i. a., It p'21.61 and

26.00 respectively;

C. /loon. Suspoded floorsior 'ventilated ergot specs or'

other unhosted7P shall Ian fonlatiod with a mini= resistance of
kn. Concrete slabs on grade recite no insulatica,

Pectins:

invlitions is pi :rotated by furring or had*
(3) Cronp I Manton with dark

r

4(Ana)I/Total Arn)(1/lit achieved)

Veils. All 'tenor walls (exclodia; windows ami doors)

wall arts ay be dark colored to allowfor trine and color accentli,
(Croup 1 structures have no nil .color nquIremnit.)

'

1/It required

Path I must be done by nine Path 11 or by referring to approved
thensl.trade-offs. table developed by the Idlding Inspectors

shall tae 1-11M iodation between studs. Croup, Itstructures met
hoe light colored walls or shaded wills, Fifter.percent (152) of the

Chapter 1, Subchapter L, Article 5,

Section 1094(c).)' Blown Logistic (loostfill type) shall be considered
to bl,penetrated by the frenthg.

(1) Suspended floors over in unhand apace shall Achieve
a composite resistance value (Pt) of 10.52 if the insulation is not
penetrated by framing, end It of 12,50 if the insulation is penetrated

by framing;
(2)

lognoodad floor' with exterior insulation shall

Khios a nip te feints:we Give (Pt) of 1.36 for insulation not

I

136

VI

,II

penetrated by .frosio4 modiers, and
by freeing members,

.01,1.75 for iniulotian penetrated

'...4'

.

Area,

Cleo

D.

In C

ts, etc;)

glazing. (windows, s y

,.

.
(iv) For each sluare foot of ilea; being justified,.
the' building must contain:. hest etoragecapacity (AS) equivalent to
750 Mew/ Day located inside the insulated shell of the structure, and
not covered with insulation materiels such as carper yielding an It of
1,0 or greater. the following will allow s quick method for calculation'
of sus needed for etch square foot of exempted glazing:

df 20 !Mil feet in sin le -pane glazing and 28 square feet in double-,
pans gluing :ay bi idded' to the percentege'figskris allowed above,
.,

.

Exceptions:

(iii) It must.receive full direct sun from 10:00
a, a. to 240 p. m. (P. 3. T.) on December 21',

lioccupsncies, exterior single-peal,
lot exceed 12.1/2% of the floor

eras.' Exterior double-pane gluing '''.187 not exceed 171/25 of the
drill% unit's floor area, In Croup I occupanciei, a. lazing constant,

..

(ii) It must be Clear, (Shading coefficient
numerically greater than or equal to ;80 for the glazing itself.)

f.'

,r .

4

,

.

.

.

t

(1). A combination of single' and double-pone g sing soy be

..

used so,long as the area of the single plus the area of the
gluing divided. by 1.4 II not greater than 12.11 (plus 2
for Croup I occupancies) of the dwelling unit's. flopr area..

:11

59 Square feet of interior stud, partition wall'
(2r x 4"I 46" o.c. with 1/2" gypsum two sides),

le

re feet

(2) A ccombination of single and/or double-pie glazing
iith interior shutters ley be used to increase the allowed lasing
provided that:

'
(i) ;The eterior shutters are of a permanent,
construction and installed o that they are operable, and tight! fitting
or woatheretripptil so that seal is creates',

w.

21 Square feet of 8-inch lightweight concrete
block masonry exteriqr wall insulated externally,

cores tilled for at*tural support only,

'1/47

15 Square feet of aunt; slab floor provided,with
a steel trowel finish, exposed aggregate,
(vinyl, Asbestos, or ceramic), terrazo,
hardwood parque mtgreoter than VI-inch thick.

area in each treatment do not exceed
thole allowed by the felloiing procedure.
)

.(ii)

cc + (gA) i...usr

Ares + (Areto Goy+ (Artiehudilt

,

'

fA

chasing coasted (square' feet) taken at 20. square
feet in Croup rand zero in Croup I occupancies.
Floor Area (square feet).

.

E.

Glazing Shading,

.

(1) All glazing which' is not oriented to the north must

be shaded to protect it fratdirect solar radiation' for the.hours of

Arms

Area in single-pane glazing (square test).

AreaD

Area in doable -pans glazing (scl! feet).

Glazing
facing SE or SV mat olio be 'checked for shading et 10:00 a, sr, for SE
and 2:00 p. m. for SV 'addition to the standard three hours. For

Arteshot

Area in interior shettered glazing (square feet),

acctimclated,

Itt4

The composite rialto:ice of the shutter-glazing:

In Croup 1 occupancies the total accumulated amount of unshaded glass sly
not exceed 3% of the dwelling unit's floor area. Shading shall, be
demonitrated to the satisfaction of the Building Inspection Division of

..

systems.

. (3)

kben the area of glating_allowed by'applicotion of

(1) or(2) is exceeded 'the excess area will be callidered justified if

ell the fallen* conditions are Pets

(i) ;lasing must' be south-fat , If it is *Punted
other than vertically, i must be tilted at WO 30' up, from the
horisootal to face lout*

m., 12:00 noon, and 4':00.p. m, '(P.S.T,), ,August 21.

each check hour the tree of glazing not shaded is calculated end
In Croup H occupancies the total accumulated amount of

unshaded gluing may not exceed tin of the dwelling unit's floor area.

the Comunity,Development Department. .Drawines showing shadows cast by
shading systems or scale models suitable for nee in the solar- ranger'
setup by the hilding Inspection Division, or the use of approved shade
.
screen systems may be employed to demonstrate compliance. Tinted,

utilized, or frosted glass shell not be considered self-shading.
,

(2) , Interior mounted shutters meeting' the following

specifications may'be'utilind to meet the sheding stqairesenti:

(i) The exterior oriented side must be very. light in,
.
color (liumell of 9.0 or greater) and flat.

4-

C

1'

1

,

(NOTE!' Lightweight stud fro* walls are noised to
are asmased toAlux 37. See
flux 10F; 'heavy
Definitions E end

Vasty
CC

.117 Squire feet of exterior stud-w111 or Ceiling
(2" x 4"s 16" c.c. with 1/2" gypeum inside, r'
insulation, and veriourexternal treatments).

,

F. Ventilation for Stoner Ingle time Cool*, there .nail
be provided
of the dwelling unit is aucfi taar.openable windows may only
ventilation most be installed to
along one elevation, vechaniell cross
provide 15 sir changes per hour ducted to the exterior.

The shutters must be tight fittini or all,
ckl

edges is the system Must be weather stripped to create

P
d.

(lit) The shntten muit,be opseue,
(4) A compositiresistance value of It

Section 5, 'lath 11 (Performance Method),

1,0 for

the stmtters must be achieved.
(i) Exterior 'mounted shading systems 'meeting the folloGing

!Specifications ail be utilised to meet the shading requiribentst
.

.

Buildings regulated by the Residential Energy Conservation
by a,
Coidt that do not meet the criteria. of Path .I must be calculated
building
designer,
or
other
qualified
.'registered architect, engineer,.
exceed the standards
;trawl to show that thelroposed building will not
The. required calcu3 of Ordinance. lb,'

let. fort in Section

.

lation slhedule is outlined below.,

..
(i) They shall be Ofperinent materials and
construction. Aptivenent frail with sheathing having .a life expectance
Of five jeer, niobium mat be provided And. guaranteed by the 'builder.

t the same design days are used.)

(ii) gr the required .deiign. hour, the ehadinedevice
wit be capable of intercepting' ton of the direct beam solar radiation,. ,&

or provide a iinimue shading. coefficient of 0.2 or ltes, lf. the 'shading
...oyster at a design how:Avec it-perform to these standards, .theirtht,
portion, of the glazing 'which is left musette tube calculated and

following equation:
111

added to the icassIsted unshaded gluing total,

*ere'

(4) Other, typesof abiding 'yetis ire..11ama if they
,Coyly With either of the follooinv.

'TS

.

TS.,

...

.

+' (TS . TS') (1

laser shading Calculations; , (ROM if during the life of the structure
the off-site Abstruitlow to the sun usetto achieve shading standards
wvlience are a:41E10'er removed, .thenthe structure wy bi'found to

be in violation of the Code if other compensating obstructions. to the
sun or shading.devices,Isive not been.dtployed.)

,

Ti
TSI
SAC.

The newel Standard for a 'detached Cron! I dwelling

unit of

,

sae (1111s/ (sq.' 41

the same

other dwelling units
and
floor
(equate feet)
such as ce$Inge, walls,
The Surface

is Carooa

The *ill* Otte ,FloOr Ares (squire feet)
.

and elevation dr*Ogs, must show. .ipectit plant .configurition sad ,
accurately state:be nusbet of years required for the' poloist*" plant

specified..plants are

.

The newt Standard. for Fr" II 'structures
4.1 (Doll)

considered as external shading devices and nay be .accounted, for in the

growth. rill, occupancy tits "shell, tot

SAC/R.511FM)

The Menial itundardihich is applicable to the
dwelling unit (1111's/(sq. ft.j(Dayl)
.

(it) A shading system uir beliporary, provided'
that it. is 'ditipid And constructed to function.to the standards Owes
and built. to last, until its function is *laced by plantiegs.' Plan

?bre precisecelculations'

Croup dwelling wits may increase the
Cossonuall
pensissible.thermel standards for Out Lou ot gear Cain wing the

All Onlite and offlite obitructinu to' the
so, providing 80Z attenuation of, the direct solar ben, nay be:

.

(ROTE:

submitted Osing'ASHAE or other comprehensive methods provided

.

!slat until' the

p

0-

'

.

i(552) + (8244) (552).

IL

+ .4. + (oVAta) (552)

A. Winter Calculations.
(1) lb; total Dies But Lou shall not exceed the
eider& set in the keidential mere Conservation Ordinance; Section So

-f,i*

(2) &ter but

Whirs:

Pl. But Lois from exterior.' surface element

bit ululation! shall be hued on the'

except a slab cm grads (BTU's /Dry)

following boob:

Area of the exterior surfer' ilament

A

(sq: ft.)

mit.-

rein,

The ileeenee cupbeite thermal resistance

it

Ault
TDBL

Total Dies hat Loll, (1111'5/14. ft:J [Day!)

14IL

Day's pat Lois (inVoitosT)

(lhours) [Deg. 11 (e9. ft.)lit)

132

MC
FA

,

Floor Area of dwelling unit (sq. ft.)

teed. -as: described, in Paragraph (4)(i).bslcm:

nil (Wit

t
outdoor condition, is ast inWded to be for equiront
tither is leant to serer the, purpose of performence design for energy
tip' nerage.torolitlons
conservation by. WTI closely predicting the I
rill require additional
Equipment
sis
and energy we of the structure,
,;standard peek load calulstiier.)

Dais Design Day Degree butt
(1018. fl Ihou111/011)

ctilingel doers sod
All exterior ilements
suspended floori) which are exposed to unheated enclosed or pirtially.
enclosed spaces shill be calculated, s$ if they are exposed to outside
conditions, or the temperature difference say be altered according to 4
accepted AN= procedures for surfaces adjecent to ohm ten spaces.

Best Cain Credit (11TD's/B17)

(3) .The quip Ds y for sun angle consiaerstioni is
Dicuber 21 at letitude,40'N or 3 32' Ilo Ibe ouukle daily texperibas
average for December aid Assert is 43'f, yielding a 23'1 difference
disarm the inside (68'!) sod the outside (451) surge daily
taper:turn. The number of degree hours in the design day is the
topenture difference tines 24 bow or 532, for Dub. This figure U

.

(ii) burst, slab floors on grade lose best is
!

direct relation to the perbeter dimension. in linear feet. be following

foods *lint

M (P) (532)

des
8B But loss from Slab (310lsik)
The thawed conductivity of the edge
of the ebb with F 0.81 (ITtinfovti

Biota
(4): Ululation of.Dayls Best bis
loss is dateribed. by the ctipositureilitanCe, (it). of tht.ekteriot
building surface. to hut transfer to the outside sir fro the,bested
bterior spaces.

reg. r1) where no' insulation is
fe. 0.55 where slab is ,
4.5
uktediiidt.edp inntletiou 'Of
'midis. The insulation shall come
aid& ontrinch of the top of the slab and
extend sixteen inches helot grade.
d

telocil+111..

1,1 ferbeter dimension (feet).

NI by's Beat toss. (did's(dsy)
al.

Heat Lou fro outside Wan stouts
(mut slab) (11114/Xy),

81L

Ilk on gads lit lass,, (1110087)..

(i) .The but loss for ill odic(' (except rid( on
pi) -being. the outside airor abated paces 557 be &terabit! by
tbs following formulas

532

Daris Design Dey.D$gree Mors ((Deg.

ihousiiipaiD

.

!greet
(3) .bletilation of Soler Rut Cain
Credit
on e
sue. of Iota energy
of the
through Os gluiu, tbs But Stow (HQ characteristics

.

(3) The calculations below are hued on the design del
cited in the Residential Energy Conservation Ordinance taken st the

build ig, and the Solar, Climatic Variable (SM. It following steps
art to be followed to calculate the MCC:

five hours of 3:00 ex, 10:00 s..., 12:00 noon, ZVI) pat., and 4:00 p.m.

(i), Calculate, the Day's Sulu Heat Casa (DSC),...by

(4) The Day's Rest Cain (C10) is bee

adding up the Solar Sat Cain for nth *light boor of Becalm 11
design day for each squirt fat, of slabs waiving an.

/,

.

to the intercardinsl directions ay delete calculations for 10:00 A.R.'

...'+4 ISRC0). (Sa)

and 2 :00 p.m, and equally weigh the rosining three calculation hours
by multiplying them by foot (see equation Ibi below). )be following
two weighted ea equations bold respective y.

hen:
%en:

.

i

Day's Solar Rut .CablITU'siDay)

mac

(1) MC u (PI:00 a...11314010:00 5.141121'

s. Ron's. Solar Sest. Cain. 551W is found
according to the procedure described

5S1

lov). Structures without elevations oriented

hours (set equation (aj

.

(SRC' + !girl

on the weighted

at each of the fin heat gsb calculstiop

sum of calculations

.

411112:00 noco111141"1:00 p.m.1(21

is Definition I. Pe number of hone
added depends oaths boon of ounlight
on thi ;bike Erbil in question. t

1"4:00 p.1.1131)

(11711's/hour)

SC,

or

4

Soler Cliestic Variable (no imin).

"C'e((gC0:00 i.m.

Sr OA for Dub. This was
determined by. averaging the leen

141)

frection of ?Hebb sunshine available
for esch.month .d the winter heating ,
season (Nousber, December, Agony,
february, Parch).

lOure:

'IN

Day's Neet.Cain (au!st[Day))

IC

Rettcsin at the boor calculated

PONEt *re detailelualysis of het Cab may be
done by calculating each hour's heat pin,for the.daylight Noun. the
digits 11%03" and '14" in. equations (a) Ind (b) above hut the units

Then the Iola Out Cain Credit (SHCC)

(111110.147) squab:

of hung)

INICC DSOC or IS, Whichever is leek

I. Sumer Calculation:,..

(3) The Nest Cab (32) say be calculetW,by, vet% the
.

followbg formuln

(I) .The Total Dees hat Cain (IDIRI) shall not' coed. the
stradird.set in the hsidentisl Rangy Coesermition Ordinate, Section 3.

(2) Smut best pin calculations shall be based
following forab:

the

.

IC

Nut Cab. (1711'silmor) at one of the, desigit
hours.

115)/IA

Hut his 'through Nimbus (IIII's/hour)

10t:

143

+

hene

I

7093 (A00

LF

.(81V'sibonr)

(See'Definition L for calculation procedure.)

(iii)

,

.

(ii) Calculate the Heat Storage capacity of the
building (OS).

N12l00 001:111 4 "4:00 PA)

TORO

Total DO Nut Cab (Mls/(sqftirlDal))

ISIC

hes 1ku Gin (110111/Day),

NS .

But Storage (Iles/lay)

IA

lion Arms of the rolling unit (eq. ft.)

0I12

Neat Cain thmigh.Opelne

taints (ITV /hour)

Calculations
, (O .111;1,t glittithrotjh Owl* when.
be based on the Total Equivaient Immure DiLlerential *dad

It lberml lesbian o

described WAWA/ lisedbook of. Fundamentals 1912, Osipter 22,
..pages.411411.. The TEID appropriate far, the
or. roof section is

foind is attsdied Tablet 2 and 3;

Slice theneregt Dab kelp* ..

toperabire it37 len than that used by MINAS;
should be subtutted fun .the 111V.alun Oen in'attached tablet I, and 3 in
accordant, with AMC prate* n'shown in the calculetion.below
Me interior temperature is named to 13'1 in accordance with
,::0110AL) .11wileat Cain
Opaque s.
lets is Waisted es follower

Al(7-5)/Ilti+

0110

+

(11111)3)/Rt2

AT

(6) Halt Storm Capacity (14). Sheri the building
'desigkprovides. fovenTilation-in aides coafornence eith,kction 4 fl
credit cube taken for the Rest Storage capicity of the structure.

.

(117114 *en Calculating. the but storage capacity for the sumer,. re
credit my be token for exterior elmants.)

+ /1(210411to'

Section 6, fats:,
'The followbg schedule of fete' shall be. applicable for the
checking of pleas for coeforaity with the.ptdorrence standards of the

lint coin Ihroueji opine serf s at
the calculation hour

(111111/bavnsr)

.

beide:del Wv Commotion Code:

iAree of the outside surface elurat
(sq, .ft.)

It

Path I

The element's conceits thermal
Ir. In Lewes ( [lions )(Deg., 91. '(og. fi.)111111)

Difference from Attie:M.1161es 2. ant 3

(Il)
Saner Rut Cain
ONO Obeli be allaclsadithe following frallilf-

nth II

123.00

,
.

PASSED ADAM; by. the City Condi of the a of Doti
October..

by the follows

windows
AIES

(A #.;)1

Direct solar heat gain plus conducted
but isin'through windows at the calculi.
don km Oust be don for each well me'
roof satin with gluing). (11011/1Kur)

Atte of gigs* enlace being calculated
(sq. ft.)
SC

Jo Cherge

/20.00.,

on this 13th dry of

kisc)4illiii+li14111101+ (A ....)2'
+.

(lb Exceptions)

loth I.:, (Curdling tainting).
.

unt:.1he elenent'i Total Equivalent' Thopersture

.# .iniC

Difference between the.outside and the

inside toratures, with 73*1' being taken
es the. beUe.t.enerstlite. :(DeP n

Aleut
002

lass (0.9

for single weight glee
1.7 for
doublepane). ((banal [Deg. 11 (sq. ft. I/Intel)

Shading Coefficient (ses Definition

(Vaitins)
Solar Hut Cain rector at the hour being

7..ullated. 0T011/(hours) (eq. ft. of

,

t

Slicks Soldstock, Stevens, Thant llayor

vote:

",

Solar Pasilion aed Intensayj Solar Heel Gain Factere for 40 Deg North Latitude

Ai*

Mao
AJA.

r e d ti e w a d

Sok,

Smirk

bfwiistims,

him& .

AIR

Reidat /9

.

.

Surma :

.
_

.

Milt_

30.7. ,

a.*
0.7.
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.
.
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110.0.
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._Ro-rigeration and- Air Condi tioniitg Engineers.
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peratura Differentials for Calculating Heat Gain Through Rat Roofs
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-

,,, .....,,_

VA. lb

Affener

:Cessinntiew

A.M.
.

VA(0) '

illw 81/

.s

10

x

2

12

\

.

.

.

.

P.M.

i

is

s

DL01.W.LDLOL0 LDL DI.'D

12
L.

Cerliodhe SeahrEqate.il fia Ss

r
r
-- Vientletles+r used*
rr issidsuse+r vase

7.4
7.2
1.4
d ... - . 2.5
leselesles+7.2' weed',
)2.7
leadales+elesi sidles

0.213

i r e l s t i s s + s s a g aides

0.125

.0.706
..0.123 0.193
0427

ILI

3° lendeeiss+2X' needs

a

1\
i
22t-3-3
TI

211 II 25 .31 AO 48 Is 33 78 45
.8 5
--a -s
34 8 51 2 9 113 46 as 6 2 S I 41 45 27
30 -10.1
47 21
30 92 4$ 58 .0 III
25 111,
0 -1
. fr...
Vb. 481 fa. 40 65 38. 30 .19
.
.0
2 -..04 21 ,...2 411 23 -72 88, 711-21 71. 40 SO 2) 19-11. ,15
I ..4 le \ ... 45 20 a 32 70 U 72 40 a 31 33 20 18 129
../

a
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to:
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o
1
2
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2
4

0.93.
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0.85
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ca!"'"14Aeav--AtSee
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From Handbook of Fundamentals .1972, Americas Society of Heating,

Refrigeration and Air Conciiticraing Engineers.

\
NOTE: ° Standard residential roof construction
in the first light ip
group. The 'line titled '2" insulation + is
1" wood' is to 'be
---used. The designatiohs "D's and "L" 'are to mean dark and light

per tire. ,definitions of this resolution. (see Definition F.)
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Chapter 5..

Obstacles to Energy Conserving 'Lifestyle Changes

f

The adoption' of energy conserv.ingbehavioral changes or low-energy
.

--,

lifestyles by a larger segment of-the population faces a variety of
.obstacles, both individual and, societal, (institutional).` We comment
.

11 briefly on some of the obstacles and possibilities for reducing their
effect.

Items related- to -actions which do not require significant life....

-style changes as well as those related to the experiments -described in

(.
previous chapters .are discussed.

Under the heading of. individual constraints we consider perceptions

of the energy problem, perional-commitments
ration for different lifestyles.

Instit

goals and valLies, and prepaonal: constraints, include laws

and regulations, financing practices, economic.fActOriv aild environmental
factors.

Social' implications of---incatfaseil home labo

-compatibility with the 'rising Careeifespirations

especially its

women, Are also dis

cussed.
-

Public Attitudes Toward .Energy .onservatiofl

5.1

A recent study (Drossler Reseakh Ccirporation, '1976) showed that the
California consumer was reasonably well informed aboirt the energy situation

but generalAy not convinced that a serious problem exists.
.

Thestudy 'also.

.

found,the consumer to be knowledgeable about some of the behavioral changes.,
45'

that would leaa to i.edjiced,energy consumption but concluded -that "...behav=

"ioral` changes could be stimulated on a .meaniniful level

reachtrisis proportions..."

N./.....sustain

(p*.1 )

':about

taes.

conclusion was thatto

behavioral change would be quite difficult-And would reguir'e- very

expensive and frequent reminders.
t*;

A further

.only when

These rather pessimistic observations.

the possibility for sbehavjoraI change aregineraJly confihned by
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/
other surveys -(Blakely; Thompson and Mctavish).

However, on a more

poSitive note, the latter study found that when people did believe there

was a present or a longer term energy problem, they took correspondingly
greater conservation actions than those people who did not.
A

re optimistiqvieW is 4provid9d by a recent newspaper column
-4Ik

based o
during th

n interview with three public opinion experts in California
height of the natural' gas shortage and frigid weather in the

midwest and ees ernparts of the United States (Sacramento Bee, February
3-, 1974,-p. A-1 )./ The writer suggests that the energy shortage of the

winter of 1976-77 may have marked a turning ,point in our history and in
,;

Vie:way Americans view life.

One ofathe public opinion experts, Mervin
1

.

.

,

Field, commented ;that recent shockt, tnaturai
.

.

.

gas

.

.

and water shortages) 'have

.

caused Californians tareal-iie that-life
'.'
: ,-V
:

yell
\

be much different in. the
.

qk-'-/

.'

,,,

.future and believes that they are ready to accept a "griutriri future.

.

,

However, each of the pollsters warned that there are man' "cross currents"
in. public opinion and that people. are going to be skeptical.

"People will

accept sacrifices on one conditiOn--as long as they are fairgy. administered.
People don't mind sacrifices if they -are across the board."

Eluitability

is undoubtedly important, but an essential prerequisite is teat people
.-

believe that a problem is serious enough to require sacrifices.

With the,Troach of spring; the concerns about natural gas shortages
hat existed two months ago seen; to have 1argely'disappeared. -The extent
i
..

of:lasting change brought about by those "crisis" conditions-remain to te
4,

evaluated.

However

-

.

-

a look. at the consumption, of automobiles 'n the United.,

States inrrecent months.gives cause for pessimism.

Ar April

Jt

article

(Sacramento Beei-Pa9e '0) notes: that u...thiftee out o )1bUr.new.tar buyers
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are choosing big, 'gas guzzling' V-8 engines to power their trimmer models,"

a clear indication thiirthe American public has forgotten the fuel *shortages
and long lines at gasoline stations of'late 1973 and early 1974. At that
time (1974 model year) sales of 4 cylinder engines reached a record 12.7%,
whereas at present they are only 5.7%.
engines have lost 'favor with the public.

Clearly small cars and-small

The pessimistic view is supported

by a recent Roper' Organization poll, which found that the public was strongly
in favor of developing new energy sources and just'as strongly opposed
to_ conservation measures,

About three-fourths of the respondents opposed

any moves that would lead to higher prices for oil and gas (Wall Street
'Journal, Apr11421, 1977

p. 27).

Even when a person believes ti4re is a problem and that it is desirable

for someone to talfe action, the question is what action and how much are

individuals willing to sacrifice., The most appealing response is to develop
ta technological solution which requires no sacrifices at all

The Drossler

,survey -Nun& that 73 percent of the respondents believe that technology
will sal/Pe the energy problem (Drossler Research Corp .

).

Faith in tech-

nology, an outstanding national -characteHstic, can be counterproductive

by preventing individuals from taking the responsibility for making behavioral
changes that can lead to import4nt energy savings
The responses of several prominent "public figures to President:Carter's
energy policy message to Congress all&led to this technological optimism

and other aspects of the American character. Senator-Howard Baker' and
Republican..National Commit-tee phatitan William Brock commented,

n a post-

speech interview (CBS Television, April 20), that thi approach -

-i e.

r4

ccinsirvation--"jutt

the_American way; that we ve always solved

problems by producing more and that's what weshould do now

.obi r

'Repre-sentative
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Robert Bauman (R-Md.) was quoted as saying, "...asking America, the

richest nation on earth, to start acting like a poor nation is contrary
to the character of our people."

(Davis Enterprise (U I). April 21, 1977,

.

If these comments reflect an accurate perception of the attitudes

p. 14).

of a majority of Americans, then the adoption of attitudes compatible
=iv

As the Drossler study noted,

with more frugal living is a- long way off.

it will take sustained crisis Conditions

not merely the Presidtnt and

other experts telling`the public that a crisis is imOnling, to change
attitudes and behavior signifitantly.

5:2

Lifestyle Changes
Major changes in lifestyle are difficult: to make andit would be

Unrealistic to'expect very many people who are presently employed in main-.
stream jobs to pull up stakes and join the back-to-the-land moyeTent.

It

would, of course, be much easier to move to nearby new towns or energy
conserving communities of the kind described in grevious chapters

rice

Cr'-)

these are much closer to exist. ing lifestyles.

Even thougfi luny people

nt jobs and conditions of their lives,.

may be unhapgy with thei

perceived financial responsibilities and other commitments to family,
friends, and associates at work make it very difficult for most people to
envision the possibilities for a major change.

The success of alternative

lifestyle publications, national media treatment, and surveys (Elgin and
Mitchell, 1976) indicate that there is considerable sympathy for the mover

ment and at least a vague desire among many:people to participate in .it*
And, those: -who have joined the movement and publicized it '§o favorably
.

-

have been an impportant influence on.others who might consider such a Rive.,

..

.

-

,

The stories of success, despite inevitable obstacles

show that changing
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one's lifestyle is possible and, no doubt, inspires others to Make the.

change.

However, t

romantic treatment of the back-to-the-larid Movement

may be a disservi e to some who have made (or will make) the change without adequate prep ration.

Certainly

the difficulties that can be encoun-

,-

tered by inexperien

former urbanites, especially those attempting a

self-sufficient homestead,

an be very great.

Those persons who fini d true
i'

self--sufficiency. appealing s ould be aware of the hazards of isolation;

boredom, long hours of very hard work, and the unpredictable forces of
nature.

Stewart Br nd's comment on self-sufficiency, quoted earlier,

(Sec. 2.2) shoul

e read carefully.
c.

5.3

Obstacles to In

=

ation

There are a variety o

obstacles to innovation which may affect the

prospects for success of an energy. conserving .commUnity such as Village

Homes or a new town-such as Cerro Gordo.

The major' obstacles faced by

subdivisions-of the. Village Homes type are the reluctance of financial
institutions to lend money for innovative projects and the conservative
nature of building codes and the planning and permit approval process in

4

local jurisdictions.

The. Village Homes project almost failed .b fo e.it. began =for lack of
a, lender to .financed the initial site preparati
o

drainage, and

.

streets.

The'banks were fraaly unwilling to go

tong with such innovative

design which included narrow streets, large south facing windows, drainage
ponds% a farm within the subdivision, and collective ownership of property
by .,a homeowners association.. In addition, the Federal Housing Administration

(FHA) initially.refused to approve the project for FHA home mortgage loans.

4 *

-

Without FHA approval banks wereunlikely to. invest in the subdivision.
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FHA objections were similar to the banks' and the agency commented that
Homes deviated from accepted development practices to the ext n";

Villag
that

e marketability may be impaired Deprato and 'Corbett, 1977)..

eK
ut

Fortunately, the Davis Planning Director, Gloria McGregor, intervened
.

with FHA and was able to influence the agency to giVe Corbett a further
hearing at which tine approval ties obtained., The FHA, hodever

-requirgd.

two conditions: no farm animals, and no homeowner association ownership
of-.apartments in the first phase.

Even with. FHA approval, Corbett needed

the help of his stepfather, a successful developer in the Sacramento area,

to obtain the construction MAN Moreover,,he had to agree that solar
beating would be optional, not-required, no farm animals would be kept,
no homeowners association-owned investment properties would exist in the
first phase

and that carportS would be widened to accommodate Amerfcin

After these concessions to conventional'designOt was still

cars.

necessary for Corbett's step-father to act as- a co- signer,

the construe,

tion loan and to agree to build ten of his traditional buses in the first
phase of the subdiVision.

The integration of farms or orchards within suburban subdivisions
could present legal pro6lems and leave the innovatiye developer on shaky
ground.

This doestlIpot,appear to be the case in Davis, where,the.a0proval

of the farm-under planneCdeVelopment (PD) zoning granted specific legal
rights to conduct the a ricultural enterprise (Owen

7977)

However, it

is possible that in other jurisdictions the"use of planned unit development zoning ,may not afford the.same legal rights to conduct a'farm operation

within a subdivision.

This depends on the wording of theloCal PUD zoning
.

ordinance.

If the 1egal right to farmpis shaky

.

the farm operatien could

1 3.4

be terminated more easily and arbitrarily, especially in responseto
complaints ffom nearby residents about the disameniti.es of farm operations.

Since the Village-Homes farm will be operated b) salaried morker
only some of whom will be Village residents, the farm may be viewed by
If7

'the homeowners as a

her .profit- making enterprise, (such as the Village

stores or apartihe

and not as an essential part of a more self-'

sufficient lifestyle.

Residents have *already expressed concern over the

extent. of their liability if a business operated by the homeowners asso-

They are,wdrried, quite understandably, that their
liability might extend beyond'their investment in the homeowners associaciation should fail.

-

,

tion to their personal property.

In a situation where technology.is new, e.g. solar heating:several
.

-

Potential problems comld emerge. rtnexperienced developers or promoters
of new equipment for solar installations may enter the
the field is wide open and few established develoPer
new technology.

In such a rapidly growing new

ndustry since

hdve accepted the

.

el d, we can 'expect some

of the products to be of low qualIty, either as a result-of incompetdnce
or dishonesty.

Because widely accepted standards do.not exist (at least

officially), the prospectivb home buyer will be onhi-s'Owb to determine
the reliability of the builder.

Questions of liability will undoubtedly

emerge and it is pbssible that-local jurisdictions, which issue building

permits, may windup as defendants in comrt'suits fOr damages from
disgruntled homeowners.

Excessi-ve local government concern about damage

-suits could deter innovation.

Additional legal and social conplications in the design of innovative
communities such as Village Homes or new towns such as Cerro Gordo lie in
the joint ownership.of property by homeowners.

Since it is generally
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necessary for the original group of homeowners to sell sh

to new home-

°

owners as they buy into the development or because the homeowners shagre

in commercial ventures such as at Village Homes, it would appear necessary
for the association or corporation to register with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.

This mat only be a minor inconvenience.

However,

in situations where people do not have adequate legal advice, both the
legal and interpersonal problems of communal ownership of property can be
serious.*
Building Codes

Alternative lifestyle persons have generally not built hour 6 in
conformity with the uniform building code because it is too expensive to
do so (most of the houses in our survey were built for less than 20% of
what a minimum conforming house would-cost).

Thus, alternative lifestyle

persons face the danger of eviction from their homes if building codes
are enforced, unless an accommodation has been reached with local'overnment.

In California,.the State Housing and Community Development Commission

did at to encourage local govrnments to accept alternative lifestyle
(Class 0-housing in rural areas but did not mandate them to do so (Sacral,.
mento Bee, July 24,.1976; p. A-3).
Building. codes can also inhibit innovation in solar and other building

technology which may critically affect a new community project sdth as
Village HoMes.

Most building codes do not specify performance requirements

but do specify which materials, components and subsystems are approved for
construction.

Therefore, each new .technology must prove that it is equal

to the products ttiehave already been approved under the code.

Consequentli

thcode favors'existing,products and techniques over new competitors.
4/

If

* Some of the problems of property ownership faced by communes are described
in Kanter (1973).
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modification of the code is required before innovation can be tried, it
specify such an item (Schoen, et al.,

will be 'a rare contractor who

I

..p; 97).

5.4

4

Constraints to Alternative Lifestyles

For those who have overcome doubts about trying the rural alternative

many problems still remain:

If financial resources are meager, which

seems to be generally, the case, the purchase of suitable land is the

first major obstacle., The primac requirements are low cost; accessibility
byroad but, for many, not too accessible; 'a supply of water; some land
CY'

suitable for farming or gardening and a supply of wood.

Moderate4slope is .

It is virtually-iMpossi6Te

also important for farming and home building,

to meet all of these requirements, ximarily because there is no longer
J

...

'

.

a=ny dood,farmland in the.state.that is cheap.

Even relatively-low-quality

'farmland ofmoderate slope and adequat6later is likely to cost at
least $1,000 an acre and probably more

If the land has already been sub-

divided into 5 or 10 acre pai-cels, the cost per acre is likely to be much

higher. ,Most of the homesteads that we saw in the foothills were 20 acres
for larger and.the land costs there were much lower than $1,000 per acre.

However, most of that land is of low quality and unsuitable for farming
40 unless great efforts are made,to improve its quality by the addition of
large amounts of organic matter.

We have not tried to determine what the

potential supply of homestead land is but my guess is that suitable land
foresmall scams homesteading is not easy to find.

There is no doubt that

continued growth in the back -to- the -land movement will raise the price of

small parcels substantially, and very likely place them beyond the reach

of many prospectikbuyers (in'California).

If land is suitable for farming
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rapidly increasing agricultural commodity prices (e.g., grains, soybeans)

are likely to driveland prices to excessive levels for Small scale.home-

1

steading.

EVen if there is enough moneto buy' land. and begin the homesteading
prove to be serious in the future.

venturiother

As
1--

.5, jobs are scarce, prospects for wage income

already noted in Section

,

.

are generallypoor and.entrepreneurial activities are frequently unsuccess7
.They too depend onthe larger economy 'for.sales'as. there may not be

enough money in.elternative lifestyle communities to support craftsmen and
other entrepreneurs.

5.5

Sddial Implications of Increased Home Labor
thanges in behavior toward greater frugality generally require larger
1

amounts of labor or giving up goods or activities which previously provided
enjoyment or satisfaction,
sati

If the individual finds the additional labor

ing'(e.g., by providing feelings of increased competence or contri-

biting to solving a societal problem), the change can leave the individual
feeling that he/she has gained something rather than sacrificed.

So too,

Fran individual changes conPumption. and activity. patterns to reduce energy
use, it is possible to feel better off if a change in values accompanies
the.change in behavior.

'Indentives, such as taxes or subsidies, could

promote voluntary changes by altering the individual's personal benefit
calculation.

Without such a value changur incentives,-voluntary changes

in behavior cannot ke expected as they would leave the individual feeling
worse off.

When energy consery

lifestyle changes are considered in the.context

of a. mainstream lifestyle, A potentially tmportant issue related to the
substitution, of labor fOnenergy concerns 'the job status, of women.

The

1138

increasing career expectatio

many women are generally not compatible
specially in households Where women

with increased amounts of home la

In the rural alternative lifestyle

must do a major.share-of the housew

/-)

the issue i5 one of role rather than career or Sob aspirations,'since few
However

alternative,lifestyle people think in terms of "career."
alternative lifestyle requires large amounts of

the

bor, which could
,

(depending on the persons involved)" relegat women to traditional roles
of.mother and housekeeper Ohile leaving men free to pursue more varied
.

and creative
can be highl

.

ivities, including liravel.

The demands"of a homestead

'restriCtive, especially for women Who accept the traditional

role..
In mainstream society it appears that work

ns create'a major

obstacle to the achievement of greater home production activity.

Many

people, especially professionals, are overemployed--they work very long

hours and areAften under considerable stress.

Their leisure time is

most likely to be spent on activities which involve high levels of consumptian as these confer the greatest utility or economic value.*

Such indi-

vichials'are likely to blAy an appliance or hire someone to-perform a house-

hold task rather than spend,their own time because such activities are
ofteh'not economical when evaluated ih :terms

individual's time.

the dollar value of_ the

It is possible that changes. in the length-of the work

day and the way in which work is organized could contribute to an increase
in home production activities and their being valued more highly by larger
-numbers of people.

Certainly, the sharing of jobs would provide more free

time for home activities.'

If these activities have real economic value,

*'An excellent analysis of leisure behavior and the myth of increasing
leisure time,.from an economist's point of view, is found in Linder, The

HaMed Leisure Class (1970).

.
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such as the growing and preserving of food, the production of furniture,

and themaintenance.of home apd automobile, then somig-Ilis% ofsalary from
a shorter work week would be compensated by the value of home productibn.

More job sharing would,of course, provide opportunities.for large numbers
,of-woitten, who are now reluctant to Work full time -and, cannot obtain

parttime jobs, and thereby contribute'to the total income of'Thany hou
holds.

While we do not expect many persons...to voluntarily accept lower

incomes, the increasing trend toward "simple livitig" observed by Elgin and
Mitchell (1976) would indicate that a substantial number of persons might
.

voluntarily reduce their work.commitments and their salaries.

Such, a

choice would be even more appealing if other'household 'members are likely
to obtain parttime jobs as a

-

of the vojuntary reduction by others.

A major 'obstacle to the'wider adoption of.work sharing would appear to be,

organizations, not individuals.

Many organizations will no doubt find-it

difficult to envision high level employees working parttime.

We cannot

say for sure whether two employees sharing a job will be more productive
than one, but that possibility seems as likely as-not. 'The experiment is

worth trying on a large Seale, especially in job categories where there is
an oversupply of labor.

Although job sharing could revise the economic calculation of individuals with 'regard to home activities, it is not likely to change the psycho16gical value thaytiftdividuaTs place on such activities.

The fault for,

low value being placed.on doing. things oursel4ii can be traced to societal

values and the way we are educated and socialized.

For most,people,

buying something has great r status than making it; owning something new and

expensive is best of

11.

A primary facet of our educatiofi-is as consumers-7

we are taught to satisfy needs and desires by consuming rather than by

V.
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creative and pro ii

Theobold).

or even contemplative, activities (Goodman,

This reflects the high value that we place on,acquiring money

and goods rather than on such things as competence.(in doing things our-

serves) and self-reliance, and other non-material values.'
Although energy conserving actions. within the'framework of existing

behavior and values are possible, for example;-6 redesign of buildings
.

orcommun{ties, the adoption of a frugal lifestyle r quires different
attitudes' abodt consumptIon and,abodt 'what things.

important in life.O.

Certainly, conservation actions which do not require major,value changes'.
wi,Mb:0004sier to.achieve but their benefits wilt fall far shaft 'of what
.

is-possible with the adoption of frugal lifestyles..

164.

,

.

Chapter 6. ConcTuding. Comments.
We have avoided estimating the present.'

petential elijorgy..savings_

from fie" energy conserving lifestyles discussed in previous sections.
Certainly,the present
saving is very-small When measured in terms of
..
total U.S.. energy consumption because the -number of experimenters is

'relatively 'smal : Furthermore-, it is unlikely that, within the' foreseeabl e
future_ (say 2Q years), there will be enough persons living the types of
...lower energy lifestyles described here to have:a large impact.on total
energy thissumptien.- However, we believe that the importance of the experi..

1-

menters with new ways of living exceeds.,their relative numbers.* They .are
not only showing the way to new lifestyle.possibilities and thereby broad-

enfng the options for

of us, which we believe is socially desirable, but
.

,
are -embracing values and behaviors that are .compatible with ?emerging
source 'limitations.. Furthermore, they', are demonstrating at more frugal
11

-living iS not onfy, possible but can be satisfying.
The case-fOr "educing- our rate of growthyf energy use has been wade

in several widely read works*' and seems incontrovertible to me. However;
most studies (Lovins' excepted) have, heretofore, shied away-fromrecom

tending conservation measures that require significant lifestyle'changes,
and asked instead, ,"What pan-we achieve without making 1 i festyl-e changes?"

Now that President Carter has taken the initiative to tell the American

people that the energy situation requires lifestyle changes wit perhaps we
considering and. experimenting-with ntre,substantial changes.
will
a.
. start consideri
"'
Many pos§ibilitief exist, from the radical lifestyle.change of the
.

..-

rura 'hemestead4 without electricity ors; most appiiances, to the m dest
chafes found in energy conserving' subd?isions and
*

See.FrAman (1974), Energy Policy Projec
At

n

towns.

But such

alternatives will require time to prod'Uce substantial reductions n the_ ..
rate of growth of na,tional energy use.

The greatest reduction in energy

-\.

use y fa

wAll

have to come friim the adoption

persops who continu
hoods as

to

tives

lifestyle changes by

work 'at the same jobs and -live in the i,same.neighbor-

at_ presents. The recognitibn of this

as a- barrier to change.

of

prect

On the contrary, it is impdrtint.to.consider incen-

'too hasten the adoption of lifestyle chKges both by encouraging the
prombting desired

growth of a variety of new aitersativqs.as well tias
.

should not be .raised

.

changes within more traditional situations.

Most'of.the many possible
%.

whfch have been disdussed

changes in patterns of consumption and activitles

in previous sections in the context.of the three lowerrenergy alternatives,
can, be used in or adapted to:traditional situations.

We cannot predi ct the consequences of such changes very well.
Adopting more frugal' lifestyles -need not -mean that Individual s will be
.

N.,

worse off than now; if the change in' behavior is ,accompanied by c'han'ges
in values from those which,goVerff much of our present behavior.

To many

this will seem like giving up tife American dream of-increasing-affluence
a

terial consumption - -a difficult thing to do,.

,-

i keli hood' that th-ere will be negative econ,mic consequen

'Some sectors of

should not be neglebted.

lifestyle

ereby,

economy, and that some Individuals will' suffe

Those who lOse jobs will be. forced to adoPt a
s

-

of ineltigant frugality in contrast to "thk"ellegants;--fru al ity"

that Loyins (1976) fbresees as pe(ssible (fbr those whb retain
of l ivel hood) .

ir mea

riority to, preventing or reduc

We must accord- hig

negative effects of lifestyle thanges.

HOwever

it.

should

be 'recognized

.

that the alternate.path of continued profligacy .17$ not without risk.
1

Indied, ;it appears to be the riskier of- the two.:-

It, therefore, seems

prudent to start making lilestyle changes now rather:than having ahem
forced suddenly upon_us-

with

limitations and r

ncreasing prices finally_ confront us.

potentially dire corseqUences,_when

resource
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